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AB§TRACT.

Human gait has been extensively studied in the past
in the bope that a . more thorough underst_ading of the
differences between normal and abnormal. ga1:t. and the re

lationshipsbetween the electromyogram (E.M.G.) and force.
may be obtained� In order to study these phenomena, bot_
kinematic' data regarding the limbs. and E.M.G. data for
the muscles in question must be gathered.

This thesis presents a .. minicomputer based data acqui
sition sy�tem for the analysis of human gait. �he E.M.C.
data is gathered by mea•• of a seven channel. optically
isolated. telemetry system. The data 18 fed into a fre�
quency counting interface board connected t� the compute�.
Synchronous with the co.unti�g of the E.M.G. frequency, th'e

computer gathers t.inematic data about the limbs in the
'form of' a photograph. Infrared L.E.».'. are placed over

strategic points on the subjec.t's l1mbs. alld flasbed each
t1me the E.M�G. data is counted. A time photograph 1s
taken of the L.E.D.' a , providing the tra'jectori.s of the'

.

points. Data 1nput 1s controlled by a foot .�itch which
d�limits the .tride during analY8is. Subsequent· to the'
data acquisition, the E.M.G. data i. stored on ma8ne�ic
tape. Photographic data of the kinematic trajectories is
input to the computer via an X, Y digit.i.er. Softwa'l'e .was

written to control the data acquisition process. and to

recover and display the data for an-8lysi8.

This thesis shows that automated synchronous acquisi
tion of both I.M.G. data and kinem�tic data in human gait
is possible. and can be-economically realized.
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1� INTRODUCTION

The analysis of human gait has long bee-n of .

iu.terest

to both medical and aedical engineering communities. Work

has been done in the areas of electromyogram/force rela-

tionships, kin••atics and kinetics of ·walkiug, .. diagnosis

of abnormal walking conditio.s, etceter••

T� understand human.gait, one must und�r.tand the mo-

tion of· the body and the li�bs. Also req�ired are a

knowledge of the forces and energy requirements involved

in walk,iag. Thil'dly, one must know which muscle. are ac ...

tive in "a1-king, and be able to relate their output fOl'ce.

to those expected. Only with all of these requirements

met, can human gait be analyzed.

There are two distinct data sets available from the

hUllan gait •. The first is the kinematic data which may be

obtained via photographic, television., or goniometri.c

techniques. Secoadly there is muscle force data which may

.

be obtained by electromyographic or force plate techn�-·

que••

Traditionally these two methods of analysis have been

dealt with separately, although the author has found more

than one attempt to correlate the two data sets (Battye
and Joseph, 1966) (O'Connell and Gardner, 1962). Bowever,
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the _systems described require a very lengthy manual ana-

lysis to extract �nformation from the data.

The force plate is very accurate in yielding floor

reaction forces in· walking. Bowever, the forces at the

joints m·ust be subsequently i�ferre·d from limb ge.ollletry.

Also, ·muscle teQsions cannot be calculated because of ·the

numerous muscle combinations which could yi·eld approx!-

mately the same resultant forces. EleeCtomyography, on

.
.

the other hand, yie1d·s the di.rect e1e.ctrical o:utput of in.�
;,

dividual muscles when active.

Information about the foree. required for walking can

be obtained from the kinematic data associated with. the

moving limbs. This data co.bined wi th a knowle.dge of Ii••

mass and moments ·of inertia (Contini, 1972) can be used to

calculate the tranalational and rotational forces on the

1i.bs. Howe�er, both kinematic data and eleetromyographic

data are required to establish a relationship between

force and I.M.G. If the electrogram can ·be correctly re- .

1ated to force, the resultant forces on joint. and· liga

ments can be established. Thuafor a full understanding

of human gait, both the muscle e1ectromyograms· (I.M.G.)

and the kinematic data are required.

The goal of this thesis was to build.a computer con-

trolled data acquistion system for the analysi. of human
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gait. .This system would synchronously gather both E.M.G.

data and kinem.atic data. The data would be s·tored on a'

suitable medium and available for processing.
.

In addi

tion, the.' system would be electrically safe for the sub

ject, easy to operate, and r·elativctly inexpensive to

build. Such a .ystem would ena.bie researchers to explore

the joint reaction and musc;le forces in gait and to ·also

improve· the understandins of the TelatioQship between

B.M.G. and force in dynamic .ctivity.

The thesis structure is· intended to present the

reader with a logical approach· to the system design .•

Chapter 2 ia an introdu·ction to eleetromyograph.y and kine

.sioloiy fundamentals. The third chapt..r covers the design

philosophy and explains the �ttCbo�'� app��.ch to- thavari

ous problema involved in thi. project. Chaptera 4 through

6 detail the actual hardware design of' the equipment,
.

while chapter 7 i. devoted to' the sO'ftware development.

Finally, t�e project i. evaluated in chapters' 8 and 9,

with appropriate comments made for tuture work.
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. 2. IACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Electro�yograph1 Fundamentals

.

....

Human skeletal muscle is composed of muscle cells·· or

muscle fibres. These muscle fibres· range in Iellith .,--to 30

cm.but are 1e.&s than 0.1 mm.indiam.tel' ('asmajian. 1978).

These muscle fibres are arra�'ged ln a ,arallel fashion to

for1ll motor units and may number·from 5 or 6 in the human

eye . up to .2000 in the gastrocnemius. All ·of the .uscle

fibres in a.lingle motor unit are innervated by a single

n�rve fibre or axone as .hown in figure 2.1.

SPINAL
NER.VE .

___- SPINAL
COlD

--..... CELL BODY

(NEURON!)
.

��--------------------�---------- NERVE FIBR.E
(AXOD)

�c:;;..-__ MUSCl.E
FIBRES

'------------ END PLATE

Fig. 2.1 Single Motor Unit
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A whole human muscle ·wi11 be composed of a large
.

.

number of moto� units distributed throughout the belly of .

the muscle. The motor unit is the functional unit of'mus-

cle contraction. A pulse travelling down the nerve axone

will cause all of th� fibres in that .otor unit to Con-

tract� Bec_use. of the distributed natur. of the.musc1e

fibre.s, . this colitraction force will also b.· distributed

throughout the belly of the muscle •

.

Motor units c.ontract in an all-or-none fasbion' at a

frequency ranging from a few Hertz (Hz) up to a maximum of

about SO Hz. The smooth graded nature of contraction ob-

served in normal movement is achieved by a number· 0·£ lIe-

chan.is.s. Pirst motor units vary in . siz.·.. . S1Ia11 units

are recruit.d for low levels of force, wi.th. larger units

being rec.ruited as additional atrengt.h is required.� ,Also,

the frequency of pulses increases as strength is required.

Mechanical damping combined with asynchronous fir.lng of

the fibres smooths out·· the pulsating effect of the con

tractions. Only at high force levels or durin. fatigue,

. when the 1I0tor units tend. to syuehronize, does physical

vibration of '

a muscle become apparent.

After being innervated by a nerve impulse, a motor

unit will contra�t for· a certain period �f .time. This

twitch' time is variable from motor unit to moto.r unit and

may range from a few mi11isecouds (msec) to 200 msec.
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Bowever� all the fibre. of a single motor unit. will have

approximately .tbe same twitch time •. Thus in high speed

movement, only fast, or fast .nd medium speed motor units

might be recruited eV. Pollak�.1978).

The muscle cell membrane is respon.ible for the

spread of the nerve pulses alon8the surface of the cell.

In the steady s·tate relaxed pbase, there· i8· a positive

cell potential across the m.embrane of between SO ·milli

volts (mv) and. 100 mv. When a nerve pulse appears ·at the

1I0t.or . unit end pla·te, it causes a mOllentary depolariza

'tion, reversing the membrane· potential to a negative 30 o·r

40 II'" (Lippold, 1967). This depolarization pr.opagates

down th. length·of the.lluscle fibre at.a velocity of ap"

. proximately 2.8 ·metres'second. The membrane repolarizes

·approximately 2 .sec later. This depolarization is the

phenomenon which triggers the eontraction o� a motor unit.

The electric.al wave fro·nt produced by the depolarization

is known. as an. action potential. The action potentials

m�y be picked up by either surface or indwelling .lec

trodes and comprise the electromyogram.

2.2 !telation.hip Betwee. I.M.G. and Force

There is a well established relationship between

I.M.G. and force documented in· the lite.rature. Due to the

complex nature of motor group recruitment, fir1ng rate,

strength, and twitch times, it is· surprising to find that
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in certains cases there 1s a relatively linear relation-

ship between the voltage time integral of the I.M.G. and

the isometric voluntary tension iri a muscle (Lippold,

19'2) (Inman et al., 1952). Be�gstrom .(1959) and Close et

ale (1960)· h.l1e shown that. a linear relationship also. ex

ists between the I.M.G. spike frequency and the illtegrated

I .M.G. (I .I-.M.G.) up to fairly high lev.ls of force.

�any investigators have tried to justify these exper-

imental �lndin.s on the basis of math�matical models.

V. Pollak (1978), in two· eOllsecu tive papers,· de.ollstratea

a m·odel closely approl(ima.tillg the experimental data.

Soechting alld lloberts (1975) develoPed a second order

trails fer fu·nct·io.i'l betweell sillusoidally modutated isometric

tension and I.I.M.G. They al.o assumed a constant propor-

tionality between I.I.M�G. and mQtor unit spike frequency.

Further, they went on to explain that this �elationship

will be nearly' linear. Milner-Brown. and Stein (1975) have

also developed a .odel which demonstrates .pproximate li-

.
.

nearity between· the I. B.M.G. and force as. well as an ex-
.

perim�ntallY verified· linear relationship between the

I.I.M.G. and its root �ean squared (Il.M.S.) value in iso-

metric contractions.

Bialand and Lippold (1954) have shown a linear rela-

tionship between I.I.M_G. and velocity at· a constant

force, and between I.I.M.G. and force at constant velocity
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over a narrow range of values. However, the constants of

the relationships vary with direction' and magnitude of
,

velocity.

Considerable. work still remains to be done to estab-

1ish a force/E.M.G. mode·1 .

which encompasses the dynamic

case.

Wh-i1e the linearity of' the is.ometric; case is well es-

tab1ished, the same cons tants are not note·d from muscle to

ausc1e,
.

or .' from . subject· to subject. Thus

E.M.G. quantities are always relative, and for experiments

in which quan�1zation is desirable, a calibration proce-
".

.

dure must be" followed (DeVries. 1968). Comparis'ons may be

drawn between muscles in a dynamic activity, but 0l\ly in

teras of timing. Amplitude comparisons between muscles

provide very mis1eadin. results.

2.3 Kinesiology of Walking

S'aunders, Inman and Eberhart (1953) have· given ail. ex ...

ce1leat description of the kinetics of walking_

"The displacement pat.ter.n of the centre of grav
ity . may . be regarded as constituti.ng the su.1ia

�ion or end result of all forces. and motions
acting upon and concerned with the translation
of the body from one point to another during 10-
comotion."

If one co.bines this idea with a knowledge of muscle

activity during walking, an understanding of the kinesio!-
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ogy of gait evo1ve.s •. 'A great deal of, ,work has already

been done in this area. and there is a r�asonab1e.under

standing of which muscles are active dU.ring -",certain porti.olls.

of gait. However. the understanding of the significance

of I.M.G. vs movement in terms of the exact roles muscles

are �layin. to maint�in normal gait is still very incom

plete·. Also, the aetual forces contributed by eaeh muscle

'to each phase of walking are not easily computed. The mo

tion of upright bipedal walking is comp1ieated and diffi

cult to model. On1y.by developing improved gait' ana1,.sis

syste"ms and improving the understanding·. of . the relation

ships between E�M.G. and force can this subject be better

understood.
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3. E.M.G. AND KINEMATIC DATA ACQUIS�TION

3.1 Desi_n Considerations

There are a great many ways irt which one could design

a sy_tell which would g.ather electromyographic and kinemat

ic data. O�Conn.ll and Gardner (1962) describe a system

which. utilizes motion picture records of the subject with

a simultaneous tape recording.. of the I.M.O.

Sychronization is achieved by means of a push button which

places markers on both the tape and the fi111. This .yste.

certainly gathers all of the. data, but p.ro.c.•saing of that

data is a v�ry laborious manual chore. tn addition, per

tinent times in the gait, such as heel strike or to. off,

are not automatically recorded. Tbese·are necess.ry for

comparative analysis between s�rides.

Battye and Joseph (1966) have reported a similar

techni.que utilizing a single channel radio telemetry sys

tem and motion picture �ilm. A telemetry system gr.atly

increases subject mobility in E.M.G.· studie.�

Uilfortuaately, t.his system's 8inale Cha11ft.l· capability

dictates aany runs for a full stride analysis of all the

perti11ent muscle groups. In addition, the s,stem alsri re

quires manual data processing.

There are many other �ery sophisticated systems for
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the processing of kinematic data alone (some 'of which are

mentioned later).
'

However" the author found no other com

plete systems reported, in the literature which gathered

both I.M.G. and kinematic data synchronously.

It is obvious that there' is a need, for such a system.

Ideally it sheuld previt;le automated or semi-autemat,ed elata

acquisition, combined with automated data proce,ssing., The

twe set. of data should be synchronized. Pertinent timing,

i�formaticn such as h�el strikes should ,be used tc'delimit

the time bounda�ies of successive strides, allcwins sta

tistical compariscns .of the data •

.

'

It is appar_t that .only a c01llputer based .ystem i,s

capable .of meeting these crite�ia., A dedicated miniccm

puter operating in real time wculel be able tc gather and

store all of the necessary data.

The choice of ccmputer was dictated by the available

resources. The Univetsity.of Sa�katchewan Depar�ment of

Anatollly'possesses a Computer Automation Alpha LSI 2/20

'minicomputer, a 16 bit machine complete with 16lC' words of'

memory and a real time clock (aTC). In additicn this ma

chine supports a Decwriter, a paper tape reader/punch, and

a Tektrcnix model 611 storage unit� An Assembl�r and a

Basic interpreter are also available. Because most gait

studies in this university are cond�cted in ,the Dept. of
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Anatomy, it was decided to use this machine.

The next problem was to decide on the manner in which

to gather and store the kinematic and electromyographic

data. Ari attempt was mada wher�ver possible to cho�se the

least expensive alternative. Very complicated time inten

sive altetnativ•• were cbns!dered but nOt impleme�ted in

this thesis.

3.2 Kinematic Data Acquisition

Winter et al. (1972) have shown a very sophistitated

systellt for tracking jOint markers o� a moving subject.

This system uses television�computer �nalY8i. fo� real

time tracking of the data. While ideally s.ulted to this

application, such a systellt is expensive and.co.plex,· pre-

eluding its use here.

Brugger and Mll·ner. (1978) bave proposed real ti.e

tracking of kinematic data. utilizing a charge coupled dev·-

ice image sensor. Their expetimental work iavery promis-

ing� Bowever, complexity and cost again rule out its con-

sideration.

Stanic et ale (1977) have done a fairly detailed sur':"·
•

vey of kinematic data analysis sysyems. They have shown

that goniometers (joint angle measurement devices) can be
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utilized to great advantage in the study of kinematics.

These systems lend themselves �ell to real tim. data ana

lysis, are relatively simple to cODstruct, and are also

inexpensive. Unfortunately the degree of subject encum-

'brance ranges from medium e.e high in the' systems tested.

Also, only the joint angles are yielded by ,this �yste••

For calculation of,' limb trajectories. this data would

,prove inadequate.

ltlopsteg and Wilson (1968) have proposed a photo

graphic technique. Small l,igbt bulbs are plac'ed on ana

tomical landmarks on the subj.ct. A rotating disc with a

slot cut in it is placed in front of the c.mera. As the

subject walks 'in f'ront of the ca.era, the shutter is le'ft

op.n and dotted trajectories of the limbs are exposed On

the film. If the slotted' disc, rotates at fixed rate, the

trajectory pOints are 'equ.lly spaced in time. This type

of data can be' analyzed by a cO,.puter if the co-ordinate

pOints are digitized. either manualiy or with an x,t digi

t,izer.

This,systell has a,number of disadvantages., The data

cannot be analyzed in real time. lilm development and

printing will typically require, two days. The angular

,velocity of the rotating disc must be'held perfectly con

stant. There is no simple means of synchronizing the ki

nematic data with R.M.G. data. To avoid film fogging,
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the subject must be photographed in absolute darkness.

On tbe positive side. s\tch· a system is relatively

aimple and ine.pensive to. construct, althougb there are

continuous ·co·sts ass�ciated witb tbe film
.

processing.

Also such a sY8t·em provides a low encumbranc.. for the sub

ject. By means of computer control and i�f�ared fllm, all

of the problems in the previous paragraph can be a.ercome,

except for the �eal time acqut.ition limitlo��
.
If �ne ac

ceptB the t1me del.ay between experimental procedure a·nd

data reduction and processing, it becomes appata·n� that

t.his system i.s ieleally suited to the applicatio·n.

The t1me interval between point. of light on the film

can be accurately controlled by means of the co.p�ter�s

real time clock. This is done ):,1· placing light. eaitting

diodes (L.B.D.) Oil the anatomical landmarks of t.be sub

ject. These L.B.D.'s can be flashed by means of a pair of

wires connected to the COmputer. The computer's aTC is

crystal controlled· and very accurate. Thus .e· can achieve

very accurate time intervals betwe.n the light points on

the fil., and completely eliminate the rotating disc 1n

front of the camera. In addition, the L.E.D. puis. rat�

is now variable by software means. This lends much fleld·

bility in the use of the system, allowing a pulse rate.up

to a maximum lillited· only by the upper frequency of the

aTC.
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Timing and I.M.G.

sillply .handled.

syne·h�onization a�e also �elative

A heel switch placed in the sole ofly

one foot is also connected to eompute�. Upon closure of

this switch, an ·illter�upt is gene�ated to t·he· compttte�·

which starts flashing the L.E.D.�s and gatheririg

I.M.G .. data. A second foot switch interrupt is u.ed to

halt tbe flashilll· and data acquisition. Thus, heel

switches can be used.to delimit· the time boundaries of a

.tride, and limit the data acquisition to the period of

the stride only. In addition,.if I.M.G. data is gathered

only at the time in which the L�I.D.·s are fl.shed, the

kinematic and I.M.G. data .ets will be inherently syn�

chronized. This concept is ezpl.ained in sreater depth in

tbe �ezt section.

If tbe camera shutter i8 left open in
.

ambient light

for the period of an ord�nary 8t�ide, any ordinary film

will be hopelessy fOIled. B·owever, the whole tracking

p�ocedure lIay be accomplished in the inf�ared speetrull.

Infrared L .. !.P.#� and filII ,i�ld as lood a ·record of tbe.

joint trajectories as do visible L.E.D.'s and normal film •.

If a hilh quality infTa�.d filter is tben placed over the

eame�a lens, the room lilhting lIay be raised to a reason

able level. No apparent fOlginl of the fibl occurs under

tbese conditions.

I
Thus the timing. synchronization, and lighting prob-
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lems can all easily be dealt with, yieldin. a more than

adequate kinematic analysis system.

3.3· I.M.G. Data Acquisition

3.3.1 Teleaetry

In recording .lectrophy.iolog�cal param.ters, in this

case the electromyogram, a considerable number of dif·f1-

culties must be overcome •. Basically, the o�server wishes

to measure the IMG using rather bulky 1.nstrumentation,

perhaps an oscilloscope or a computer •. This ne.eds to be

carried out with a minimum of encumbrance, and a malttmulII
....

of safety for tbe sub.ject.· Monitorinl cables should not
.

.

be bulky. Ilectrodes should be simply attached. Most illl-

portant, the pattent should be isolated el�ctrically from

the monitoring instrumentation. Despite these eonstra-

ints, the lIIonito.1'in8 boo.k-up should allow accurate lIIeas-

urement of the electromyogram,.while introducing a minimu1l

of noise and distortion.

The simplest system to record the IMG is typified by

long runs of wire from the monitoring instrumentation to

the subject. This system· suffers from .any disadvantages.

Lonl cable runs can become very bulky· if a large number of.

muscles are to be monitored. A firm anchor for the cables

may be difficult to provide, yet this is· essenti.al to min-
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imize artifact 'noise, or outright dislodging of the elec-

trodes during physical activity. Subject mobility is ex-

tremely restricted and gait parameters may be affected.

T.o provide patient isolati.on, coatly isolation amplifiers

1Ilust be employed on each incominl channel of·data. In ad-

dition, .ignal quality degrades considerably with dis-

tanc••

To overcome som. of these .lfficulties, a telemetry

.
system may be employed. In such a system, multiplexilll

may be used to eliminate or·reduee problems with cables.

Because all of the data. may be carried on one com.unica-

tlon channel, a sinlle isolator is required.to i.olate the

subject from the instrumentation. Also, the signals c.n

be pre-cond,tioned local to the signal source reducing

noise and distortio�. Thus there is considerable justifi-
.

cation for a telemetry system, and one was built for this

application.

3.3.2 E.M.G. digitization

Onee the E.M.G. data has been brought to the computer

via the telemetry, the· problem remains bow to suitably

store the data. Seven channels of B.M.G. data, sampled at

4000 Hz and analog to digital (A/D) converted �ith 8 bits

of accuracy require 28,000 bytes of storage every ·second�

A typical one second stride would strain both the process-
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ing speed and the me$ory· limitations of the computer.

Provided the processor was able to handle the data r�te,

data for more than one stride would have to be stored on a

secondary stora·ge medium such as digital magnetic tape or

a.floppy d�sc. An slternati.e form of �ata storage would

be. to record the I.M.G. in analog fashion on a aagnetic

tape. Both of these methods require tbe sup.erposi.tion o·f

L.E.D. s,nchronization. data on the !.M.G. data to enable

'future correlati01h . They also represent im.ense amounts

of storage medium.

Both of. -. these methods
.

store raw

I.M.G. essentially as receive.d.
.

Yet the raw R.M.C. is
.

difficult t9 interpret. A vast reduction i�
.

storag. �e-

'quirement would' be realized by pre-processing the

E.M.G. data prior to sampling. A parameter classically

u&ed in gait analy.1s i8 the integrated E�M�G. The ampll�.

tudes of the I.M.G. waveforms may be widely variable,
.

due

to the tange of· depth of the motor units in a particular

muscle. Figure 3.1 shows a typical I.M.G. signal with its

attendant amplitude range.
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.
-

Pig. 3.1 Typical E.M.G. Signal Showing Low and High
Amplitude Motor Units. (200 uv & 100 msec per centimeter)

To acquire I.E.M.G., the E.M.G. is rectified and then

passed �hrough a low pass filter� In order �o get a mean-

ingful amp1itude average �f -the deep and s�perflcial motor

unit. in a mus-cle, the period of the fi.lter must be on the

order of 100 'II-sec (V. Pollak). Such a long time constant

will tend to filter out high speed transient muscle activ-

ity. This would defeat the purpose of monitoring muscle

activity during gait studi.... All the subtle ntaancas and

short- ter'll activities of the muscles �ould be lost. Thus

sampling
- the - I.B.M.G. was considered an approach of last

recourse.

An alternative approach .' to the analysis - of the

E.M.G. is frequency counting. Several investigators _have

reported a reasonably
- linear relationship be_tween

I.E.M.G. and spike frequenCY(Close et al., 1960) (Bergs-

trom, 1959). So�e theoretical modeling has tended to sup-
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port this conclusion, as was previously mentioned. Up to

moderately high 1ev�1� of force, the temporal mean· of

fo�ce/spike remains essentially constant. Given a rela

tively uniform firing rate, the I.M.G. spikes need to. be

counted for only a short period of time to yield a repre

sentative force. This is because frequency cou·nting 1.

relatively independent of the amplitude variation. of deep

and superficial motor units, provided they do· not inter ..

fere with each other in t.ime. There is only moderate. time

overlap ·Qf the action potentials up to quite high force

levels, at which point the re1atioaship between

I.M.G. frequency and force begins to deteriora�e.

Therefore, at moderate levels of force, it should. be pos

sible to get a measure of muscle for·ce· from a frequency

count of only a few msec •

. Ad�itionally, it has been found tba� with the

I.I.M.G., exact reproducibility··· of experimental data is

quite poor. unleSS the electrodes are

accurately. �his may stem from

I.I.M.G. is heavily influe.nced by the

repositioned very

the fact that the

highest amplitude

totor units. These.will necessarily be those units which

have fibres closest to the e1ecttodes. On the other hand.

the author feels that freque�cy counted I.M.G. may be
.

quite reproducible. Since only .
the spike frequency is

being detected. provided the ele�trodes are replaced-rea

sonably close to their original locations, in a second ex�
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periment they.will count �he frequency of the same units.

E.M.G. amplitudes .have no effect and w�ll therefore .not

change the processed E.M.G. Electrode positioning will

not need to be nearly so precise to obtain reproducible

data.

It waa �hus decided to count the zero crossings of

each muscle _.M.G. signal. (This is easier to implement

thaa.actual. spike counting, and the t�o are closely relat

ed.) When the L.E.D.'s are flashed, the cummuIattve fre�

quency c.ounts for each of the muscles are· stored.
.

The

muscle frequency counters are then set to zero and the

counts re-started. Thu•• the muscle data are gatheced

only as often as the kinematic da�at p�ovidin. a

one-to-one correspondance.·
.

This procedure vastly reduces

the storage requiJ:ements imposed on.the computer. For a

one second stride with an L.E.D. flashing rate of SO Hz,

the seven channels of I.M.G. require 350 bytes of storage.

This is a far cry from the 28,000 bytes required fo.r di

rect digitiz_tion �f the data. After completion of an ex·

periment, the data ca� be recorded on a magnetie tape.

In �ounting zero crossings, low frequency drift c�uld

cause E.M.G. zero crossings to remain uncounted. To avoi4

this problem, the instrumen� was bandlimited to 10 Hz and

above (up to 1 KHz). Thus any very low frequencies super

imposed on the: E.M.G. 8ignals are not sent to the zero
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crossing detector8�

3.4 Overall. Function

It is now possible to give an overall descrlp�ion of

the complete system. The block diagram in figure 3.2

give. a picture of the data flow path.

FILM

DATA

COMPUTER C.P.U.

INTDRU
CORE

�ORY

CRT STORAGE
..

UNIT

PAD

DIGITIZER

MAGNETlC

TAPE DRIVE

Fig. 3.2 Block Diaaram of Data Flow Path

. In a typical experiment, the subject's E.M.G. Signals

are connected to the computer via the telemetry. L.E.D.'s
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are placed at the a'pprQpriate joints and extremities. As

well, a heel switch is connected to the computer. The

subject walks in a �irection to cross the field of view of

the camera. The user initiates data acquisition and, sub

sequent to the firat heel strike, the L.I.D.'s besin to

flaah and I.M.G. data ia written into memory. A aecond

heel �trike stops data acquisition and writ.s the I.M.G •

.
data on tape'. The camera shutter'ia closed •.

3.4.1 Data recovery and processing

An X,Y co-ordinate digitizer, the.Scientific.Acceaso

riea Corporation GP 6/30, waa aelected to digitize the

co-ordinates of' the kinemati� data.. I'ilm from the experi

mental �una ia developed and a piin� is made for each ex

perimental run. The author. felt that high level computer

language proceaaing of the data offered the reae,archer.

much more flexibility than Aaaembly lallsuage proeeaains

Tbua,. it waa decided to write Asaembler' subroutines for

the Baaic interpreter which would ailow tbe:· pa.sa8se of the

co-ordinatea to a Basie prosram. In thia way, Basic could

be used to calculate joint anglea, v.locltiea,. accelera

tiona, etcetera.· . Addi tionally, Assembler. aubrou tinea

could be written to retrieve the I.��G. data from the mag

netic tape and paas it to a Basic prosra.. Tbe calculated

kinematic data as well 8a the I.M.G. could tben be plotted

for evaluation, or compared witb additional stride data
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for a statistical analysis. Thus the data flow path of

figure 3.2 was completed.

At this po�nt it should be noted that a telemetry

system was chosen. as the means. of mo�itoring the

E.M.G. signals. As frequency counting is the

pre'!'O"proces8ing method chosen for the ciata acquisition sys

tem, a ve�y rudimentary telemetry syst�m could be real

ized. Bowever� the author felt that the t�lemetty should

be a stand-alone system, suitable for any

I.M.G. monitoring studies. Therefore, a system providing

full signal fidelity was designed.

The next chapters present a detailed analy.1. of. �.�e

d.sign . of the telemetry system, the a.M.G. frequency,

counters and digitizing syste., and the foot switch inter

rupt generator•. The.e are followed by a description of.
the .oftware needed to make the sy.tem function. In the

final two chapter., the operatiOn .of the system is evalu

ated* and some comments made and conclusions drawn ab·out

its performance.
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4. TELEMETRY HARDWARE

4.1 Design Criteria

. In typical gait analysis experiments it is useful t�

measure the output of at least four muscle groups, pr.fer-

ably six or 1I:ore (Dr. B. I.. Branc{ell). For a free-walking

subject, a mobility range of 25 - 35 feet is the mittimum

acceptable.

The parameter to be m�asured, the electromy�gram, can

be described as follows. Basmajian (1978) indicates the

average amplitude of .urfsce I.M.G. to be appr�ximately

500 uV. However, th.e· author has obs·erved spikes. approach-

ing 10 mV in amplitude. The . spectrum of the surface

E.M.G. is. generally agreed to lie between lO Hz and I�OO
.

Hz (Basmajian, 1918). Because of the l�w signal level .bf

the I.M.G., it i.s desirable to I\erform s01lle signal

pre-conditioning local to tlie source.(the lliuscle) in order·

to reduce noise and int.rference in the transmitted sig-

nal. This should take the form of pre-a_pli·f·ication COil"",

To reduee cable bulk and si_plify subject· isolation

from the monitoring equipment, it is best to multiplex th�

data channels. There are two co.mon technique·s" the first

of which is frequency division multiplexing (Lathi, 1968).
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Suppose that we have.n signals, �ach of which· is

band1i1lLi ted to fm Hz. We can use amplitude modu.1a tion to

modulate these �1gna1s with carriers fl, f2, •••• ,1n, with

each carrier separated from the next by a minimum o� J fm·

Hz, •••how� by figure 4.1.

··F!.(f) F; (f)

-f�.o f� -f� 0 fWl - f"" 0 f,." -�,., 0 f",
�

Fig. 4.1 rrequency Division Multiplexing

. The minimum bandwidth ,required to transmi.t this si.'"

na1 is· giv�n by

I • 2.· n f. Hz •.

At t.he receiver, this multiplexed signal is separated into

n silna1s by a bank of n band-pass filters, centered on .

the carriers fl, f2, •••·., fn, each with bandwidth 2 fm.

After this filtering the 8igna1s can be �emodu1ated.
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The 8econd common multiplexing technique i8 kno�a 48·

Tille Divi810n ·Multiplexing (TDM) (Lathi; 1968) (Gregg,

1977). . In thi8 8Y8tell, th_ n 8.ignals, each of bandwidth

fll, are first Pu18e AlI,.litude Modulated (PAM), at the 8all-

pling freque.ncy

If the width of the PAM sallpl.ing pu1... , r , i8 less than or

equal to Tm I .(2 n), then the PAM 8ignals may be inter

leaved in time. Figure 4.2 demonstrates th1.s principle •

.......

... �f.(t) ..
..

.

.

_ --..J-' ...
� .. .....--f. (t)

/] .n:-n -�,�
·

.... 't( . jJ:"
>

. <, ll� '( ]i.J.
.: 117

, ..... , .,. �
.__ .

. _.. �
.

. -...._ .

..

lig .• 4.2 !ille Division Multiplexing

Thi8 yielda a Time· Division Multiplexed signal. ·llere

again it. may· be shown that the minimum bandwidth for

transmitting n channels of bandwidth fll is given by

B-2 n fm Hz.
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While bandwidth B will provide some amplitude and shape

information about the samples� the sampling pulse sha�e

will be destroyed. Much more bandwidth 1s required to

transmi t th.e shape of the pulses.

It remains then to choose a mUltiplexing. system for

the. I.M.G. monitoring system. 'In this type of system we

are concerned with bulk� wei&ht� and power consumption, as

well a8 signal fid�lity. The TDK system pro.e. much supe�

. rior to FDM under these constraints. POl' PDM, one must

generate carrier frequencies for each of the n channe1s�
.

and provide n modulators for the n channels. Each channel

requires a distinct bandpass filter design and a demolio1.

tor at.the recieving end. By contrast, the TUM system may

.be '. implemented with a simple set of s.witching gates� a

clock, counter, �nd one 10w-pa8s filter. At the receiver�

the only filters required ate low-pass "and are identical.

for each. circuit. In addition, this circuitry may be

largely implemented in Complimentary Metal Oxide Semicon

ducto!:' (CMOS) integrated circuits, a eremendou,.·. power

saver. Alternatively, TDM could be implemented with

transistor/transistor logic (TtL). TTL is much faster

than CMOS, but consumes from 100 to 1000 times as much

power. TTL's speed is not required in . this application,

making CMOS the obvious choice.

A second major advantage of TDM is its relative free-
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dom from interchannel crosstalk. PDM suffers from .non1i-

nearities in the path' of transmiss��n.

"The nonlinearities in various amplifiers pro
duce harmonic distortion (due to frequency mul

tiplication) and hence Will introduce interfer
ence within channels (interchannel cTo.�talk).·
Hence the nonlinearity requireme�t. in a fre
quency divi�40n multiplexed system are much mo�e

s·tringent than those for a single channel. O'n
the other hand, for time diviSion multiplexed
.ystems, the signal. from differ.at channels are

not applied to th� sy.�em simultaneousl, but are

allo�ed different time lnterva�s. Hence the
nonlinearity requirements for a time divis10n.
m�ltiplexed s,stem are the same as that for a

single channel." (Lathi, 1'68)

thus it was decided to design a multiplexing .,stem.· based.

on time division multiplexing •

. 4.2 Pulse Amplitude. Modulation Th·eory·

.Nyquist's sampling theorem states that any ba.ndllmit-

ed' Signal, of maximum frequency fm, is completely speci

fied byaa.ples taken at a frequency of 2 fm (or higher)

Hz. Therefore, it is not ne�essary to trans.it a aignal

continuously for full signal recovery :a� the receiver.

One only need transmit the instantaneous .a.pli tude of ,:he

signal at 2 fm inatants per seco�d� Transmitting co�stant

width .,u18es whose amplitude 'varies in proportion to the

sample value8 of the modulating signal is lenown as pulse

amplitude modulation.
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Let us consider a signal, f(t), which is band limited

to fll Hz. This signal may be multiplied by a periodic:

train of ideal sample pulaes of unit area, 6 (t) (dirac:
T

impulses). The ....pl.inlinterval sh.all be given as

T • 1 I (2 fm) secoads�

the Nyquist sampling interval.

The pulse train 6T(t) may be tepresented by

00

· L OCt - n T).
n--co

4.5
.

The sampled signal is then represented by
.

ee

f$ (t) • 6T(t) f(t) • fCt) 2: OCt - n T)
.

.. n=.-OO

00

fs(t) - Lf(n T)OCt - n T).
n-,..oo
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f(t)

The spectrum of the sampled signal is found by t.king

the rourier transform of fs(t)�

:tCfS(t» • I's(w) .. (1/ 2Tr) lew) ,,6(w)

where

which becollea (Lathi, 1968) (St�e.lert 1977)

00

I's(w) .. (1 I T) 2: r(w
n ..-co

- n w ).
o· .

4.8

4.9

4.10

.
4 • .11
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(See appe'ndix A.) In this case Wo - 2 wm, so that

00
.

Fs (w), • (1 I T) L F(w - 2 n wm).
r\:-CO

4.12

Tbe right band .�de of equation 4.12 obviously repre

sents . the spe�t�u� of PCw) (divided by T), peri�dically

repeated in the frequency domain at intervals' .of ·2 wm.

This .

signal occupies the entire .�ectrum· from -co to 00 •

Figure·4.4 illustrates the sampled s$gn.l· and it .. spectrum

in the frequen�y domain.

.. Fstw)

Fig. 4.4
.

Ideally ·Sampled Signal and Frequency. �'pec-
trulil

It ·.is also o.bvious from the above discussion anel fig-

urea that the signal, f(t), may be completely recovered

using an ideal low-pass filter .of bandwidth WI.. Because

the dirac' delta function is physically unrealizable, .we

must now cO.nsider sampling. by pulses of finite width to

. get a t,rue picture of the· the PAM �ignal.



4.2.2 Natural sampling

We now consider multiplying the signal, f(t)" by per

iodic �ectangular pulses, PT(t), of width Trepeated every

T secon.;!s. T remains the NY.quist interval ,of 1 I ,(2 fm)

seconds.' The pulses have unit amplitude 8S shown itl fig-

ure 4.S.

. T .r- PT
1--

-

_'

(. ..

(t)

o T t:

.. : ...... '
••

,. I. �. ", •••••••� ••• •
H

••• , "

FilJ. 4;S Natural Sampling Pulse Train.

The Pourier' t,ranaform of PT(t), Pr(w) t cali 'be ehowll

to be

00-

PT(w>, _ (27TTI T)L Sa(n 7T TI T) 6(w - (2 n TTl T»
"',.-00

, 4.13

wh.re Sa(x) • Sln(x) I x. (See Appendix �). Substituting

wm _. Ttl T yields

co
,

, PT(W) • 2 r wm L Sa (n .r wm) 6 (w - 2 n wm).

n=-oo

4.14
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Our s�mpled. signal is now represented by
•

The spectrum of the sampled signal is again found by tak

ing the Fourier transfora 6f fs(t).

wbich becomes

00 .

Fs (w) • (·Tw.IT() F(w) it L S.(n T wm) 6 (w - 2 Ii vm)
"·-00 .

·4.17

co

Fs(w) • <TI T) L Sa(n iwm) F(w - 2; 11 wm). 4�18

n=�co

It is obvious that this repre'ent.s the spectrum. F(W)

repeating at i11tervals· of 2 vm, but with eoefficie11t8

whicb 4e�ay as Sa(n i wm), as show11 in figure 4.6.
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Flw)

o·

.(Q)

t.

(b)
..

··lc)

rig .• 4.6 Batural Sampliug_ (a> Signal (b) Sampling.
Pulses (c) Sampled Signal

. This non-ideal or natural sampliug then produces re-

petitious spectral· copies· of r(w) with decaying ampli

tudes_ Each spectrum·i. an exact replica of F(w), multi;'

plied by the amplitude· of the di8crete6 centred on the

corresponding multiple of Wo _ .. Thus. these spectra are the
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products o.f discrete multiplications, not a continuous

product of the Sa(x) envelope of the Fourier transform of

p·T(t) • The spectra are un4ist�rted copies of F(w)� dis-

placed in frequency' by 2 W1Il. Thus the signal,' f (t) , can

be 'rec:o.vered without distortion using an ideal filter of

bandwidth wm, even with non-ideal s ••pling.

4 � 2.3 .' Instantaneous 8ampling

There is one other p08sible way i'll which a signal may

be saapled',' instantaneous sa.pll.g. In natural 8amp1ing,

each pulse' assumes the shape of the sampled si·gnal.. f (t),

for the duration of the. sample pulse. By contrast,'· in iJl

staJltaneGUS sa_pli'ng, the shape of each pulse is identi"!'
.

.

cal •.. but' the amplitude varies I1nearly with the amplitude

of f (t) at the instant of sa.pling •. Recall that th.e im-

pulse saapl.ed waveform is given by

co

fS (tl • L f(n T) <5 (t - 1'1 T).

n=-oo

If fs(t) i8 applied to a li�ear time invariant filter

of i.pulse response �(t), the output of the filter·is

aiven by

co .

,xs(t) - fs(t) * q(t) - L fen 'T)O(t
n:-CO

.

,

- 1'1 T) * q(t)

.4.20
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co

xs(t) • 2: fen T) q(t - n T).
n:-co

If the impulse response, q(t), i� chosen to be a rectangu_

lar pul•• of unit amplitude, as '.hown in figure 4.7 , thett

the output of t,h.. filter will be representative of a, tYP1.;,.

cal PAM waveform •

. . :- ..

"

Q(.w1

o

Fig. 4.7. Filter Impulse Response

The spectrum of q(t) i8' given by its Fourier tran ....

form Q(w)

Q(w) .. 1- (q('t» • TSa«wT>/2).
,

4.22

By, nO,ting that ,convoluti(Jtl in the tiae 40main is

equivalent to multiplication in the frequen�y domain, it

is possible to determine the spectrum of the PAM' signal,
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.

Combining equation �.23 with equa'tions 4.10 and 4.11, we

get

co

Xs (w) • (1 IT) L P (w - ('2 n ITiT» Q (W) •

n:-oo

(.

tf wm • rr IT, the sp.c·t rum becomes

T) � P(v �

n--oo

..

2 n wm) Q(w).

Bote that although this spectrum appears similar to

the ease of natural 8amplil1g, the·t'e are significant'

�ifferenees. Because of the.discrete �ature of the pulse

spectrum .. in·. natural samp1ins, pew) WaS repeated at di.�

crete interyals in. the frequency. dOllain without distor"'!'

tion. However, due to the continuous nature of the spee-

trum of Q(w),. Xs (w) represents. a poiilt by p.oint , or con

tinuous, multiplication in the frequency domain •. Thus the

spectral.repetitio.llS of· pew) bave lost their orillaal

shape, as illustrated in figure 4.8�
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trum.
Pia. 4.8 Instantaneously Sampled Signal and Spec-

In otder to recover the signal f(t) without di.t�r�

tion, it is neceesary to uee equalizing filters. It can

be .hown that the transfer functiOn for a filter to reCo.-

eT such a waveform is gi�en by (Lathi, 1968)

B(W).-f<ll
'. Lo

Q(w» ·,w, < Wm 4.26

otherwise •.

4.2.4 Ch.oice of sampling method

Natural sampling was' chosen for this
.

teleaetry sy.-

tem. Ide.l sampling, being a theoretical concept, is un-

realizable in the. real
.

world �. Instantaneous sampliOI

suffers from the disadvantages of spectral distortion just

cited. It offers an advantage in the case for' which the.
.1

PAM signal wilL be digitized before transmission. For ex-
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ample, TDM telephone signals are pulse code modulated

prior to transmissibn. However, direct analog tran8mis-

sion was ultimately chosen for this system, _aking natural

sampling the obvious choice. Also, natural s�mpling is

the simplest method t� implement. This factor also

weighed very heavily in its favour.

4.2.5 • G�ard band

The general sampling theorem states thal.

ftlf a 8ignal is bandIimtted and i8 divided into

equal parts forming subintervals such that eaeh
subdivision comprises an interval T �econds long
where T is less than 1 I (2 fm), and if one in
stantaneous' sample is taken from each subint-er
val in any man�er, then a knowledge of the in
stantaneou. magnitude of each sa.ple plus a,

knowledge of the instants within ,e�ch sub1nter�
val at which the sample is taken c(ultains all of
the information of the original s�gnal." (Black,'
1953)

,Thus a special case of the above is the Uniform Salll-

pling Theorem which states that a bandlillited signal with

no frequency components above f. Hz is uniquely determined

by its values at uniform intervals less than 1 I (2 fm)

seconds apayt (Lathi, 1968). Th� speccrum �f' a sianal

bandlimited by, wII,and sampled at 2 wm i� shown in figure
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� (w) lOEAl.. FlLiE.R--

�('t)
.

o.

lig. 4.9 Ideally Sampled Bandlimited Signal and

Spectrum

To recover f(t) without distortion, it is necessa�y

to p�ss the signal � (t) through a filter w�th a frequency

characteri.tlc such as G, (w) shown in f fgu re
. 4. 9.

However, strictly speaking, a perfect gate function such

as G, (w) .is unrealizabl·e in the real world and G2 (w) is

more typical of an ac·tual filter. It i8 obvious froll this

figure that in order to prevent unwanted frequency compo-

nents. from the spectrum about 2 wm from interfering.with

the recovered signal (aliasing), it is �ecessary for the

sampling frequency to be somewhat larger than 2 WIl. •

ligure 4.10 shows the spectrum of ls (w) for Wo > 2 wm. One

should note that recovery of the original signal by

filtering implies that the signal is av�ilable for a long

enough time that the filter transients may be disregarded.
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I'il. 4.10 Sampling "requeney Greater th.n Nyquiat
Frequency

It ia no.w eaay to see that the signal f(t) is"recov-

'. erable by the non-ideal filter G2.(w) with a minimu'm of a1-
.'

.

iasing. The frequ.ency sap between the spect.·ral .repetit1oll

o·f F (w)
.

1S known as t.he guard band. This guard lUUld is.' an

absolute necessity in a real PAM system.

4.3 Time Division Multip1exinl

As previously .entioned. time division 1iultip1ex1nl

is a s.yst.em in wbich several PAM s1gnals may b. inter

leaved in the t.ime . dom.11le This is aecolllpliahe4 in the

following" manner. If the PAM samp1ins pulse widths' are
. "..

.. .

.

.
. .

.

. .

very narrow',. much less than 1 I (2 T) (T i·s· th·. period of

the sampling frequency), there 1s nothillS to prevent the

transmiss10n of another �igna1 between the pulses of the

first. Two signals are shown TDM multiplexed in this

manner in'figure 4.11.
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-Fig. 4.11 Tilile di.vision Multiplexing of Two PAM Slg-

I_f we suppose that
_

both signals are bandlimited to 1

KHz. then the minimum sampling r�te for eaeh channel is 2

KHz. It -follows then that the clock rate for a two chan-

ne1 TDM system must be 4 KHz.- We shall define the tlmius

interval, Tx, between adjacent pulses of the-TDM sign.1 as

being
-

uniform. It is then obvious _th�t Tx • TIn, where

n is the number of input Signals -and T the Nyquist .sa1l";

p1ing period of one-channel. Prom the sampling theorem,

we know that there are 21T independent_inf�rmatioD samp1ea

for a signal time limited by T and band1i_ited to I. Thus

for the TDM signal, the minimum bandwidth requiremeut, Ix,

is given boY
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Ix � 1 I (2 Tx). 4.27

In the ease of ideal sampling and for ideal filters

Bx - 1 I (2 Tx).

In real life, neither of these conditions w�ll preva�

il. ·Thus,additional bandwidth must be allowed to prevent

interchannel crosstalk. Thus,for an n channel system, the

minimum theoretical bandwidth is given by

Bmin - n I (2 T).
.

.4.29

4.3.1 PAM, TDM parameters

Inexpensive CMOS analog multiplexors are readily ava-

ilable, aad lend them8el·ves well to the dual f·unetion of

.

PAM combined with TDM. Such a device provide8 a naturally

. 8ampled. s.i8nal which· i.a ideal for t'his application� In a

s.y8tem in which th
..e mul tipleted waveform will be tran8m:! t-

ted directly, natural sampling is chosen for its undis- .

torted spectrum.

The standard configurations for these multiplexors

allow for multiplexing 2, 4, or 8 channels of analog data.
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An 8 channel device was c�osen, the National Semiconductor

CD40S1, in order to supply 7 channels of muscle �ata. The

eighth channe1·was used to provide a synchronizing pulse.·

•

-

Nex·t, the sampling clock rate wa. considered. As the

upper frequency boundary for E.M.G. is 1 KHz, t.he·minimu1D.

sampling rat.e is· 2 KHz. To allow adequat.• guard band, it

was decided.to actually sample at 4 KHz.· thus, to provide
.

..

..

.

for the sampling of 8 channels, a 32 KHz clock .rate was

required.
.

A very accurate· clock was imp1ement.d by build-

ing a 1.000 MHz c.rysta1 controlled clock and dividiu'g i t8

output· by 30 to ach1eve a sampling clock rate of 33.3 KHz.

The minimum required bandwidth f�r this system may be

. calculated by n·oting that

a.nd

Bx � 1 I (2 Tx) • 33.3 I 2 - 17 KH.z. 4.31.

ligure 4.12· show·s .• functl.ona1 block diagram of a TDM mul

tiplexing system. The.· actual bandwidt·h· of the output sig-

·na1 was limited to 100 KHz by means of a filter, as is ex-

p1ained in a subsequent section.
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8 CHANNEL
.

MULTIPLEXOR

. SAMPJ;,E

PULSE

SYNCB PUtSE.

ClWCN£l,

SELECT

100 talZ

FILTER

3 esse

DELAY

8 BlT

COUNTER .

'l'DM
OUTPUT

l'i8.·4.12 Block Diagram of PAM - TDM Multiplexor.

4.4 Synchronization a.nd De-multi.plexing

With n channels of data tramsmitted in a T"DM signal,

there aTe n di_tinct.pulses on which to synchTonize the

re.ceived data. Obviously for channel 1 to be

de-mul tiplexed·· as channell, only 01U� of the 11 ,os •.ibili-

ties i� correct. In order then to ar�ive at . the. correct

time orientation for the received data, it is necessary to

sacrifiee one channel of: 4ata to a synchronizing pulse� A

common method of synchronization 1_ to send a high level

pulse on one channel of the �ultiplexed signal. This

pulse amplitude must exceed the maximum signal l,vel of
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a�y other channel by a known amount. It ia then possible

to synchronize the TDM de-multiplexor using a threshold

detector. Pigure 4.13 shows a 4 channel TDM signal with 3

data channels a·nd l' s·ynchron·izing pulse channel.

Syf\c.h. �__
Tht'uhold

T
M4xj�
S;gnQI
lwei

-- --�-- ..... ...., ..... --- --

C-h 1 Ch 3
. Sync.h

Pig. 4.13 tDM Signal with Synchronizing Pulse

.

The main problem with this meth�d of .

synchronization

is that the full dynamic range of the communication chan

nel is not utilized. Typically the data channels might be

limited to 1/2 the amplitude of the synchronizing pulse,

decreasing the signal to noi.e ratio by a factor of 2, or

3 decibels (db). Tbis was considered an acceptable com-

promise, and this mode of synchronization was adopted for

our system.

Once this synchronizatio.n pulse has been detected by

a de�multiplexor, it i8 possible to u�e it to gate on a

receiver cloek which will route the incoming TDM Signal to
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the appropri.te output filters at the correct time.

Figure 4.14 is a block, diagram to, the de-aul tiple'xor '

scheme.

TOM SIGNAL, .
8 CHANNEL,

H
1 JQIZ I"U J

�

, DE-MULTIP1.EXOR
'

L.P. nL�
. -

a.

"

. � , ,

'\J"

I CHANNELS
, .

"

,2 - 7
SAMPLE, '

_,." FILTERS
sYNCB PULSI

� PULSE
I AND

DETEC't01l
GENUAt( k

OUTPUTS
- ..

'. "

S�
.

CLOCK ,. CHANNEL
RST .. 0- DISABLE

.

"

SELECT
CLOCK ENABLE . . '

I.OOIC �

t,

33.3 lQ1Z 8 BIT
•

CLOCK' COUNT!lt '

OUT

Pig. 4.14 'Block Diagram of, PAM - TDM De-mqltiplexor

4.4.1 Sampling clock

While tbe sampling frequency is not 'critical (above

the minimum specified by' Nyquis,t), the accuracy of the

de-multiplex,or sampl,ing clock relative to the multiplexor

clock is of great importance. Therefore, crystal con-,

.
'
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trolled clocks were selected for this application. These

devices have high immunity to change in b�th supply vol-

tage and temperature. Low frequency, crystals (in the

order of 30 K8z) are generally expensive. Therefore, an

inexpensive 1 MH% oscillator was devised, and its output

divided by 30 to yield a sampling frequency of 33.3 KHz.

'Both multiplexor and de-multiplexor use free running

oscillators, but the output from the de-multiplexor 'clock
.

is gated on by the cletectio·n of the synchronizing pulse,

and gated off by th. detection of output on channel 7. tri

this manner, the de-multiplexor shuts itself off' after'

routing each �f the seven data pulses ,to their correct

outputs. It then waits for the next synchronizing pulse

before repeating this sequence� Thus a high amplitude
"

nOise.pulse �� the communic.tion channel ca� only disCurb-
.

the system in the time interval between channel 7 and the

synchronizing pulse� In addition, should such ,a pulse

�ccur, it will o�ly disturb the synchronism for one sJn

chronizing pulse period, giVing one sample error on eacb

output.

4.5 Communication Channel

As yet, s�bject isolation and the commun�cation chan-

nel have not' been discussed. An ideal telemetry system

filling all the aforementioned requirements could be built
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.

using an optical isolator as the c-ommunication.channel.

Subject shock hazard could be virtually elim��ated by

using a battery to power the multiplexor and isolator. In

this way the subject would be completely isolated from the

monitoring equipment. Subject shock hazard prGtection is

a requirement of.a good mGnitoring system.· If it �s not

provided, an in.trttment failure could feed high voltage

ont.G the mGnitoring electrodes, with. very serious cO'nse

quences� Also,. induced voltages on the Ion. cable runs

from· the equipment to' the subject could provide a shock

hazard.

Subject isolation wa� achiev.d using· an optically

cGupled . iSGlator. The Jairchild ILl QptO-iso.lator· was

chosen for its i.olation vGltage of 2500 volts. The mul

tiplexing portion of the equipment was batt.ty powered,

with the output driving the couplin� L.E.D. The ILl has

gGGd linearity and a 100 Ittlz bandwidt.h in the .cGnfigu�a-

·tion used. (See appendix e.) An output filter of 100 KHz

bandwidth is used. to limit the multiplexed· signal

bandwidth to' that of the isolatGr. The filter was .intro

duced to' aVGid any nGn-linearities and subsequent distGr

tiGn which might Gtherwise have been ·introduced by the

iSGlator.

This system haa the disadvantage that a 3 conductGr

shielded cable muat connect the subject to the
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de-multiplexor. However, the channel does have a wide

frequency response giving good distoriou'and crosstalk

characteristics.

4.6 Signal Conditioning And Pre-Amplification

There are a number Qf factors .involved in' amplifying

an electromyogram.' Skin impedance is a major co�sidera-

tion. Unprepared unbroken skin may have an impedance of a

few. lCohm.to more than 100 Kobm. Therefore, measuring alll-

plifiers mu.� have a'high input impedance t� �void a.pli-

tude error.' For example, there wi.ll be a 1 % error if an

amplifier with a 10 Megohm input impedance is ·.used to

measure an E.M.G. through a skin impedance �f 100 Koh••

.
.

Skin preparation (abrading and cleaning with alcohol) will
....

...

....
.

reduce .the impedance well below 100 Kohll.. Thus an· amplif-

ier with an input impedance of 10 Megohm or more should be

adequate •

.

eo.mon mode rejection is also an important. con'sidera-

tion. Different'ial '. amplifiers are the aethod of choice

for measuring. �.M.G. for two reasons. First, th� signal

levels for B.M.G. ar� very low (typically below 1 �v), and

A.C. interference can be a very significant pr�blem. ,A

differential' amplifier with a high co.mon mode rejection

can virtually eliminate this. problem, as closely spaced

electrodes will have a high degree of common mode in-
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terference. Secondly, a differential amplifier can be

used to measure the change in muscle fibre potential along

its length, the mode of prime interest, as opposed to its

pote�tial with respect to an arbitrary point •

. The frequency response of such an amplifier must be

limited to reduee shot and thermal noise, as·w�11 a8 pre

�enting aliasiug in the PAM circuitry.

The overall gain must be approximately 100 or ·lIore in

�rder to yield adequate signal level for noise free

transmission.

� .

On the basis of these requirements, it va. d�cided to

. build a bandlimited instrumentation amplifier based on the

LM324 quad op·erational amplifier. Thi. is a low powe.r in

tegrated circu.it ideal for battery powered applications.

The input impedance was measured to be greater than 10 Me.-

gohms. The input· bias current is typically 40 na D.C.,

which· is a completely safe and unnoticeable level for the·

subject. (orh.e minimum threshold .of perception i.s 500 ua.

(Olson, 1918» This dev�ce is also capable of operatiug

from a single supply which enhances it suitability for use

.

with batteties. Figure 4.15 sbows a complet.e schematic

for the conditioning pre-amplifiers. Appendix D details·

the circuit analysis.



PRE-AMPLIFIER

e
i�

+v
GROUND DRIVElt

",.'!':'"

5.3 nf

_ ......
'

Ylg� 4.15 Signal Conditioni�g Pre-aaplifier
Ground Driver.

with

This circuit is a standard instrumentat'ion amplifier

followed: by a ban4limited gain stage (Bational, 1976).'

Th'e common' mode gain.. for each buffer alDpli,fier is, fixed at

unity, while the signal gain is widely variable. Thus' in-

creasing the signal gain improves the common mode, rejec-,

tion ratio. This interesting facility means that this·am-

plifier, with its gain set to unity and with a 50 db.'
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C.M.M.R.,
.

would have its' C.M.M.R. improved to 90 db.' by

increasing the gain to 100.

The gro�n4 driver shown is u�ed to simulate a split'

supply. It i. connected to a ground plate, at the

subject'. midriff (or other neutral point). This serves

two purposes. Firat, it supplies bias current to the in

puts Gf each operationa� amplifier. Secondly, it raises

the s�bject#s body to a voltage of approximately 1/2 of

the battery voltage, keeping the input of each amplifier

biased to well within its -Common m,ode voltage range.

Seven of these pre-amplifiers were' fabricated, one

for each available channel of data. The output of each

amplifier 18 fed ,directly to the input of the multiplex�ng

circ�itry.

4.7 ,Sampling Pulse Width

The sampling pulse Width, providing it falls within a

certain range,' i�, not particularly critical in'� n�turally'

sampled PAM/TDM waveform. To prevent interehannel in-

terference within 'the lIlultiplexor chip, a certain amount:

of guard time should exist between data channels.

Extremely narrow pulses, yield a wide Sa(x) 'frequency dis

tribution, and are severely attenuated 'by the outp,ut

filter. Therefore, a pulse width of 1/2 of the TDM sam-
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p1ing period, Tx, was chosen for the multiplexor. The

sampling pulse _idth is given by

T- Tx I 2 -,1 I (2 (33,300» - 15 usee. 4.32

The received waveform poses another problem. All of
.

the data is filtered when it leaves the transmitter. This

f�ltering rounds the pulse edges quite severely. It is

essential when sa.p1ing the received waveform, to sample

only at the centres of the appropriate time' slots. This

necessitates a very narrow samplIng pulse. ,The output of

each �hanne1 of �he multiplexor is fed to a .ma11 capact·

tori prior to being routed through a filter.
, .

!he capaci-

tor serves as a samp1e-and�ho1d circuit, effectively wid-

eni�g the pulse width to occupy the peri�d !x. This capa-

citor is chosen to match the input impedance o'f, the output'

filter, so that the decay is nominal between pulses (less

'''than 10%,) _ 'The sampling pulse width must be chosen wide

enough to charge this capacitor fully through the "on� im

pedance of'the analog multiplexor, at the'maximum frequen ..

cy be�nl transmitted �n each data channel_

Therefore, while the receiver sample pulses ideally

'would b.. , infinitely narrow, there is a practical minimum

which can be achieved. This was calculated to be approxi-

mate1y 2 microseconds in this case_
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The width of the sampling pulses is very narrow with

respeet to the sampling interval, yielding a low signal

power. Directly feeding this signal i.nto the output

filter will require a high level of amplifieation. An al-

ternative' to amplifie4tion is the aforementioned

sample-and-hold eapaeitors. (See figure 4.16)

ANALOG L.P.

DE-MULTIPLEXOR Fn.TER

PULSES

CBANNELS2-7
SAMPLE/BOLD
AND FILTEltlNG

rig� 4.16 Signal
Sample-and-Hold

Outpu� filterillg . Ineluding

By e�panding the pulse width, the signal power is ef

feetively: inereased. The trade off'aeeompanyitag this 80-

lution is an e·�feetiv.e. 'real time d.elay in the

de-multiplexed. signal of T .1 2 seeonds. A low pass filter

i8 still required to smooth the step-wise output. This

gives an effieient PAM de-modulator with a very low gain

requirement. A pietorial representation of a PAM signal•

proeessed by. a sample-and-hold and a filter is 8hown in

figure 4.17.
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Fig. 4.17 Ca) PAM Signal (b) Atter Sample-and-Hold
Cc) After.l'iltering

4.8·
.

Power Supply Requirements·

.

·For a variety of previously ..entioned reasons. a bat

tery .�pply vas eho.en £01' the multipl�xor/transmitter

portion of the telemetry. To obtain bipolar capability,. a

simultion of ·a split supply vas designed utilizing the

ground driver shown in figur.e 4.15. The amplifier is used

as a buffer to provi.de powe.r to the. ground plate, while

minimizing current through the supply �plitting re8i8tors.
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A re-chargeab1e nickle-cadmium battery was chosen

with an Amp/hour capacity of .225Ah, capable of running

the circuitry continuously f�r 10 hours •

.At th. receiver/de-multiplexor, a battery supply· is

neither necessary nor advantageous. A transformer isolat-

ed +5.VDC supply, powered by 120 VAC was designed. Being

.f10ating, the 0 V line may be grounded to any monitoring

equipment deemed appropriate.

Complete schematics of the multiplexor and

de-multiplexor are shown in Appendices E and F.
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The choice of frequency· counting as the means of·

pre-processing the E.M.G. signals has already been dis-

cussed in the Design Considerations. There are ·two main

possibilities for implementing such a proce�sing .cheme.
. . .

The first is considered in· figure 5.1.

ZERO

CROSSING

DETECTOR

US

LATCHES &

BUS DRIV!1lS·

.DATA·JUS

c.P.u.

INPUTS COUNTS

Fig. 5.1· E.M.G. Counting - Hardware Implemelltation

In· this eachcase, zero crossing of the

E .·M.G. increments the counter.· When a frequency count is

desired by the computer, it sets the input line to logical·

o11e, placing the count onto the data .bus, and subsequently

raising the reset ltne momentarily to reset the counter.
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This approach has 'the advantage of being ab1e to keep

u_ with a very high input frequency, far higher than the

2 KHz expected from the I.M.G. signal (A 1
.

KHz

I.M.G. signal will have zero crossinls at a rate of 2

KHs). Unfortunately it is a �easonably co.tly� hardware

intensive design.. Seve� identical systems would' be re

quired for the seven cha��els of �.M.G. data.

As the computer is envisioned as a dedicated system

in this application, .it would seem reasona·ble to have it

do all of the frequency counting. This would tremendou.ly

increase the central processing unit's (CPU) time burden;

but would reduce the h�rdware complexity.
.?"

show. how such a. system would work.

ZDO.

CltOSSING

D CTOIt

; ....._::..:
.

Fiaure 5.2

c.P.U.

ZDO

CROSSING .

.

DETECTOR

'. LATCHES &

BUS DRIVERS

. CQUNTS zno

I

+

..

.
DATA BUS

Fig '.2 I.M.G. Counting - Software Implementation
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Each zero crossing on a muscle channel· causes an in-

terrupt to the cpu. The computer then determines whi�h

.

channel prov1de� the interrupt. and increments the appro-

priate the counter, clearing the interrupt in the process.

An interrupt service routine was written to test the

data bus; and increment counters corresponding to the bits

set. ·If was found that. on the average, this serviee rou-
o •

•

•

tine woul� take 61 microsec�nds (usec) to cycle.. (See Ap-

,eudix G). This corr.sponds to a proeessing .�eed of 16.4·

KHz.· . The highe. t, or wors t . case, data rate would be· given

by all seven E.M.G. channels fi�ing asynchronously at 1

KHz (a ne·a·i maximal contraction). This would yield a max'!'"

imum combined zero crossing rate of 14·KHz, leaving a time

safety margin.of 15%. In practice, one would never expect

the 4ata rate to exceed half this figure, or 7 KHz. The

muscle groups under e·xa.ination are active in a period.lc

.anner. Perhaps no more than half of the museles under

examination w·ould be active simult.an.eously, and of tbese,

few would approach a maximal eon.traction. A· maximum ex-

pected data rate of 7 KHz seem a much more realistic f1g-

ure, and this leaves a 57% time safety .argia. With chi.

information in mind, ·it was 4ecided to adopt the second

approach utilizina CPU based frequeucy counting�

The ·zero crossing detectors shown in figure 5.2 were

implemented in two blocks� The first is an active full
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•

wave rectifier.
.

This is followed by a zero crossing de-

tector or comparator. The circ�it is shown i� figure 5.3.

___�
tOI(. K

-
-

.., OF T1US. CUtc.uIT.

rig- 5.3 Zero Crossing Detector

The gain of the rectifier circuit. was set at '3, which

gives a peak voltage of between SV and lOY for a high am-

plitud. I.M.G. signal. The output of this circuit is fed

into a comparator.· The comparator is set to change states

at a voltage very near zero, but above the noise component

of the I.M.G. signal. 10 mV of hysterisis were needed in

the comparator feedback circuit to eliminate toggling due

to O;oise. Thus each time the amplitude·· of the

I.M.G. signal becomes greater than .the ambient noise

level. the comparator is set. When it falls below ambi-
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ent, it is reset. Seven identical versions of this circu

it were built, o�e for each E.M.G. signal. The outputs

of these individual circuits were used to drive latehes to

the data bus and the interrupt generation circuitry, as

shown in figure S.4�

The, outputs of the seven latches are "ored" together.'

to form an Interrupt Request .line by means of an 8 inp�t

Mand gate. The Interru�t Request signal is then "ande�"

with the IMTE (or interrupt enable) flip flop output to

request an.lnterrupt. 'When the computer recognizes an 1�

terrupt it jumps to the interrupt service routine which.

performs an input from de"ie. n.umber 16.
.

Thi. sets the

.pproprlate bits of the address�us and the I� �ine high.

Device select circuitry.raises the DAXX line and this ·is

"anded" with the IN line. to d'rive the muscle data. on�o the

data bus. After the computer has accepted the data (ap

proximately :400 Danoseconds), the PLSE line is activated,

clearin·g the latches and the interrupt •

.

The INTI flip flop. is a device which can' .be set·. by
.

software, enabling. the user' to control the interruPt�

Selecting device 16 with function code 5 enables the in

terrupt, .hile fUnction code 4 disables it. This function

decodi.n8 is accomplished by means of a one of eight de

coder connected to the appropriate address bus lines.
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When an interrupt is generated by the circuitry, the
,

CPU inputs a 16 bit data word, of which the lover seven

bits represent �ero crossings on the appropriate channels.

For exam.ple, a zero crossing on ch.annel 2 will set the in-

terrupt, and pasa the ac;cumulator of the computer the data

word 0000000000000010. A logical right. shift of the accu-

aul.ator. paaaes the data to the right, with the least sig

nificant ·bit.overflowing into the OVflag� The interrupt

aervice routio.e shifts the accumulator 1 bit right and

checka .to· see if the OV flag is set. If it i8, the co.-

pute� lncre_eats tbe appropriate counter. As the accumu�

lator shifts right, zeros enter the high order bits fr�m

the left. After each rotation, the accumulator tests .it-

aelf for zero. If z·ero is found, the routine i8 end'.·ct.

If the accum�lator is non-zero, another rot�tlon occura.

Thus if' two muscles simultaneously cross zero, only one

. interrupt will be generated, but the routine. will rotate

the data word and increment the appropriate'registers

until both crossings have been counted. Thus the' system

·is ab'le to count both synchronous data on several channels

aa well aa asynchronous data.

Appendix B gives an overview of the approach to de

signing Input/Output devices f�r the Alpha minicomputer.

A complete schematic of the E .M.G. frequency. counting.

hardware is given in Appendix I.
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6. KINEMATIC INTERFACE HARDWARE·

6.1 Foot Switch Interrupt Generator

A foot switch may be employed to 8ynchronize.the·data

acqui8ition with 80me .,ha8e of the 8tride.·· A8 previou8ly

de8crihed, . one .po8sibility 18 to acquire data betw·een two

8ucceeding heel 8trike8 of th. same foot, and all experi

mental run8 peTlormed on thi8.8y8tem were done in thi8

manner. Another p088ihility v�uld be to acquire data from

toe off to 8ucceeding toe off. Currently available at the

Univer8ity of Sa8katchewan Dept. of Anatomy (courte8Y of

Dr� B. a. Brandell) are several pair8 of 8hoe8 which cOn

tain 8witche8 under the heel,· ball, and t:oe 'of the· foot.

These switche. are normally open, �pring loaded, and 8in

gle throw.

A very good debouncing·8ystem must .be. employed when

using the8e s.witches to interrupt the computer. The de

bouncer must be able to .detect both switch. closure (heel

strike)" or switch operiiug (toe off). The hounce time fOT

a foot 8wi tch has been ob8erved t·o. be quite long, a8 much

a8 100 m8ec. Thi8 phenomenon may be due to gradual we�ght

di8tribution during foot placement and lifting. Figure

6.1 shows the circuit implemented to perform this task.

If the foot switch closes, monostable
.

2 pu18es for
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200 msec�' This pulse resets the SR flip flop and als� in�

hibits firing of monos�able 1 until monos table � is fin-

ished. '$witch bouncing is ignored by the circuitry lor

the next 200 msec� If the switch th.n re-opens �fter mo-

nostable ·2 has' cleared, monostable i fires for 200 msec,

s.ttiug the SR flip flop and inhibiting monostable 2.

thus the co�bined· minimum period of .witch openl*g and

closing is 400 _sec. This allow� a .tride cadence of 2.5

Hz. A typical stride ·t.a�es en the order of 1 second, so

that this should be s·dequate for most normal gait studies.

T'--'"""�A
741a�

a
MONo

I

'747+
FIF

INTE

O�VICE.. .5ELE.CT At·
ltiTUJ\UPT ENA81.E

SAME. AS'
APPE.HD ,)(. I

Switch 1 connects the output of the SR flip. flop' to.

the Interrupt Request flip flop. Position C generates an
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interrupt on switch closure, and p�sition 0 on switch

openi�g. The output of this flip �lop i8 "anded" with

another INT� fl�p flop to provide the interrupt. Software

can thus enable and disable this interrupt by sel.ction of'

device 25, with function code. 5 and 4,respectlvely. The

INTE flip flop is vital for this application becaus_,

without control over' the foot switch interruPt, the user'

would be unable to govern stri4e di�itization.

6.2 L.�.D. Driver Bardware

The L.E.D. drivers were desigfted to be cQlIlputer COJl-

trol1�d. ligu�e 6.2 gives the circuit configuration.

--

Ae"...;-,+-----tt
.._____

A806�--,...-_--+I
'Io..._.__�

Fig. 6.2 L.E.D. Driver �ircuitry

1�123
MO"o

Device select circuitry along with the EXEC line ,en-
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sure .that the' L.E.D.'s are flashed only when device numbe.r

lS is selected. The EXEC line is a computer controlled

line which is active only during the select function. The

DAXX output drives a monostable which puts out a 1 msec.

pulse. This pulse in tu�n gates the L.E.D.'s·on for 1

m.ec. The pulse period was based on two parameters, limb

veloei ty _rut film speed. The limb ext remi ties can be rea

'sonably expected to. have a p�ak velocity of about S
.

.

metres/second during walking at 1 stride/second. In one

millisecond, this represents a movement of 0.5 cm. On an
.

.

.

8" by 10" print of' the kinematic data, this this will re-

present a displacemeilt of O� 3 mm, a.n amount indiscer1)ible

to. the. naked eye. This pulse' time
',

is long enough to. rema ...

ill within the linear portion of the Exposu.re/Density curve

for most films. However, shortening the pulse a great

deal migh t cause. reciproci ty failure, increasing the power

requirement of the L.I.D.'s. A typical Exposure/Density
...

cur•• is shown in figure 6.3. Exposure below the toe of

the 'curve. would give an image density close to the _il1imum

possible, rendering it almost inVisible.
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rig. 6.3 Typical Ixpos.ure!Den8ity Curve

The mOll08table 8hown in figure 6.2. controls four

L.I.D. driver8 in' parallel,' e.ach of .which can halldle 3

L.I.D.'8 i� �eries. Thi8 allo.8 the user up t� 1% light

source8. Becau8e the infrared. L .•E..D.'8 are invisible to

the human e,e, he may cho08e to dedicate one driver to vi-

8ible L.I.D.'s� thu8 effecting vi8ual feedback.

Power for the L.I.D.'8 i. provided externally and i8

8pecified at 12 �01t8 and 300 ma/driver. The compute�'8

internal 12 volt supply was un�ble to handle the extra

load. This d'oes, however, have an advan.tage.. The user

I
I
I. may wi.8h to run more than 3 L.I .•D.'8 in 8eries. Thi8 can

be accompli8hed by adding approximately 2.5 volt8 supply
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.

i

voltage for each added L.E.D •• up to a.maximum of about 25

volts. This maximum will protect the driver transistor

from:voltage breakdown from the collector to the emitter.

Such versatility· might prove useful in certain applica-

tiona.

The most readily available infrare·d negative film is

Kodak's Bigh·. Speed infrared film BIE 135-20, which is

stocked by.most commercial photography outlets. This film

has a sensitivity which includ�s ·the entire visible spec

trum and the near infrared spectrum up to about 880 nano-

metres (nm),
.

where it·begins to roll off -. It has usa.ble

sensitivity up to a.out 910 nm (Kodak, 1976) •

.
.

There are two kinds of infrared emitting diodes ava-

ilable. GaAsSi diodes
..
have a peak spectral emission at

940 na. and. were considered inc.oapatible with the film

cho.sen. GaAs diodes have a very narrow peak spectral ea-

.
.

ission at 890 nm and were, therefore, immanently sui·table.

The L.E.D. chosen was the Fairchild I'PEI00 (aee Appendix

J) •... This diode has certain characteristics which make it

especially suitable for this data acquisition .ystem •.

It's relative intensity falls to 0.5 of that on the main

axis at 80 d.grees off axis. This gives it a 160 degree

range of movement before it sta·rts to become invisible to

the. camera. Angle placement on the subj.ect'" limbs ia

.

.

. ..

'.

.
.

. thua uncritical, a very desirable feature. It was experi-
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mentally deter�ined that.a 1 msee 30n ma �ulse photo

graphed at 5 metres with a camera aperture of f2.8. yields

high r�solution dots on .the im.8e. This also proved

ideal. Such low current spikes do not cause any notice

able interference on
.

the I.M.G. records •.· In addition.

with a typical 35 mm camera, the operator is le£t witb 1.

or 2 f s·tops of ."p.osure latitude. Pillally, fairchild re

presents this device· as having "high reliablilty and loug

life" (Fairchild, 1978), certainly a desirable quality for

a research .lab environment.

Any good quality 35 mm camera fit·ted with a 50 am or

a 35 mm lens and mounted on a tripod is suitable for tak�

ing the pictures of the kinematic data. . Th. camera used

in the t.st runs was a Nikon Nikkormat lT2 with � 50 mm f2

lens. The came1:a was fitted with a Kodak 187· .ratten .. in-

. frared filter which cuts off 99.9% of the visible spectrum·

below 70� nm •. This· filter allows. subdued· r�om lighting

durin� the eourse.of the experimentation, �ith absolutely

no apparent fogging. The camera shutter may be operated.·

by an additional experi.entor� or by the computer operator

assisted by an air shutter release.

6.3 Photographic Digit1zation

A Scientific Accessories GP 6/30 sonic digitizer was

chosen to digitize the kinematic data (see Appendix X).
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The photographs of the kinematic data are made into· 8" by

10" prints. These are placed on the digitizer surface,

and digitized by a pen-like device. Touching the surface

of the print with the pen tip creates a spark. The sound

from this spark travels to the edge of the digitizer plane

and is picked up by two linear microphones •. The propaga

iioa time of the sound 18 used to calculat� the.X and Y

eo-ordinates of the print, within an accuracy of ·0.1 mm.

These points are con�erted into two 4 AscII character

numbers, for transmission to the computer. Interfacing

the digitizer to the computer. is extremely simple a. shown.

in filur. 6.4.

I SOUL J • TELETYPE
TEL8'tYPE � ... .� ...

., r
INTElUI'ACE "' , INTERFACE

I I

I. I
, • I , "

I I
I

'1 I
I

...

I 1
I , 1.0

I
I I I
I DIGITIZU I .

I
. COMPUTER

". I I I

r;- - _- - -:;, r:- - -- -:;1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I .

--�

Fig. 6.4 Computer Periphe·ral Interfacing

The. digitizer contains a serial interface with two

input/output (I/O) po�t8. The computer is merely discon

nected.from its teletype.' One digitizer I/O port is' then

connected to the teletype interface� and the teletype i.
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connected 'to the other I/O port. For teletype operaiion,

the serial interface is entirely transparent. For digi

tizer operation the data goes either to the computer, the

·teletype. or both (switch seleccable). The compu-ter tele

type interface now serve. a double function. The AscII

characters for the x and Y co-ordinates are pa�sed direct

ly to tbe computer via the serial interface.

Appendix B includes a table of the function of the

devices designed for' this project t as well as a table of

interrupt priorities.

of the thesis and

This concludes the hardware portion

leads directly to the software which

co-ordinates the entire project.
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7. COMPUTER ALGORITHMS

Computer software was written to perform two major
.

functions. The first allows interactive E.M.G. and kine-

matic data acquisition with subsequent �.M.G. data storage

on magnetic tape •. The second allows kinematic data to be

input fro. a film· print and recovers cor.responding

E.M.G •. data from the magnetie tape. The two data sets are

then used to draw graphs of the data on a Tektronix. 611

storage unit.

7.1 Bata Acquiaition

·The data acquisi tion program, named PPBAT,. aeat. a

numbeT of basic requirements •. It allow8 the user to spec

ify old or new t·ape••.. An old tape will have any new data

appended after the old data.. The user ·a1ao enters an ex

periment number whic:h identifies data 011 the tape· in the

fora of a header. The system then beg ills acquiring

E.M.G. data and photographic data subsequent to a run co.

mand On the computer keyboard. and followed by a �oot

switeh interrupt. Data acquisition ceases on a second·

foot switch interrupt. Th� two foot switch interrupts

thus define the tiae bound�ries of one full stride •

.
Because PPBAT Is performing real time data acquisition, it

was written in Assembly lanqua8e�
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Following the data acquisition, the user is allowed

to judge the quality of the data.' If he is satisfied, the

program then writes the I.M.G. data onto the magnetic tape

and prompts the use� to eithe� atart another ex.eriment or

terminate the session. Upon te�mination, the tape i8 fia

i.hed and rewound. The flow chart of figure 7.1 gives a

simple e2Cplanation'of the data acquisition. process. The.

flow chart and listing of Appendix L give a detailed pic-

ture of the functioning of the program.

are worth an elabora t.ion here •

. ..: .. :.� ...
. .

... ' .. �', .'

. SPECIFY

OLD OR

.NEW TAPE

INPUT

EXPT. NO.

'START DATA

ACQ.
HEEL

'STOP DATA

.�CQ. ON

HEEL' STRIKE

WRITE E.M.G

DATA ON

MAG TAPE

Certain aspects

, :

Fig� 7.1 Data Acquisition
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The real time clock interrupt for the Alpha 2/20 min':'

icomputer can be software manipulated 'to give an interrupt

at any aultiple of 10 asec. ':Therefore, the period of ,the

L.I.D. strobe and the frequency counted data i,s ,some mul-

tiple of this figure.

When PPDAT is fir�t enabled,' the program as�ertjins

from a particular memory 'pointe� 'the strobe interval,

,counter" STIUNT. This figure is the multiple of, 10 msec

which determines ,the tiae, between L.E.D. strobing, the

peri6d of frequ.n�� count�ng�

An exremely active muscle might fire at a rate appro-

aching 1, . 1C�z, producitig 2000, zer-o erossi,ngs per ,second.

The registers 'for frequency coupting have a aax1mu. of

255.
, '

Thus, the maximum period fo� frequency counting 1s

given by 255/2000 seconds,. which 1s approximately e,qual to

125 asec. As " the period of counting is given by STRIN'T

times 10 msec, STRINT would then be 12. The prudent user

would be well advised to keep STRINT at 10 or lower.
,

.

A sampling periOd higher than 100 msec (STRINT -" 10)

would be, inadequate for �a.pling of the ki�ematic data,

regardless. Winter et ale (1974) have show� that 99�7% of

the energy in kinematic data lies below the seventh har-
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rate. a 14 Hz sampling rat would be required. �his im-
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plies a sampling period of 7 msec. Thus.' the minimum

'
..

imposed by the frequency ofsampling rate constraint

walJting. and' will'

The question of strobe ,nd count, timing must DOW be

,

addressed. E.M.G. zero cr are to be counted and

stored once Per st�obe peri T. If the counts a,re

stored at the end of the s robe pe�iod. at first glance.

it might appear ,best to flas the L.E.D.'s at the same

time. It is. however. beat 0 strobe the L.E.D.'s ae time

T/2. In this way the kinema ic data samples,.r. timed to

lie in the centre of each fr quency count. "The I .M.G. and

kinematic data a�e thus optl �lly synchronized.

Vhi'le "awaiting the firs foot switch in'terrupt. PPDAT

counts the frequency of th incoming I.M.G. in seven t'e ...

gis tel's. dedicated ,one per scle. Every 10 msec' these,

register� are cleared. D ring actual data acqui�ition.

they are cleared after each trobe period. Following the

,first foot switc,h interrupt. the' counters carry, on ,contin ...

uously until one half of the strobe period h�8 expired.

At this time. the L.I.D.'s a e flashed. At the end'of the

strobe period. the I.M.G. data counters are stored and

cleared. Then the procedure is repeated. This has the

effect of centering the L.I.D. strobe in the time, period
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of'frequecy counting7 as shown·in figure 7.2

1 t t t
�tL.E.O E.M.G. . i..E.D. . EM-G •

STROBE C.OUNT STROBE COUNT
$TOM6l: STORAGE

I( . STROBE. INTERVAL �I

rig. 7.2 Strobe/Count Interleaving

On the second incidence· of a ·foot swi.tch interrupt t
.

da.ta. acquisiti.on. ceases. If during this acquis1.tion peri-
.

od the. L.E.D. strobe has already fired at the'. time of' in-

-.

terrupt, I.M.G.·counting continues until the end of the

period, the I.M.G. counts are stored� and all proce8sing

stops. If the strobe has not yet fir�d, proce.sing �tops

immediately. Thus processi·ng will atop as soon as poss1.-.

ble after the foot switch interrupt, while ensuring that

. there are .an identical number o·f muscle and kinematic data

points •.

It is also w�rthwhile noting that the' foot sWitch in

terrupt has the highest priority of all the interrupts

used. It will always be
.

rec.ognized immediately.
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7.1.2 'Magnetic tape handling,

Prior' to data acquisition, PPDAT initializes and

loads the magnetic tape drive. Then it requests the user

to specify whether this-,is an old tape with previously

stored da,ta to be" saved, or whether the tape is to ,be tre-

ated as new. If the tape ,i. old, the program locates and

positions the' write h-ead 'immediately following the old

'data. Otherwise, a file gap and an inter record gap (ItG)

are wri,t ten.

,
"

.

...
.

After an experiment has been run, the E.M.G. data is

stored in the computer's memory. the user is then given'

discretion over the quality of the data. If the data i.

considered poor, the exp.riment i8 automatically restart�

ed. ,If the data is acceptable, it is written on the tape

in the format shown in figure 7.'

As sh�wn, the data is written on the tape in 512 byte

records, a record size compatible with the PDP�II,computer

magnetic ta,'e handler. (This was done to allow processing

of, the' data on the PDP-II computer). The first record of

an experiment includes a header composed of a 4 ASCII

character experiment identifier specified by the user, 2

'blanks,' the number of records in the experiment, and ,I

blank. This gives a total of 8 bytes. E.M.G. data is

stored in 8 byte blocks, one for each muscle, and a blank.
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The end of an experilllent is indicated by two consecutive

bytes containing 255. Records are separated. by an IRG.

At the end of all experillle�tation� a blank record (512

bytes containing 0) is written f�llowed by a file gap.

Assuming ehat all seven muscles will never be ailent for

an entire experiment, a blank record should .be a unique

occurr�nce on the tape� leg�lly constltuti�g the end of

tape.

.
.. ,.... , ...

..

,
F1L� l'�i£� .

C Cc C 0 ofto· ... 1.�.G. lICit. 00 0 t.R.G.1(lAP; luaGORa •••
III' It1

. ...

.

GAP
�C\I

E1( -4 -+I Oo+Q i'f- k-OQ+o--+l I�SI4\'\k'�t .

,,",0. of-
&c.o,.cis
in Exft•

.

J�NEXT· EXPT.�I l+f.Ast EXPT.--+I t+-S12 BLANKS�I�

I.R.6 • • • :t. A.e. 00 • • . .. ·0 0
FIlE

• • • • •

, t:.AP
•

•

••••••• �"" ': ': ., ':' • * •••••� ••••*..-- ·r. t ¥ •••••• � � ."

lig. 7.3 Magnetic: Tape lormat

7.1.3 Exper1.ental procedure

.
.

.

.

Two operators are requ.ired to run an experilllent, in

addition to the· subject. One acts as photographer, the·

other as cOlllputer operator. Bot·h functions can be per

formed by one person if he is assisted by a long air
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shutter release connected to the. camera. As the subject

approaches, the photographer opens the camera shutter.

When the subject has ,walked into the field of view of the

c.me�a, the computer operator tYPe� an "R" o� the key-

board.· The next heel strike starts the data acquisition

process, and. the· subseqllent h.eel stride etlds it. As the·

. subject leaves hi. field of view, the photographer closes

·the shutter.

The magnetic. tape handling portion of the e.xp·eriment

is interactive and fully prompts the user at each step of

the experiment.

7.2 Data Processing.

The data processing programs also meet a number of

basic requirements •.. The user enters the 4 character ex-

periment number identifying the experiment to be analyzed.
. .

.

The magnetic tape is then automatically searched for the

experiment in question. When it is found, the user is re-

quested. to input the kine.matic data via the X, Y dlgitizer.

When- all data has been input, joint angies are calculated

and plotted in the fo�m of a graph on the 611.storage

unit. Bar graphs of E.M.G� data are plotted below. the

joint angle data giving a �ohesive picture ot. the stride.

The flow chart of figure 7.4 provides a simple explanation

of the data processing.
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. LOCATE

EXPT. ON

MAG TAPI

J,
INPUT KIN.

DATA ON X,T·
DIGITIZ.ER

.. J, ..
CALCULATE

JOINT

ANGLES

�
INPUT E.M.G

DATA FROM.

MAG TAPE

.�
..

PLOT DATA.

ON 611

SCOp:E·

The main program fQr the data proce.sin8 was written

in Basic,. in .order to take advanta8e of ita mathematical

capabilities. To· allow the passa8e of data in and out of

Basic, seven Assembly l.ngua8e subroutines were written.
.

.
:

These 8ive Basic control over the X,T digitizer, the .611

stora8e unit,. and· the ma8netic tape drive. A d.etailed an

al,sis of the programs is provided by th. flow charts and

listin8s of Appendix M. Important details are elaborated

in the next sections.
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7.2.1 X.Y digitizer

One subroutine was written t� link the digitizer to

Basic. The X,Y digitizer uses the same interface as the

teletype. Thus·the subroutine for this unit can allow the

digitizer to pass a control character from the

diliti••r's menu or the teletype, as well a8 tbe

co-ordinat� data. Digitizing can be corrected or ter.i

nated by passing a9p·ropriate character·s in the midst of

the digitization �roces8. X,Y co-ordinate pairs are co.

verted fro. ASCII to binAry to floating point and then

passed to Basic. Control characters are passed to Basic

as ASCII cha�acters:

7.2.2· 611 storage unit

Two routines were written for the storage uuit. The

first simply erases t_e screen. The second passes an X,Y

co-ordinate pair .to to the storage unit, accompanied by a

horizontal scale factor. The co-ordinate pair 1s plotted

on the screeli of the unit, multiplied horizolltally by the

scale factor.

7.2.3 Magnetic tape drive

Four subroutines were required to read I.M.G.

from the magnetic tape drive under Basic control.

data
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The first routine· searches the tape for the required

experiment number. If it i� found,· the read head is posi

tioned at the start of the correct record. If it is not

found,
.

the tape is rewound �nd a."not fou�d" indicator

sent back to. Basic.

B.sic�. extremely slow processing speed· necessitated
.

the writlng·of two routines to read a record of data from

the tape. The first read. the record from tape and writes

it: into a 512 word blo�k of memory. The second reads the

data from memory, converts it into floating point format,

and passes it �o Basic.

Finally; a fourth routine was written to rewind the

tape.
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8. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

8.1 Telemetry

A quantita�ive evaluation of the telemetry system was

carried out with the following instru.entation�

1. Bruel & ltjaer 2409 electrollic voltmeter

2. Hewlett Packard 1740'A oscilloscope'

3. Hewlett. Packard 3S80A sp'ectrum analyzer

4. Heathkit IG-18 sine-square generator

Wherever possible, the input signal was a 10. milli

volt (mv) peak to peak sine wave. This amplitude was con ..

sidered representativ.e of a medium to large amplitude

B .M.G •. waveform.

Interchanllel crosstalk was evaluated by two techni

ques. In the first, channels 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 w.re all

simultaneously fed with a 10 mv test 'signal at 500 Hz.

The output on ehallnel 4 was then measured and found to'be

31 decib.els .(db) below the output level on .the other six

ehannels. This was considered a worst ease :test, and was

not �eally representative of actual ope�atio�.

A second ease was evaluated in which only two chan

nels were compared at a time. It was found experimen�ally

that the erosstalka between any two channels were approxi-
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mately equal at a given frequen�y. Therefore,. for tbis

test channel.4 was driven by a 16 mv signal of variable

frequency. Tbe crosstalk on �be worst channel was meas-

ured at a number of frequencies and graphed as in figure

8 .• 1.
. ..

..3'0 -++++-+of+H+H+I+t+I+to

AMPliTUDE'
(db)

-�s�----..���--��--��--�--�--�

10 ZO SO 100 zoo 500 1000

FREQUENCY'. (H�)
•••••••• � •••• - - •• ¥ ••• _: ': �-._ .�.�" • • •• ',

•
'*. � •

111.8.1 Graph of Frequency vS.Crosstalk

The cros.talk figure is no� particularly goo. at very

low freque�cies, although· above 100 Hz it be�omes quite

acceptable.

The signal to nO.ise ratio was measuTed uS'ing .. mid

band Signal of 10 mv at·300 Hz" At the receiver.output.

this' signal yielded an RMS voltage on the voltmeter of

0.81 volts. The output voltag. �ith the inputs shorted

together and giou�ded was 0.0088 volts. As the overall

gain of the telemetry system is 250, this represents an

RMS noise voltage of 35 uv. Thus tbe signal to noise

ratio was calculated to be 39.2 db, a quite respectable
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figure at such lo� signal level�.

The common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) was· measured

at 60 Hz, and found to be -96 db in the worst case amplif-

tey. This was deem.d extremely good, considering the low

cost' off-the-shelf cOllponents employed in the de·slgn.

·There is an overall.real time propagation delay in

the telemetry, due to the various sampling and filtering

functions employed i� the time diviSion �ultiplexins and

demultiplexlng. The delay was. measured and found to be

0.4 msec across the pasa band, increasiug to 0.5 mse� at 1

Por most !.M.C applications, this should cause .no

problem at·all-

KHz.

Frequency response was measured and graphed as . ·shown

i. figure 8.2.
.

�.5'0 �rr"'''''T''i'""TT'T"I"I"ITlI'n'l'lm'mn"

+5��������� ��+H���

AMPLITUDE.
(db)

.

'2.0 500
•

1000 1500

Pig. 8.2

.50 100 �QO

FREQUENCY (Hz.)
Frequency Response of Telemetry System
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The respo·nse is essenstially flat from 20 Hz up to

about 800 Hz wbere it begins to roll �f�� At 10 Hz and 1

KHz, the amplitude is attenuat�d by 3 db. Tbis attenua-

tio. at botb ends of th� pass band wi1l cause a sligbt but

acceptable level 'of distortion in tbe I.M.G waveforms.

Wbat is more important is tbat tbe pass band of· the in

strulllent is strictly limited to'· the I.M.G.· si.gnal spec

tru.. Neitber low frequency drift, nor bigb frequency

noise or aliasing sbould be problems.

finally the barmo·nic distortion was measured across

tbe pass band, using an barmonic analyzer. The dis t.ortion

in tbe signal source was first measured and found to be.

inSignificant (0.2%).' Tben tbe total bar_onic'distortion

(composed of the sum of .tb.e harmoniC" excluding tbe funda

ment.al) was me-a.ured at ·se.veral di·fferent frequencies.

Tbe average distorti.on was 4% witb a minimum .of 3.5% at

8.00 Hz and a .aximum of· 5% at 1 KHz.' Tbese' figures should

be adequate for all but tbe 1Il�st stringent requirements.

Pigur'e 8.3 shows a photograph of a typ.ical I.M.G signal

recorded on storage oscl1loscope� The upper trace is the

telemetered signal, vhi.le·. the lower trace 1s tbe signal

recorded directiy by tb� oscilloscope.

Tbe pbotograpb of figure. 8.3 and .tbe numerical evalu�

ation sbow tbat the telemetry �ystem functions quite well

in tbe application for wbich it was intended.
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lig. 8.3 �riginal and Tel�metered I.M.G Sig��l
(5 msec per·c1R.)

8.2 Experimental Results

the evaluation of the overall gait analysis system is

difficult te quantize. and therefore remains· somewhat sub-

jective. It is best to c�nsider it in terms of experi.en-

tal results. �he· photograph of plat� 8.1 i8 a typical

print of the kinelllat·ics data •.
·

The subject (the author"s

wife, M. A. Kelly) had i�frared L.E.D.'s loc:at�d over sev�

eral a.na·t01llic;al landmarks. T·he top trace 0'4 the photo-

graph is· the greater trochanter of the hip. Immediately

below is the trace for the knee. Below that is the.· trace

for the lateral maleolus of the ankle. The bottom trace

represents the toe.
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The photo�rap� was digitized by means of th� GP 6/30

digitizer. The digi.ti.zer has an accuracy of 0.1 111m which

certainly will exceed the user's accuracy of .igitize�

Subsequent to the kinematic 4igiti*at�on, the knee

and ankla anlles were eal�ul.ted for �ach fl�8b of the

L.E.D.'s. I'ollowing thi. , the E.M.G data was recovered

from the malnetic tape. .Tbe ealc;u·lated joiat angle and

E.M.G data were then plotted on the 611 storage uni.t.

Plate 8.2 shows the results.
I

The bottom seven traces in plate 8.2 repre.sent bar

graph. 'of .the frequency c.ounts for �be muscles llol11:tored

during the stride. This data was sampled .a t 2S Hz, a

strobe period of 40 iIlsec. The muscles shown on channels

2, 3,. 4, and. represent th� Quadriceps Lateralis, Tibi-

ali. Ant�rior, Castrocnemius <both heads), and Se1lliten41-

nosus muscles, res.pectively. . The othe'r teleltetry
.

ehaanels

were not used in this experiment. Above tbe muscl� '4a�a

are two curves representi.ng the knee and ankle angles, the

knee being· o� top. These two Iraphs are bounded by lines

representing 0 degrees and 180 de.reese

A sample analysis of the data shows that at heel

strike <at the left and right hand edges of the picture)

the k�ee i8 fu�ly extended and the ankle flexed to about
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90 aegrees •. The Semitendinosus muscle is b.coming active

to keep the knee from overextending. Tibialis Anterior is

at its maximum, preventing:the foot from falling flat and

overextendinl.the ankle. The Quadriceps is increaising in

activity· carrying the torso forward over the supporting

limb. Only the Gastrocnemi*s is silent, as there is no

weight over the ball of the foot.

This data shows a classical relat.ionship between the

p�ases of muscle activity and joint augle dat.a as outlined

by aadeliffe (1962). This ag�eement with other well docu-
. .

mented studies shows the system to .be per�or.ing as ex-

pected.· With rea�onable care takeu in proeessing the ki

nematic data, the overall results are very good •

. !

: .

;.
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Plate 8.2 Graph of Experim:mtal Data 175 msec/an.
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8.3 Cost Ano Ease of Use

The. component costs f·or the. telemetry system were

quite low, approximately $300. The two interface boards

,

totaled about $400, also qu1te inexpensive. Labour costs

.

were
.

considered to be &.ero, making the custom bu.ilt

hardware very reasonably pr�ced. Any good quality 35 mm

camera ·i8 suitable for ·the system (the author ,-sed his

own) aad would add anotber $300. This leaves only the di-

gieizer and aiscellaneous' items such.as film, L.E.D.'s,

filters, etc. Originally i� was planned to use a Houston

Instruments pad digitiz�r at a cost of $1300.

unfortunately it was la-te in arrival and was not used.

Had it been eilployed, ·t�e. syste1l cost would have been

under $2500. the GP 6/30 digitizer bore a price o( .4000.

This· piece of equipment wasi·purchased by. the Dept. of·An

atomy for au,otber application on the same minicomputer.

Being available, it was adopted· for use ia t:his aystem.

These costs refe·r to those incurred in a reaseareb insti-

tution setting atid: do not rrpreaent the actual cost·. w·hieh
.

.
.

would be incurred in manufa�tUring of the. sys�em. In pro-
.

.

duetion, . such
.

things as
i labour and overhead would ..

a1.0

have to be considered. Thus the total cost of the system
,

is somewhat ambiguous. �ow�ver one judges the cost break-

. down, .the system remains relatively inexpensive, consider-

ing its capability�.
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u�� of the system is n,t trivial considering the 'com

plexity of the measurementsibeing taken. The experimentor
. .

.

must h'ave a basic knowledge: of anatomy in order to place

electrodes and L.E.D.'s �en�lbly. He must also be fami1i-

ar with the computer, under.tanding how to load programs·

on the paper tape "eader, .nd how to load magnetic tapes.

Thirdly, he must take re�.o�abl� care with the photograph-
,

ic process so as not to fog;the infrared fil. which is ex-

tremely sensitive. Given t�at these basic requirements'

are met, gathering stride d.ta is not difficult.. The f$ub-

ject must be hooked up and ·the telemetry system and

L.E.D.' s checked f or fune�.ionali ty. Then it i8 a simple

matter of running the programs as described .in chapter

seven.. Thus, while the complexity of the sys�em i·s fairly

Plate 8.3 on the (ollo*iug page shows four photo-

gr�ph8 of the. equipme�t developed for this project, and

the laboratory test setup. i The fully eq�ipped subject

(Mr. W. P. Prescott) is _,owa in front of the Alpha com�

puter. A close-up ·of the subject·' s le.8
.

in photograph b

illustrates an FPK100 L.l�b� and one p�tr of electrodes.

Photograph c shows the computer interface boards for fre

quency counting, the L.E ••• drivers, and the foot switch

interrupt. r�nally, the entire telemetry syste� is dls-

played in photograph d.
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Plate 8.3 Fquipnent and Test Setup
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9. OBSEaVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Generally speaking, the system performs exactly the

task for which it was conceived. It automatically·gathers·

both kinematic and I.M.G. data, and synchroniz.s the two.

Data· reduction is semi-automatic and the data is availale

to a high level c�mputer . language, Basic. This shoulct

allow some. r�asonably sopkisticatecl data processing. As

.
.

it stands, the system is a complete and useful research

tool, which will hopefully be employed in future gait stu-

dies.

There are, however, many· aven·u.s open for further

work.
...

The telemetry·system could be converted to a radio

telemetry system, eliminating the cable link.· This would

further improve subject mobility and enhan·ce the electri-

cal isolation from the monitorillg equipment.

One or more of the telemetry channels could· be turned

I
I

over to the. ·foot switches, a very s·imple modificati·on.

While this would reduce the number �f .u�cle .eha�nels

which could be �onitored,. it would again reduce the cabl�

bulk dragged behind the subject, increaSing mobility.

Finally, the infrared L.E.D.'s could be run by a

radio system, pe�h.ps a cheap w.lkie talkie adapted for

this purpose •.
·

This ·would further reduce cable. bulk.
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Implementation of all three of the preceeding ideas ·would

completely eliminate cable �uns from the system. Cables

tend to get tangled up, are noisy, restrie� mobility, and

make circular 'motion impossibie. Obviously these modifi-

cations would be very desirable.

At present, the I.M.G. data for the stride resides on

··the magnetic tape, and the kinematic data on film. After·

. digitization of' the film, both data sets are available to

the Basic interpret.r.· A very desirable addition would be

to make the data available to a larser.co1Dputer with addi-.

tional processing power, such as the PDP 11/60 in the

Electrical Engineering Department. This could be done in

one of two ways. Software could. be written. fol" the Al.pha

lIlinic01lpute1' which would take the digitized kinematic data

and' the' E.M.G. data and write both data sets o.n another

magnetic tape. This tape could be analyzed on the larger

computer •..

..
.

.

A Simpler less time consuming 'method .would be

to digitize the st-ride· data directly. on. the PDP 11/60.

Th. I.M.G. d�ta tape could then be read on the 11/60 (with

which it is compatible) and analyzed. A pad digitizer su';'

itahle for. this purpose has recently be�n purchased by

Electrical Engineering. Once it. has'. been interface4,. this

approach 'should .soon be a reality •.

During the course of' stride data' acquiSition, it

might be. useful to gather more types of data. While a
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stride is delimited by two foot switch interrupts, such as

heel strikes, it woul.d be· advantageous to store the time

of other events such as heel off �nd toe off. These par-

ameters provide valuable information in the analysi.s of

stride data. Recognition of the time of theae other
...

events would requlr� the construction of additional foot

switch interrupt ••

The integrated E.M.G. is not particularly useful as

the sole muscle data parameter in the dynamic aaalysis of

E.M.G./Force relationships. Hovever •. it would be useful

in conjunctto� with the frequency counted I.M.G. By sim-

ply filtering the a.lready rectified . E.M.�., the

.

converted at tbe sa.. ·tille as the frequency eouated

E.M.·G. is stored, providiag the ·user with .both

pre-processed E.M.G.parameters. This is a very logical

evolution for the instrument, and a s�mple one·to imple-

mente

Thus,it·is clear that there is potential for adding

many features ·to this system, ultimately yielding a very
.

versatile tool for both Medical a.nd Engineeri.ng research-

ers.
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A� lour1er Transform of Ideally

Samp�ed PAM Signal.

•
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The spectrum of .the sampling pulse train is· given by·
..

ee

() (w) • 2T( L (1 I T) 6 (w - n Wo)·
n=�OO

. 00·

Ii (2 TTl T) L 6 (w - n Wo)
t'\:.-oo

Ii (21(1 T) OWo (v)

Now the spectrum of the sampled Signal, 'sew), is

.

Substituting A.2 into A.4 yields

00
.

's (w) • (lIT) F(w) * L 6 (v "'" n Wo)·
n:-oo

A.S

which becomes·

I
I
I

00

's (w) - (1 I T) . L '(w) 6 (w - n .0)·
n·-oo

Novas

f ( t) .- Oc t - T) - f ( t - T) (La thi, 1968 )

equation A.6 becomes

00
.

's(w). (11 T)·L '(w - n vol.
n�-oo

.

A.8 .



B. Fourier transform of Natural

Sampliag Pulse Train·

,
.

,
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A pulse t..:ain.of amplitude A, period T ana pulse

widthrcan be shown to have a Fourier series given by

0() (j n Wo t)

p,.J t ) • (A rIT) L .

Sa (n 1T r IT) e
.

8. 1

n--eo

The Fourie..: transform· of PT (t), Pr(w) , is given by

00

, (j n Wo t)
Pr(w) • J( (A II t) L Sa(nrrri T) e i ,

nc-oo

00

L Sa(nTrrl
t'\�-oo

• (ATI T)

Now··

(La thi, 1968).·

Su��titutin� 8.4 into 8.3 yields

():)

Pr(w) ·.<1 Tl T) L Sa(n7TTI T) (27r) 6<w - n wo) B.S

".- 00

Now

... 2 w
.

• (2 7TI T)o '"

Substituting 8.6 into 8.5 yields

.00

Pr(W) - (2 ATTTI T) " Sa.(n1Trl T) 6 (11 - (2. n 'lT1 T»L 8.7'f\.':'-CIt
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c. Optlcal Isolator Deslgn Parameters
." .

and Data Sheets.
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The D.C. current gain of the ILl was tested for two

different hook-up configurations shown in figures C.l and

C.2. The resultant output linearities are graphed in fig

ure C.3.

In the fir�t case. the" receiving transistor was left

unbiased. The resulting linearity was qu�te good above 10

ma input current. In the second case. the receiving

transistor was bi.sed as shown. Agaitt. the linearity was

good above 10 ma. but, the gain was markedly decreased.

The ftequency resp�nse was then exami�ed for the two

configurations. It was found that the bandwidth for the

unbiased configuratitin was limited to about 5� KB�•• s op

posed to more than 100 KHz bandwidth for the,biased coafi

g�ration. It was felt that the increased bandwidth was

worth tbe loss in gain. 80 that the configuration in fig

ure C.2 was cho.en.

"
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0
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Fig- C.3 �.C. Current Gain Linearity
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ILl- ILl2 - ILlS - ILl6 - IL74
OPTICALLY..COUPLED ISOLATORS

OPTOELECTRONICS PRODUCT GROUP

30V
70V'

150mW
2.0 mW/OC ' "- ......

•

GENERAL DESCRIPTION - The 1l1. IL12. 1l1S. IL1S end IL7" series of optically
coupled isolators ar. electrical and mechenic:eJ replacements for the Litronix series.

Optical intercoupling provid.. a high degree of IIC and de isolation. A capability for
continuous operation of the input diode results in a frequency tesponse extending to de.
Connection to the base is elso provided for design flexibility.

_' Gt.ASS01.ATED"'"
• �IG" CURRENT TRANSfER RATtO
• 10" 0 ISOlATION RESISTANCE

,

• LOW COUPLING CAPACITANCE - TYPlCAUY 1.0 pF

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Storege Temperature

•

Operating Temperature
Pin Temperature (Soldering. 5 .,
Total Package Power Dissipation at TA = 250C

(LED plus Detector,
Derate Uneer� from 250C

INPUT DIODE '

VR Reverse Voltage ,

,IF ' Forward Current
it Pftk'Fotward Current (1 lIS pulse width,� pps,
Po

'

POwer Dissipation at TA - 250C
Der..e Uneerly from 250C

OUTPUT TRANSISTOR
Vee Collector to Emitter Voltage
Vcs Collector to Base Vol....
Po Power Dissipation et TA - 250C

Derete UneertY from 250C

ELEc:TR1CAl CHAilACTERtmCS - INPUT DIODE: TA - 2SOC

-55°C to +15OOC
-55OC to +100"C

2SOOC
200mW

2.6mW/OC

3.0V
SOmA
3.0 A

100mW
1.33mW/OC

<:ONNECTION DIAGRAM
DIP crOP VIEW,

PIN�8fRS
1 Anode(+)
2 Cathode (-I
3NC
4 Emitter
5 CoIlecIOr
I. ....

} "nput Diode

} OutPut lIP"

� PholOtralllis1or
,

SYMBOl. CHARACnRtSTICS MIN 'i'vP MAX UNITS TEST CONDmONS

\IF ,._..�
L1.IL15. I." 1.3' 1.5 y IF- lOrnA
1L12 1.3, U y 1F-10mA
1.74' 1.5 1.75 y 1F-10mA

BYR .._.. ..Pdown Voltage
lL1iU5.l.l' 3 y la-1OpA
1.12 3 Y 1,,-,OOpA

"
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..

FAIRCHILD. ILl. IL12 • IL15 • IL16 • IL74

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS - OUTPUT TRANSISTOR: TA - 2S"C

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN lYP MAX UNITS TEST CONDITIONS

Veeo CoIlecw·Eminer Voltage
ae-1•0mA. "-01L1. 1.15. UI ,.' 30 50 Y

1U2.1L74 20 40 V Ie - 1.0mA.lf·0
VECO Emlner-c:otleelcir Voltage

.

IU. IUS. lUI 7.0 Y 'E -1ooliA; IF-O
.

1L12 4.0 Y Ie ·,oopA.lf-O
tao CoItecw-EmimIf Leakage Current

IL1 50 nA. Vee -10V• .,-O
1L12

.

250 nA Vee- 5.0V.IF-O
IU5.IL1I 100 nA

.

Vee-S.OV.IF-O·
1L74 500 nA Vee -S.OV.If-O

hf:e Forwn .Cunent Qein
.

1.12
, .

50 Yee • &.0 V. Ie - 100pA

ELECTRICAL 'CHARACTERISTICS - COUPLEO: i'A - 25"C

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN 1YP MAX UHlTS TEST CONDI'TIOt+$

VIO lnput.tO-Ou1put�
1.1 2500 V
1.12 1000 'y
IUS. U6. 1L74 1500 Y

. VCI(AI) CoIIector·Emitter Saturation Voltage
IL1 0.5 V IF - 16mA.1(:. 1.6 mA
IU.S.U6 0.5 V I,· 5OmA.1c-2mA
1L7.. 0.5 '. V '. If - te mA.1c - 2.mA

IctIf:(CTR, CoIIecw Current Tr.,m. Ratio INote "
. 1L1 20 1(, Vee .'0V.IF-10mA

1L12 10 1(, Vee "" 5.0 V• .,-10mA
1L1S- 6.0 1(,. Vee - 10 V. IF • 10 InA
!L1' 8.0 30 % Vee • 10V• ., iii 10mA
1L74 12.5 % VCi-S.OV.IF-16mA

'CIO Input-te-OUtpUt capacitance
1L12. IUS. ILUS 2.0 pF f-1.0MHz

v.
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..

�. Pre-A�plifier and Filter

.

Design.Analysis

. .,.

•



D.l Pre-Amplifier
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A circuit analysis of the a.plifi�r' sbown in figure

'D.l was' carried out as follows.

R1

", ,:,..

.'

".�' .
- ,- :: :.". " .•. t.···

'R

lig. n.l Pre-Amplifier SchematiC:,

e _ (e + e - V ) A D.l

01 1 em 1 1

v _ v + (e - V ) �i-;�;;] D.2

1 2 01 2

,e _' (e + e

,02 2 em

V ) A'
2 2
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V
2

- V
1

If A , and A tend towards infinity, D.1 and D.3 beco�e
1 2

V -·e + e

1 1 cm

D.S

V . • e + e

2. 2. cm

D.6.

Substituting D.2 into D.S yields

� -. + e - V + (V
.1 . cm 2 2

.

t" 1t2 J.. ) -_ ....._--

01 '. Itl + 1t2

Substitutin.g D�6 into D.7 and solving for e
.
yields

01

e - e (1 + (til a2» - e (all 1t2) + • D.8
01 1 2 cm

Similarly, we can show that

e - e (1 + (ltll Itt» - e (all a2) + e D.9
02 2. I

.
cm
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Note, that the Common Mode Gain is unity, and·is en

tirely independent of the resistors chosen for al. and a2.

A.l.o, while the aI's must be matched on both.· amplifiers

for balanced signal, the common. mode gain is unaff�cted by

a mismatch of aI's.

No. fo% all a's equal

e - e ... e

03 01 02:.
.
D.I0

Substi�uting D.8 and D�9 into D.I0 gi.es

e - (e· - e ) (1 + (2 al,.a2»
03 ·1 2

D.ll

Thu.s·the signal gain of the overall pre-amplifier de;'

pends o� al and a2, while .ny common mode gain will arise

only from inequalities in the a's and nonline_rites in the

operational ampl£fiers.
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D.2 Filter ;

The circuit .nalY818 of the band-limiting filter in

figure D.2 follow8 •

.......

:. " .' ." , .'
-
.. :, '. ".. ::' .. �. .." ,- .

to •

Fig. D.2 Filter Schematie

e .. (e·
o· 2

e ) .A4
1

D.12

For A4 tending towards infinity, D.12 become.8

e • e

2 1·
D.13

For an. infinite input impedance

D.14



and

e' • e

.1 1 .

but

(s It4 C2) + 1

Combining equations D.13, D.14, D.l.S, and D.16 sives

. --t;;-;;-��----
s

L;;-�-;;J
+ 1

e I. e. • It r_-�!_:�!_��_::_:_:!_J
o i . �s Tl_+ 1) (s T3 + 1�

.
.

.. It • (It3 + R4)1 .3

T1 • itS C1

T2 • (It3 It4 c2)/(R4 + It3)

.

T3 • It4 C2
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D.1S

D.17

D.18

D.19·

D.20

D.21
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D.� Gain Selection

�he eomposite pa88-band gain .for the pre-a�plifier

. a·nd filter i8. given by··

.
.

.

A • (1 + (2 RII R2» (R3 + R4)1 R3
.

.

D.22

We will assume a maximu·m E.M.G. lavel of ±12 mv which

is 20% above the observed maximulIl. We in turn Wi8h the

lIlaximum signal -level to be ±1.5 volts, which .is 1/2 of th·e

aynchroniziug pu1se level.

Now

A • (1.5/0.012) • 125

125 • (1 + (2 Rl/. R2» (R3 + R4)1 R3 ·D.24

If R3 - 5K, and R4 - 20K, • becomes

A • 125 • (1 + (2 all R2» 5 D.25

Then �f Rl • lOOK, R2 becomes S.5K.
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D.4 BaDdwidth SelectfoD

Fo� surface E.M�G., it is Decessary to pass 10Hz

1000Hz •. Thus Tl was selected .to pass 10 Hz •. If a5 •

800K, Cl becomes 0.02uf.

It was decided that the upper frequeDcy li.it set by

T3 should· be 1.SKHz, .well above the maximum expected sig

Dal frequeDCY, aDd below th. aliasiDg frequency of 2 KHz

(1/2 of the.sampling fl"equeDcy). Thu.s with It. -"20K, C2

becomes 5.3nf.

T2 is chosen to give 7.5 KHz and the very high fre

queDcy gai� becom�s ap�roximately IS�' Because of the. band

limite�.natu�e sigDal of the E�M.G.� this gain should be

low enough to avoid any problems.
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/

E. Telemetry Multiplexor Schematic

•
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F. Tele�etry De-Multiplexor Schematic
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G. nata Acquisition Service

Routine Timing

r ... :
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The following list�ng shows the times required· to

service the· Data Ava�lable interrupt. These ti�es were

derived from the Computer Automation Computer. Handbook and

were based on the appropriate memory and proees·sor speclf-

ications.· Because there are se.ven R.M.G. channels, cer-

tain of the instru�tions (S,6,8, and 9) are repeated an

average of 3.5 ti�es, abd the executions ti�e. sh�.n re-.

flect this.

Tt!!! {USBe}
* ROUTINE TO SERVICE DATA AVAIL.ABLE INTERRUPT
DASERV ENT

1 STX XREG SAVE XR�G 2.0S
2 INA 16,0 INF'UT DATA 2.05
3 LDX ADREG . GET REGl AI'DRESS 2.0S.
4 STX APl SET REGISTER F'OINTER 2.0S

SHIFT
.

BIT RIGHTS FDAT LRA 1 A 1 18.9
6 JOR ··NQPT .JUMP IF BIT WASN'T S·ET 5.7
7 IM·S *APl

..

INCREMENT REGISTER 4.35
8 NOPT IMS AF'l SET F'OINT£R TO NEXT R·£G. 13.S5
9 .JAN FDAT. JUMF' TO FDAT IF NOT DONE S.7

10 LDX XREG • RESTORE X REG 2.05
11 EIN::. ; .. ENABLE _. INTERRUPTS:· � '-. 1.5 .

12 RTN . DASERV· 0.9

TOTAL 60.85
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B. Alpha LSI 2/20 CO.puJer

Input/Output tnterfacing
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The Alpha LSI 2/20 minicomputer is a 16 bit .computer

with a 16 bit address bus, 16 bit data bus, and various

control lines as shown in figure R.I

- ...

iC ", ...u.t.'"_ �
� ....

_. ..

� 0....." ...... �
.

� r

.

eli:". I ..."
..

at::: ..
SI!II- ..
MS-

" ..
E- ..
9.te- .

....
TVfI1 ...

...
t:!O!!e

'fIOCESSOIl .. MfMQIW.
'MOTH." 4 118- 110
8OAR'D .. tuB:-. MQDULII

.JOeL.:.. ..
tlSltI:: III

- ,. -- -

Ie C.u. NA- .. �L.NP . �
.... WI- • . �

.!g� ...
.. 11.'-
.. 11.a�

IZI!I= ti
.. I .Dml-·
.. nor-

�,- ...
-. eeD.= ...

I. S\.- ..
;

: . ;

�II" I ...
� .

·L !YC: ..
..

MAGI_
• '.

rig. B.l C.P.U. Bus.s .�d Control Lines

!
.

This computer use8 n�gative tl"u.e which means that 0 .

volts is taken a8 logical one. Benee the "-" appended to

the name of each line. The contr�l, lines of interest to

the ,I/O designer are listed below.

1. EXEC- Execute. Processor generated signal that
indicates the current instruction is a Select in
struction� EXEC- is used typically to set or

reset controls in the addre�sed 1/0 controller.
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2. IN- Input. Proeessor generated signal that -indi
cates

.

the current .. instruction is an Input in
atruction and that the addressed .1/0 co�troller
should place input data on the D.bos.

3� �UT- Output. Processor generated .ignal that .in
dic'ates 'the current instruction is an Output' in·-·
struc�ion �nd that the Processor has placed out�

put data on the � bus for the addressed I/O con

troller to accept.

4 •. PLSE- Pul·se. Processor generated. Signal which is
used a. a strobe pulse to load registers during .'

an output transfer. �et or reset. controls . during
a Select instruction. reset data transfer con

trols during.an input transfer. and to reset in

terrupt controls UpOIl recogn.ition of an inter-
. rupt •.

s. ltST- System I.eset. Processor or Console generat
ed signal whieh is used to reset all controls in
all interfaces to a known startin� c�nfiguration.

6. S£lt- Sense I.esponse. Signal' getu�ra ted.. by ad
dressed I/O controller whi.ch. when true. indi
cates a true response to an interro8a�ion by the
Processor of some function associa�ed with the
controller or devi�e it control.. �nterrogat�on
is aade when.a Sense or Conditional I/O instruc
tion i. issued.

7. IUlt- Interrupt I.equest. Multiplexed ··.·interrUpt
request line which multiple I/O cQnt.rollers ".e

to request. interrupt .
service. Interrupts r·e

queste·d via this l·ine are recognized on a prio.ri
ty basis.

8. IUA- Interrupt
Signal which

interrupt and
the interrupt

Acknowledge. Procesaor ·ge�erated
goes· true upon recognition of any
remains true during execution of
instruction.

9 •. ILI- and IL2- Interrupt Lines 1 and 2.
.

I/O con

troller generated high priority int�rrup� request
lines which· interrupt to locations :0002 and

:0006. respectively. They are. higher in priority
than the IUlt- line.
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10 •. DBXX- Data· Bus.. Processor or I/O co·ntroller dri-
ven lines carrying data. �

•

11. ABXX- Address Bus. Proce.s�r �r I/O controll�r
driven lines specifying address.s of memory, in
structions, or. devices ..

F�r I/O cotttrol, the timing of the sIgnal. on the.

data and address 'use� and the control 1in�s i� quite .lm•

.. portant •.. The. correct sequences of events are·· shown· in

fi8ure B.2 w·ith all times given in nanoseconds.

..- .

..

JIIIQlnmliPI
.

t-
..

: .

--

--_.:

-.

....

.

.___ .

.
.

,"', " •

-
.�••• ,.... ....... ,. -: '1"':'

The IN-, O�T-� and EXEC- lines are usually used in

conjunction with device select (DAXX) circuitry connected

to bits 3. through 7 of the sdd�ess bu.� Bits 0 through �

of the address bus are used fot·device f�nction control •.

.....

For example, if. device 25· is to input data.: to the CODt-
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pu�er, a device selec� designed to give a logical �rue on

. .

the appearance of �he numbe� 25 would be implemented. The

.

output of DA25 w�uld be Handed" with the IN line to con-

trol.the drivers connected to the data bus. All of the

control and bus lines to be used ill a device are best buf-

fered with line receivers (and are often inverted to yield

positive true logic).

Handshaking for the computer is usually implemented
.

by means of the PLSE and SER lines. The SER line may be

used to tell the compu.ter when data' i. available from the

device in question.
.

The PLSI line i8 used by the con�

troller to deter�ine that the eomputer has accepted the

data, .
and then resets' tbe cirCUit!'')' for allother'input •.

Thu8 the computer may ask a device if it is ready to in-

.

teract ,. and may also inform the .device. when 1 t i8 f:in.i8hed

I/O processing.'

Data control may also be implemented by meaD8 of in-'

·terrupt8. An' external device may request attention fr�.

the· computer by. placing an interr�pt on one of the inte�

.

rupt lines IUR-, IL1-, or IL2-. The comp�ter may tben
.

.... .. .

.

finish executing. the current instruction and lump to an

interrupt service· location, .' where it perforlls I/O func-

tiona in' a manner. simil.. r 'to t'he above. It also clears.

the interrupt in the process.
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I/O processing, bj either handshaking or i�terru.ts,

is ·described in much greater detail in the Computer Auto-

mation handbook (1973.), chapters 8 and 9.

Yunctlonal summary of all the. devices . constructed for

this project l� provided.in Table B.l. Table B.2 lists

the interrupt priorit.ies of all interrupts used.�

Table H.l In.terface Devices

Devi.ce Name.· Number FUnction (Assemble·r Control}
..

Foot Switch 25

.

Select 16,5 - JEnable Interrupt·
Selec� 16,4 - bisable int.rru��

... Input 16,0 - I.nput. Data

Select 25,5 � Enable Interrupt
Select 25,4 - Disable Interrupt

Freq. Counter 16

Select 18,0 - Flashes L.E.D.�s
for 1 msec.

Table H.2 Interr·upt Pr.iori ties

Prior. Int •. Location. . Deviee.

1. I'Ll :0002 Foot Swit.ch Interrupt

2 •. I'L2 :0006 frequency Counter

3. IlTC :0018 Ileal T·111e Clock
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I. E.M.G •. Board Schematic

. :
..
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.J. Infrared L � E.D. FPEIOO.

Data Sheets
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FPEIOO
GaAs I NFRARED EMITTER
OPTOElECTRON1CS PRODUCT GROUP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION - The FPE100 is a gallium arsenide infrared light emitting
.

diode. When forward-biased, it emits an intense, narrow band of radiation peaking at

approximately 90G nm non-visible.The devic. is packaged on a ",odifled T()-46 header
with a clear ptastic lens dome.

This solid state tilmp is ideally suited for use in conjunctio!, with silicon photosensors, .

since their spectral peRs are closely matChed. The F�E100emptoys aPlanat· process
and is especially designed fOf high reliability and long life.

• "'GH RELIA.,urY·
• LONGLWi

.

• IDEALLY SUITED FOR USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH SILICON PHOTOSENSORS
,
..

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS �
Malmum T............ 1incI HwnlilllJ
Slorage TemperaIure
Operating Junction Temperature
Pin Temperalure (Soldering. 10.,:
Relative Humidity at 65·C

Ualmum P__ D.....tIon
Total Dissipation at TA· 25·C
Derate Linearly from 250C

· Uaimum Vott.tes IincI Currents .

VA �.Vonage
If F-.reI de CU«ent

-lrc to +lOG-C
. -lCJ-C to +lOG-C

2fIO'"C
98�

150mW.
2mW,.C

FPel00

3.0V
100 rnA

SYMBOL . CHARACTERISTIC MIN TVP MAX UNITS

'IF Fcww8rc:1 VOltage At 'F .. 100 rnA 1.35 1.t V

8vA ........ BrealcdOwA Voltage (IR • 100uA' 3.0 6.0 V

OPfO·ILECTRONlC CHARACTIRISTICS • I, .. ,. rnA: TA • 25·C
SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN tvP MAX UNITS

10 AxiaI.lntenIity 0.1. C);3 mWIsr

Po Infrated Total PowerOutput· 1.2 mw
).. 0tMntum EfflCienqt 1.1 �
AA Spectral eandwidth 50 NIl

8'k ...... angte at.. Axlallnt8ftSlty 75 degMas

APt/AT Temperature OependetlCe of Power OutpUt :.0.. woc

'r Emilsion Aise -:rime (IF • 50 rnA to.�, 50 ns

.. Emisalon ,all TIma (IF • 50 rnA lo.�, eo· ns

'Planar •• peterlled F.in:lli1Cl process.
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FAIRCHILD. FPEfoo

TYPICAL CHARACT£RISTf(: CURVES (Cont'd)
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.

<r.-.( l··SCIENCE. TECHNICAL BULLE-fiN:'::-) I �. r- ACCESSORIES
.

.

GP.Seri.... 1�77
'" ..... l.,-... CORPORATION . ... .........._:-�,.,:..,�, ..'

'G·.p. S····
I

·6·
.

. ..
. .

.

..:.. .

.

Grot/Pen- .

.

- enes·.· SoricDigit�

..

r
..-.....--....��-'..

/

.

,.

TIle GP-8eries 8 is a new .....ily.oI
IOnIc digitlz....· which eliminates data
..... and is designed to convert poat..
lionel information· conveniently and

· economtc.ny; '"* can be clone in one.
two, or thr.. · dImenSions. producing
digital values in a form suitable for dis-
play, CItta processing, storage. or "ans- . . .

.

� Themore sophisticatedmicro- • Nodel 1040 utHlu$ additIOnal S·ry'fu·s or··· CU·""$OrPf.'OCes8Or-bu,d models automatically .'

firmware . to add are. {to calculate the .
r I ..

perform mathematical computations .re• .,.,...th or within a figure on • Either a stylus. or • cursor with·

J)reviousIy requiring external proces- plane,. line !eng",. (to calculate the cross hairs. or both may be supplied
... or hend calculation. An L-'rame length 01 traced lines" add variable .. with OP-Sa"es 8 syfte..,. to take data
MnIOr assembly bor<lers the active scaling (to �itlze 2 points and make or to maltamenu selections. As easy to
WOfII ...... allowing IntaracUon with a

. derived scale selection by menu in- use as a. ball point pen, the stylus cion-
variety 01 Images. such as CRT. or ·ltructiOn). These features ar.e selected. tains both sonic energy�.ting gap

• pIasma·dlspJaY'. projectad Images from from a special row of boxes at the bOt. pd a ball point Ink cartridge available
•..,.. add films. eitdmaps or drawings tom 01 the menu.

. in • choice of tnk colorS, Whet. hard
on drafting tab.... The ufleftCumbeted • Model.8-10. adds axis r� cOpy Is .not r&quir8d. an inkl_ car-
worIt area .covered by movable or fixed and Slope. !l8IcuIation. and enables tridge may be u.sed. A pta$tjc. needle-
..,._,. accommodates squares. trio the user to work In polar u well u point..non-sctatchlng stylua for use
angles. and other drafting Instruments.· CartHIan coordl� withx.,.0' CRTdlsplaya can be sup-

PoInts on the plane to be digitized. In the Mode.. 8-30. &-to and 8-50, piled in black orwhite fOr Contrast with
WhICh may meuure up to 72" II 72" • .,. the miCroprocessor', read-only metn-. the �ckground. A pushbutton con--

· located by stylua or cursor. The outPUt Ofy can be reprogrammed for voIum..,· trolled cursor may be s.lIbstitutad for
.. In Cartesian (X, Y) coordinates. map eootdinate transformations, and a the stylus. TNee addlUonalpushbUtton

FIve GP-8erl.. 6 veisiOM are 01- wide variety 01 other user requiremantL ...ltches can be .provided on the cursor
· differing In features and·proces- Model 8-SO ianoWs extension intO tran-· and.", the &®. -40. Or -SO. P.ermit the

.

• �lUty: scenderltal operations, such as com-
.

uur to control pt:ogram selection•

•. 1IodeI.e;.10 provides digital co-. i')Iea coordinate transfotinations. ��r- ::.�.t:
.

ordfnates 01· any point on a plane. A· AI required. SAC will liIatYz. and ........... _'. '"

,.,.....14-1)1t binary output Is standard. COftSicIfr Other programs to be incor·. The f'....atandlng Gp·Series 8.
.

.• ModeI.I-20 adds environmental porated into
.

programming Ilbr""" electretmicrophone sensors require no
temperature. Compensation to the The·� tor additional l.IIemory In . tablet and provide.a tran$P8l'ent, un-

: Model 1-1�.
.

.

which· to atora such User programs will encumbered work are.. The design of
vary from application 10 application; the sensor permits mounting on a v8ri
space Is reserved within the unit for ely of display surfaces. SAC also offers

.

• ........ inC:orporata8 aU tea;. . additional memory.
. .. standard GP-8eties 6 tabletS with sen-

...... 01 the IIIOIMIs abOve plus a Tht.. dimenalonal dlOltlzlng Is sors pre-mounted on clear acrylIC for

micn:Iprocaesor and relatad firmware available In Cartesian ex. Y. Z, coordi-. . use with Jlght tables. on frosted acrylic
·

to provide origin offset (to .rbltrarlly .... form. An .� tablat using· on Which graphic Information· c8A be
·

estabIIIh ail origin anywhere on. the same styIua or CUiSOr alfows IAputs r..,ooprojectad, or on • phenolic (e.g.
pIMe). Incremental mode (to eliminate from two soun:ea. FonniCa, eurface.

· .

flICIundant data" and menu capability
,to provide simultaMous alphanumerIC
data entry). ThIt model Is hOused in • .

chauIs which may be adapted for rack·
IIIOUIIIinf or table-top Installation. The
output Is In BCD Cartesian ex. Y) co
onIna....�I Is available c0mpat
Ible with RS-232 or IEEE 488-1975.

, , ..

,
.'

..

I·

VariOUS ""r'f" 1.':-" are

8\,aiial):e witl: GP·S.".. 6
'.�Od.15 ·30: -40. ·50. Tl'" bot·
l"", Ii.,. 01 tile IIIt!., two
P'��I;es blO:k5 for InO.<iOlal

=-:c"'am ....ctlon.
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R..olutioft:
Tablet:

Specificatior1$

..

..

Optiona: .

Mlln Progr_: MocI8I ...: X - Y. 0""",
..

.
. . Inorllllent,

.

menu. output.
McIdIII�: Md _.. line

leftltb. acal
Ing.

.

Modale-SO:Md lals ren.-
.

-. Slope cal-
CVIaIkIn. I!O'"
ooorclln.'.
t'.III'�r-
lMliOII.·

All dlgilialnOl .,. COllI

parecJ·willi previoue dlO'*·
Inga. It tbl InC'.lII'Intl'
cIlftetaICI Is not IIIOre ltIan
two COUnts (tot.eI '" 0.02"
or 0.02111111). no new output
Is pcoduce4. If tile Incr•
....... cflfterencl IS ltIree
or greater. upd8&e end new
outpUt Is gIwn.

WIIIfI turned on. _ origin
mar·" IOUIIIt lIIfougft flo
pelted ellgItlzl"'l In eitMr
point or '1M 1IIOd1. Once
·lb. ellalreel orlOln la
r••cb.4. pUllllng tb.
'TART button Ioc:III tills
orlOlft Into�and all
lubHquent dloltlaatlolll

. are outPut or dlaplayacl
reIIItive to ttIIa POint. TIle
origin may be tllmlnlted
by jIfeIIInjaCI.iAA... .

SwilchablctOnand_.�
pu... ASCU chlraet.r

·

.qulv••.•nt of al'ected
aam. T_ dacillll' POints·
are dlapleyecl wilen a menu
c"araotlr II al'lctld.
StancIIrd Is tou, 'Inea of
� CIIar.ctara.
Two Un•• of atlnClarel

· ASCI. control cIIaract_
. . and/or one 'Ine of pro
._ MIe.ct bo_ can be
iMIdecI. Also. the menu can

.. can u, to .Ight 'Plola'
1IfOO........ MeftU Is In lOwer
rigtIt �. corner 01 active
.... In a two tablet aye
...... .... _maybeon
- tIbIet willi lilawork on
tlleC!ll*.

110/220 WAC. ... Hz.
120 VA.

.

Connactot for atytua or
CIIftIOI'.
Power· on-ott. .

8efteorconnectori
POINt IL'NE awIIc:h.
MTE control. .

�tIulton.
STAATbutton...
ORtGIN.!MtCJI' wlttllIght. .

INCRlllllnt button with
Ilgbl. attemaIa act.1on on
_ott.
MeNU IIcmon with tight. at
...... actIOft on and ott.
fNGUSH/MITAIC awIlcII
...ndflont,.....
'ront Penal: For atyIue or

. cursor. anel
.

._Input.
. . 8acIc .......: AVlIIlIary .....

tor input con
:""tof. elate
.•ut,ut con-

..

1I8CIlOr.

Increment:

Orlgln:

Manu:

Outpull IOPiion
lor 6·30.,..4G.
anct·50l

RS-U2: .Two awltcltabl.
�. on rea, paMl lor
Tetlin"•••nd l1ofo�
StMdarcI baud reteii 1200!
bevel. 0tIt1ons _:-no.
1so. 22S. 300. 410. eoo.

· '00.120.0. 1.100. 2400.
e�J 7200. Moo.
....... ""17$: One outpUt
011 ,.., l*.1li,

PAC! 141

..
...:

A.el:

Un. Le"gth<

..

I
I

! ....

I,

I
I

.

I
,i

t' :.
..

I,;
I
I
I

I

\
.r
l
•

Scal",,:

SJope:

I
I

1 I
�.NnIc digitizing p.:oc.a. hi covered by U.S; Patent
No. 3121483 and No• .,419. Other patents�Ing.

(;:inG·8SCIENCE·
.
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LOAD
TAPE

OLD

PAG! 143

LOCATE·
END OF
TAPE

GET
DATA·

...

I ..
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GET STROBE
COUNT .

DIVIDE
BY 2

STORE HALF
STROBE

. TIME
'MEMCNT

I

I
!

i
I
I
I
I
I

i
STROBE
TIME
- MEMCNT'. .

.
RTe

,

!
COUNTER

I

-1
. i

ZERO X I

".

ENABLE
I.

RTC i

ENABLE DAT'
I
I
1

ENDCHK 0 .1EIN &

'1
1

WAIT FOR i
i

"R" FROM I

I

TELETYPE i
.

. I· .

.

'·1
I,

.1

ENABLE ! "

FOOT·SW. i
INTERRUPT

!.

I.

I'
I

. WAIT

I' ,.

!
i
i
i

I
I



SF! X
TO 1

SET X TO 0
SET RTC
TO -1

S!:1 .

STROBE
FLAG

SET RTC
COUNT TO'
STROBE
TIME.

WRITE EOF
TO MEMORY
CLEAR
PCFLAG

ENAB�
.

. INTERRUPrS

RETURN

•

PAGE 145

ENDCHK SET
.

ENABLE
INTERRUPl'S

RETURN

..

..
'
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INPUT DATA
\'lORD

INCREMENT
.

REG 1 THRU
REG 7
DEPENDING •

aMBITS
. SEl' IN

.

DATA.WORD

RETURN

..



YES

CLEAR
REG 1 THRU
REG 7

SEl' RTC
TO :-1

.

EIN

RETURN

.
'

NO

. PAGE 147

S'r'ROBE
. LIGHT
EMITTING
SIODES

S� .RTC .

COUNTER
TO MEMCNT .

CLEAR
STROBE
FLAG AND·
BIN

·RETURN·

)
.



WRITE REG 1
THRU REG 1
TO MEMORY
COMPACTED
CLEAR REG·1
THRU REG 7

I CLEAR . SEl' RTC
ENDCHK COUNTER
SEl' RTC TO STROBE
TO ...1 TIME

WRITE EOF SET.
TO .1EMORY STROBE

.

FLAG

..

CLEAR ENABLE
PCFLAq INlERR1IPTS

SET X.
TO 1

SET X
RE1URNTO 0

.

PAGE 148



..

.

..

STOP
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NO .

:.
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.PAGE 0001'

0001 0100
. '.0002
0003
0004'

.

�005.
0006" ..
0007

.

0008
0009
0010
0011 .:

0012.
0013.
0014
0015
OOi6� ...
·0017

.

0019
0019
·0020
0021 .'
0022 0100 .

4054
0023 0101 4052
0024. 0102 405·3
.0025 0103 4953
·0026". 0104 F601
0027·' 0105 . 'B30D

0113
. ; 0028 .: 0106 r;52D

0029· 0107 ,7A7C
.: 0030 0:1.08 ,7A75
0031' 0109 "AS6

. '0032 010A FASD
0033 . 010B COC2
00.34 ()lOC F307

0114
0035' 010D COCC

.

003.6 0.10E. F306
0115

0037 ·010F FA6E
0.038 0110 C6BF
0039 .

0111 FA86
004.0 0112 F60A'

,.

....

.

.

*
'.

************************************************** .

*
,:. '.

PPDAT. *
.

* . *
* THIS PROGRAM COLLECTS EMG FREQUENCY [lATA· *

.

*
.

FROM 7 C'HANNELS OF EMG DATA. SAMPLING COMMENCES ..

* WHEN AN· 'R' IS TYPEtJ FROM THE· KEYBOARD
.

* THE DATA IS STORE[I IN REGISTERS WHICH KEEP.
* A COUNT OF THE ZER.O 'CROSSINGS WHICH OCCURR
* .. ON<EACH CHANNEL.
* A. ZERO C�OSSING ON ANY INPUT .. IS.
*., SIGNIFI.E.Q.: BY AN INTERRUPT TO LOCATION. :0006 •.. *
* THE REGISTERS ARE STORED ON THE GENERATIO,N .

.. OF. A MULTIPLE OF THE RTC SYNCH'INTERRUPT.
* THE RTC"IN ENABLED BY THE FIRST FOOT SWINT.
* THE SECOND FOOT SWITCH INTERRUPT DISABLES *
* THE RTC·:AN[I HALTS [tATA AQU·ISITION.· *

**�***********************************************'
*

.

* PROGRAHSTARTS HERE
BEGIN. SEL

.

'10,4 . INIT DRIVE
.

-.

SEL 10,2 DISABLE INTERRUPTS
SEL 10,3 �OAD DRIVE
SEN 10,3 .CHE.CK FINISHED
..IMP $-1'
LDA AHESS 1 '.' BYTE ADDRESS OF' HESS 1

LXii 45 • OF CHARACTERS
.JST STRING OUTPUT. MESSAGE

INl .JST··.· CF"<LF
. ·.JST RDEC' GET CHAR
..1ST· PDEC . ECHO CHAR
CAl .. 'B' .'

..IMP : NEWTAP NEW TAPE

.·C.'.I: . 'L' OLD TAPE· .

..IMP' OLDTAP OLD TAPE·WITH DATA TO BE SAVED

..1ST CRLF CARRIGE RETURN AND LINEFEED
LAP '1'
..1ST .. PDEC UNRECOGNIZED • CHARACTER
..IHP INl

.

REPEAT INPUT
I
I
t

I
.. ,.: .

.',
'

.



.

PAGE lSI

PAGE 0002

·0041 0007 LPOOL
0113 .0283
0114 . 02E4
0115 02C5
0116
011'·
0118'
0119

0042 011A FA63 ·£XPTNO·,JST CRLF MESSAGE TO I.NPUT EXPT •
0043· oq. BaOF' LDA AMESS2'

012B
.00.44 011C C51F LXM 31
0045 . .011D

I

FA66 JST
.

STRING
0046 011E FAS .;1ST CRLF
0047 OUF·. C6BF

.
LAP ''V'

00..8 0120·· FA'7 JST·
.
PDEC

0049. . * NEXT SEQUENCE INPUTS 4 ASCII CHARACTERS AND
0050 * WRITES THEM ON T�E TAPE
0051. 0121· C504 LXM 4
0052 .0122 FA6D IN2 ..1ST RDEC INPUT CHAR

.

0053· 0123· FA74 ..1ST PDEC ECHO CHAR
0054 0124 6D51 WRA 10,1 WRITE TO TAPE WHEN READY

. OOSti ..0125 0128 . IXR INC�EMENT COUNTER
.0056 0126 3844 . .JXN IN2 NOT DONE
0057' 0127 OUO ZAR
0058 .0128 6D51 WRA

.'
10,1 WRITE 2 BLANKS ON TAPE

0059 0129 6D51 . WRA 10,1
0060 012A F202 JHP .. REPEAT GET DATA
0061. 0002 .."OOL

012B' 0294
0-12C ..

.·0062: 012D··· 8270 REPEAT LDA LOWER GET LOWER H£MO�Y LIMIT
0063·.' 012E '9ASl STA MEMLOC INITIALIZE S.TORAGE LOC.
0064 . 012F' FA4E .. ..1ST CRLf . NEW LINE
0065 0130 .B328 LJ)A AMESS6 STRING LOCATION

.

·'·0159
.0066 0131 C505 LXM 5 STRING LENGTH
0067' 0132 FA51 ..1ST STRING PRINT 'PPDAT'
0068 0133· FA"A START ..1ST CRLF' NEW LINE

,.

0069 ·0134 C6BE .l.AP '>'�
0070 0135 FA62 .JST .PDEC PRINT ,>,

i 00'1 ·0136 B269 LDA . STRINT GET STROBE INTERVAL
0072 0137 10DO MA 1 DIVIDE BY 2

.'
.

.

.

'. ..
.

,..



PAGE iS2'
'

.

•

. .

PAGE 0003
.. : '

0073 0138 0310 .NAR. NEGATE
0074 0139 9A70 STA' SCOUNT STORE STROBE COUNT'
0075' .013A 8A65 ADD' STRtNT
0076· 01lB 0310 NAR·

.. 0077.
.

013C 9A6E STA "COUNT STORE MEMORY COUNT
00'"8' .' ZERO REi3ISTERS
0079 013D FA76 .JST ZERO

. 0080 013E. 0110 ZA.R :

0081 013F 9A72 SfA SF-LAG. RESIiT·..SAKPLING FLAG
.0082 0140 9A70' STA PCFLAG

.
RESET PASS' CHECK FLMr·

0083·. 014i 9A71 · STA STFLAG RESET STROBE FL�G··
.. 0084.:·: 0142

.

9A66 STA EHDCHK
0085. 0143

.

0108 ZXR ZERO X REG
. O()$� ':.0144 40CC " SEL 25,4

·

DlSABl,;£ F.S.
'

INTERRUPT

0087',.:.;.,0145 4085 SEL, 16,5 · ENABLE DATA ACQUISITION I.NTERR •. : .

0088>: 01,46 : 0010 ARM"> SET' A=-1 .'
0089' .0147 9819 STA :19 SET CLOCK COUNTER
0090 "0148 4043 SEL' 8,3 CLEAR RTC AND SYNC INTERRUPTS
0091 01'49 .4042 SEL. .

8,2
.

ARM SYNC
0092 014A 4040' SEL ·8,0 ENABLE..RTC . AND SYNC :INTERRUPTS
0093 014B· OAOO .. EIN · ENABLE INTERRUPTS
0094:. • CHECK TTY FOR 'R' .TO START DATA AQUISITION
.0095 014C FA43 TEST .JST RDEC· . READ FROM TTY
0096 014D COD2 CAl 'R' .CHECK FOR 'R'

014E F205
..

. SAMPLE: . .JUMP TO START·DATA SAMPLING0097. .JMP.
009S 014F FA48 . ,JST '. 'r>:DEC ECHO CHARACTER .

0099 0150 C6BF
· ,-AP �Ti

0100 0151. : FA46 · .JST·· PDEC PRINT '1'
0101 0152 FA2B · .JST .. CRLF
·0102 0153 . F607 .JMP- .TEST ILLEGAL CHAR.

. 0103 0154 403C SAMPLE SE.L 7,4 SELECT PRINTER
0104 0155 ·.6C38 .OTA . 7,0 PRINT iR'

.

0105. 0156 40CD SEL .•. .25,5.' ENABLE FOOT SWITCH INTERRUPT.
0106 0157 F6.00

.'

WAIT WAIT FOR INTERRUPTS
0107

.

0158· F601 .JMP .: $,..1
0108' OOOB' LPOOL

.

.

0159·' 02B6
01SA .

0158.
015C'
015D
·015£:
. OlSF

.
-

..



PAGE IS3

'PAGE' 0004·

0160
0161
0162
.0163

0109 * ROUTINE TO SERVICE FOOT SWITCH INTERRUPT
0110 0164 0800 FT$ERV ENT
0111 0165

·

i248 LDA PCFLAG'
0112 0166 COOl CAl·' 1 CHECK IF SECOND PASS
0113· 0167. F20? ..IMP PASS2 JUMP IF SECOND PASS
0114 * FIRST FOOT SWITCH INTERRUPT
0115 0168 C601 LAP 1
0116 0169 9A4' ··STA PCFLAG- SET PASS CHECK FLAG
011' 016A, 9A48 STA STFLAG SET STROBE FLAG
0118' 016B 0528 XRP SET.X-l
0119- ·016(:

.

B23D LDA" SCOUNT .

0120 016D 9819 ·STA: :19 SET RTC FOR'1ST STROBE
0121 .016E F208 ..IMP FTRTN PREPARE TO RETURN

. 0122 *
. .SECOND FOOT SWITCH INTERRUPT

0123' ·016F 8243 PASS2· LDA · STFLAG GET STROBE FLAG
..

0124 01'0 . COGO CAl 0 SET?
0125 01'1 F206 JMP STOFF NO
.0126 01'2 0108 ZXR '

.

.

012' . 0173 0010' AR" '. S£1 A....l
..
0128 0174 9819· STA :19 SET RTC
0129 0175 9B3A STA *JtEMLOC WlnTE EOF TO MEMORY

.

0130 01'6 £A3A STX · PCFLAG CLEAR PASS CHECK FLAG
0131 .. 01" F291 JMP .' £XPTCK CHECK EXPT QUALITY'
0132 01'8

·

0350 STOFF
. ARP' SET .·A.l

0133
.

01'9 9A2F S1-A EHDCHK
·0134 .01'" OAOO FTRTN EIN ENABLE INTERRUPTS
0135' 017B F71' RTH· FTSERV RETURN.
0136 0002 .. LPOOL .

'Ol'C
.01'D

0137 * SUBROUTINE TO DO CR & LF .

0138. 01'£ ·0800 CRLF Et--T
0139 01'F C68D

..
LAP :8D

0140' 0180' FA11 .'. JST PDEC DO CR
0141· 0181 · C68A LAP · :8A
0142 0182 FAl5 JST PDEC . J)Q LF
0143' 0183 F705 : RTN . eRLF �ETURN
0144 . * SU8ROUTINE TO OUTPU't A STRING
0145

.

0184 0800' STRING:
.

ENT

i

I
i

.....

·ff
.



01'46 0185
014'" 0'186
014$' 0'187
0'149. 0'188
0150· O'IB9
0151 01BA
0152 O'IBB
0153 O'18.C
0154 O'18D
.0155 O'IBE.
0156' O'IBF'
.0157
4)1'58
0159 '0'190' 0'80'0'
016.0'

.

0191 403.9'
01.61 0'192 4939'
OUt2 0'193 F6O'.I
0163 ,. 0'194 5838

.

0164
.'

'0'195 A201
'

0165 .0'196 .F7O'6
0166 0'197 .0'0'80'
0167.:
0168 0'198 O'aO'O'
0169 0'199 4O'3e

. 0170' O'19A 6C38
0171 O'19B 4939
0'172 O'l9C F6O'I
0'173 O'19D' F7O'5
01;4 0'0'00'
01'5

.. 0176
'.

. 'Oli""
0178 . O'19E 0'50'0'
0'179 O'19F,2O'O'O'
'0'180' .O'IAO' 0'0'0'2
0'181 .

.

0182 OlAI
0183,. O'IA2
0'184 O'IA3
0'185 O'IA4
0'186 . O'IA5
0'187 O'IA6'
0188 01A7

..
'

'f

PAGE 0'0'0'5

., .

,.

9AO'9
O'EO'O'·
830'7
FAO'F'
DAO'5
0'128
3844·
O'FO'O'
0'10'8
.F7O'A
0'0'0'0' AP
0'0'0'0'

0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0'
0'0'0'0".

.:

STA:,{-;·;·: . AP
SBH

PCHAR· LDA.·
..JST
1MB
IXR

. JXN'
SWH
ZXR
RTN
BAC
.LPOOL

* SUBROUTINE
RDEC. ENi.

SEL 7,1
SEN 7,1·

· JHP $-1·
· INA�:! 7,0

.. lOR' , B7
· RTN .: RDEC

B7
.'

DATA :80'
* SUBROUTINE TO PRINT CHARACTER .ON TTY
PDEC ENT

SEL
OTA
SEN
JHP.
RTM.
LPOOL'

.
*AP
PDEC
AP·

PCHAR'

STRING
0'

STORE LOC OF STRING
SWITCH TO .BYTE MODE'·
GET CHARACTER

.
PRINT CHARACTER
INCR.·STRIHG POINTER
.INCR • .-,-OOP COUNTER·

. CHECK Ii=' DONE.
SWITCH TO .·WORD MODE
ZERO X REGISTER
.RETURN·
BYTE AD-DR.ESS OF STRING

TO READ CHARACTER FROM TTY

7,4
1,0
7,1
$-1
PDEC'

SELECT K.EYBOARD
CHECK BUF.F·ER READY
BUFFER. NOT READY
INPUT CHARACTER·

. SET BIr 7
RETURN

SELECT TTY PRINTER
PRINT CHARAC,TER
SENSE BUFFER'· READY

..WAIT UNTIL· READY
. RETURN'

" .

: IMPORTANT ClATA CONSTANTS .,.... ..

. .******.:****tct*********************...**.*.******.*****.*.*
LOWER; DATA :SO'O' LOWER MEMORY LIMIT.
UPPER' DATA :200'0' . UPPER MEMORY LIMIT
STRINT'DATA 2 STROBE INTERVAL (10' HSECMULT>
***********'************************"***********.*****
REG I... D �TA. 0'" RING. BUFFER. 1 REGISTER

.

REG2: DATA'· 0'
.

RING BUFFER 2 'REGISTER
REG3 DATA 0' RlNG ':BUF'FER -3 REGISTER'
REG4 DATA 0 RING ·BUFFER 4 REGISTER"
REGS DATA' 0- RING .BUFfER SREGISTER

��:�
.

�:�: � :�:: :���: � :�:�;��: I

I
,.

i
!



PAGE 155

i.

'PAGE 0006

01S9 01AS 0000 REGS DATA ·0 DU"KY REGISTER
0190 01A9 0000 EHDCHK DATA 0 END CHECK FLAG
0191. 01AA 0000 . SCOUNT DATA 0

.. 0192 01AB" 0000 "COUN'" DATA 0
019� 'OlAC 01Al ADREG DATA ·REGI REGISTER 1 ADDRESS
0194 01AD 0000· API DATA 0 ADDRESS POINTER
0195 01A.E .0000 XREG DATA '0 X REGISTER'CONTENTS
0.196· OlAF· 0000 COUNT. bATA 0 LOOP COUNTER
0191

.

01BO 0.0.00 MEMLOC DATA 0 DATA STORAGE LOCATION'
.01:9S GIBI 0000 PCFLAG DATA

z

0 PASS CHECK FLAG'
0199 01B2 0000 SFLAG DATA 0 SAMPLING FLAG.
.0200. 011'3 0000. STFLAG DATA '0 STROBE FLAG
0201 0000 LPOOL
0202 * SUBROUTINE TO CLEAR REGI - REG8
020.3. 01B4 0800 ZERO ENT

'.0204 '01B5
.

EE01 STX.·
·
XREG SAVE XREG CONTENTS

'.020.5· 01B6 B6GA LDA ADREG GET REGI ADDRESS
·0206 '01B1 9EOA STA API . HOLD. IT
0201 01B8 0.110 ZAR
G20S 0189 C5GS .LXK S SET LOOP COUNTER
0209 GIBA ·9FOD RPT STA *API CLEAR REGIST£� (N)
'0210' '. O.lBB DEOE '. I'KS · API INCREMENT POINTER

'. '021.1 01Be 0122 IXR
.

INCREMENT COUNTER
0212 G18D. 3843 ..IXN RPT REPEAT IF Nor FINISHED
oall GIBE ·.E61G LDX .

XREG·· 'RESTORE X REGISTER
0214 OlBF F10B·· RTN' ZERO
0215 . * ROUTINE TO SERVICE DATA·AVAILABLE INtERRUPT
0216 OlCO 0800 DASERV ENT
0211' OlCl . EE13 STX XREG SAVE XREG
0218 01C2 ·5880 INA' 16,0 INPUT DATA
0219

.

01C3
.

E61,1 LDX ADREG GET REGI ADDRESS
0220 ·OlC4 EEl1 STX

·

AP1 SET REGISTER POINTER
0221 OlCS 13DO FDAT. LRA 1

. SHIFT A 1 BIT .RIGHT
0222 01C6 3201 .JOR. NOPT. ..lUMP IF Bll WASN'T SET
0223 OlC' DFIA IMS *API INCREMENT REGISTER
:0224 01C8 DEIB NOPT

.

IKS API SET POINTER .TO NEXT. REG.·
0225 0lC9 3144 ..IAN FDAT .JUMP to FDAT IF NOT .DONE

.' 0.226· OlCA. E6IC· LDX' · XREG RESTORS X REG
0.221 o.ICB

..
GAOO EIN .: ENABLE INtERRUPTS

- G22S GICC F10C RTN
.

PASERV .
-.-

�

0229 00.00 LPOOL .

.
.

'

0.230 * ROUTINE TO SERVICE:RTC SYNC INTERRUPTS
.

'. 0231 Glen OSOO '. CLSERV ENT

,.



•

. PAGE .O()()'

O�2 01CE 3804
O� 01CF .

FE'lS
.0234< 0100 0010
0235' : 01Dl �819
0236 01D2 . F22A
0237 0ID3.8620·

"

0238' 01D4' COOl
0239

..
0ID5 F222

0240
0241 01D6 8637

·

0242 01D7 OD03
· 0243 .'. 01BS D628
0244 01D9 F226.
024.S . OlDA 0000
Q246
0247· 01D8 862F
0248 01DC 9E2F
0249 OlDD C504
.0250 01BE 8731
0251 . OiDF D1::32.

. 0252 OlEO. 1357:
0253'· 01El A734·
;0254 01£2 9F32
0�55 01E3 DE33
0256 01E4 DE37
0257 01E5 0128
0258 .01E6 .3848

." 0259 01E7 FE33
0.260 01E8 B63F
0261 01E9' COOl
0242 . OlEA ..F206
·02&3·0IE8· 8641
0264'; 01EI: 9819
0265: OIED 0350
026' 01EE 9�38
0267 01.EF 0528
0268 01FO F20C
0269 01Fl 0108
0270 01F2 EE49.
0271

.

01F3 EE42
·

0272 . 01F4.· 00·10
· 0273.. 01FS' 9819-
0274 OfF6 Ci'F44:'·

. .

. .

..

I·
...

.'

. .JXN.
.JST
ARM

'. STA
.JMP

STCHK LDA
CAl
.JMP

* CHECK FOR
LDA
SAl
CMS
.JMP

• NOP
* WRITE REGI

LDA
STA
LXM

STORE LDA.
IMS .

LLI.i·
lOR

. STA
IM9.
IMS.
IXR
.JXN
JST
LDA'
CAl
.JMP
LDA
STA·

.
ARP'
.STA
XRP
JHP ; .CRTN

ENDSER ZXR . ZERO' X REG

:i� . ������ .: gt�:: �::;����K .

ARM " SET"�-l
.

STA.. H9 SET .,RTC COUNTER
STA .. '. *MEMLOC EOF' TO MEMORY

.. "

PAGE 1,56

STCHI<
· ZERO'

CHECK FOR SAMPLINGCOMM�CED
CLEAR REGISTERS

. :��Er-�tOCK COuNTER:19
CRTN·.
STFLAG
·1 CHECI< 'FOR' STROBE; ON
STROBE YES

END OF MEMORY
UPPER· GET UPPER LIMIT
:3 .' ALLOW 4. LOCATIONS
MEMLOC. CHECK FOR.END
EOF .JUMP IF EN.D OF MEM

_. ·REG7 IN MEMORY IN .COMPACTED FORM ...
ADREG'

.

GET REGI ADDRE.SS.:·:·
AP.l . STORE IT

· 4 -: SET LOOP.' COUNTER
.
*API . GET REG CONTENTS
.APi INCREMENT POINTER
'.8 SHIFT 1 BYTE. LEFT'
*APt COMPACT

•

*MEMLOC STORE
MEMLOC INCREMENT MEMORY LOCATION
·AP1· . INCREMENT REGISTER POINTER

INCREMENT COUNTER
REPEAT If' NOT F.INISHED
CLEAR REGl _ REG8
TEST' FOR END

. END· FOUND?';
YES'

..

· STORE
.

ZERO .

ENDCHK
.1
ENDSER
SCOUNT· .:

:19'
.

.t

SET·RTe FOR NEXT STROBE.
SET A=1

STFLA'G" SET STROBE FLAG
SET X.l

.!

"'" "



'PAGE '0008

0275 0·lF7 F211
0276' 01F8 �090
0277 01F9. 0110
0218.'. 01i="A 9E41
0279 01F8' 8650
0280· 0IFC. 9819
0281" 01FO OAOO
0282 01F£ F131
0283

.

0001
01FF

..IMP
STROBE SEt..

ZAR
STA ". STFLAG. CLEAR STR08E FLAG
LDA .� MCOUNT

. STA
CRTN· EIN

R.TN CLSERV
LPOOL

0284
0285 0200 0010
9286.

.

0201 '. 9F51
0287

.
0202 FE.84

0288
.

0203 828D
0289 0204 C513
0290 0�05 FE81
0291 0206 FE88
0292 0207· 0800
0293' 0001 .,. '0208
0294'
0295

.

0209
.0296·.020A
0297

.

0208
0298 020C
0299 020D
0300 020£
0301 020F
0302

..
0210

0303
'.

0211
0304 0212
0305 . 0213
0;506 0214
0307 .0215.

. 0308 .: 0216
.

0309
0217
0218

EXPTCK
18,0 .

:19

PAGE 157 �
, .

!,

I
1

�.
I
I
I
I

".
I
I

CR1.,F
15
'AMESS3
STRING
CRLF
'1'
PDEt
RDEC
PDEC
'y'
OUTAPE

.

'N'
REPE;AT
IN3.

CHECK QUALITY OF RUN
SEND STROBE SlGNAL

!
.

SET RTC FOR NEXT MEMORY WRITE
ENABLE INTERRUPTS
RttURN

* END OF MEHORYROCEDURE
EOF ARM SET A REG • -1

."

STA *MEMLOC WRITE EOF
..1ST CRLF NEW LINE
LDA AMESS7 STRING LOCATION
LX" ,19 STRING LENGtH
.JST STRtNG PRINT STRING
·..IST CRLF NEW LINE
HLT STOP
LPOOL·

, .

f..

* ·CHECK QUALITY OF RUN

';;-
, .

. �:.,:

FE88. EXPTCK ...ST
.

CSCiF . LXM
8291 LDA
F£88 .JST
FE8F IN3 . .JST
C6aF LAP'
FE77 ..1ST
FE80 ST
FE79 ST.
COD9 CAI
F205

.. -

...MP
COCE CAl
F6E8 ·..IMP
F609 . . J"fP

.

0002
.

LPOOL
.

.

ASK' IF DATA OK
i,.
v

,

0310 * TAPE HANDLING ROUTINES
0311 * .. ROUTINE· TO WRITE' DATA ON TAPE
0312 0219'. 8669 OUTAPE LItA' MEHLOt GET UPPER BOUND
0313 .. 021A 967.C. .

. SUB· LOWER tOMPUTE RANGE

INPUT RESPONSE
ECHO CHAR

·GOOD DATA

·BAD DATA
R£PEAT RESPQNSE

I

I
� �

.

.
.

<:

:.:.::,_'

,
.



PAC. 158

. .

. PAGE 0009
,

0314 021B 1050. ALA·.·.·· 1 MULT BY 2 TO GET .. OF' BYTES
oal,5, 02iC OB08 AAI·: .. 8 ADD BYTES IN HEADER:
().316·; 021D 8AA4 ADD CONST SUM = 512 + 8 + RANGE-··
cm� 021£ 10D7 ARA. 8 DIVIDE .BY 256
0318 021F 10DO . ARIt 1

'. DIVIDE BY 2 » .. OF RECORDS
03i9 . '0220 6D51 WRA 10,1· WRlTE ON TAPE

." '0320 .'

0221 0110 ZAR
0321 0222 6D51 WRit 10,1
0322 * WRITE DATA
.0323 0223. B685 LDA LOWE·R
0324 0224' 9E74

.

STA HEMLOC IN.ITIALI.ZE �HORY POINTER
0»5 0225' C708 .LAH·· 8'
0326 .0226 ·8A9B LOOPI AD))· CONST·
0'327 0227. 0048 TAX" TRANSFER TO X REG
.0328 0228 0508

U)OP2
NXR . NEGATE X REG

0329 0229
.

B779 LDlL, *MEMLOC ·GET CONTENTS OF MEMORY
0330 022A D298 CMS MINONE '. CHECK FOR END OF EXPT
0331 022B F202 ..IMP OUTI NOT END
0332 022C F201 ..IMP. OUTI NOT END
0333· 022D F20E .J� .' ENDEXP END OF EXPT
.0334 * .WRITE. TWO BYTES TO TAPE
... 0335, 022E 10D7 OUTi A�� a DROP LOWER. 8 BITS

0336 022F 6J)51'" WR� 10,1 OUTPUT
0337 0230 B780 .LDA *MEMLOC GET' WORD AGAIN
0338 0231 6D51 WRA 10,1 . OUTPUT LOWER a BITS '.

0339
.

02�2 DE82 IMS MEMLOC .' ·INCREMENT. MEMORY POINTER
0340 0233 C202 AXI 2 INCREMENT COUNTER ,

0341. 0234 2801 �xz ; NEXREC END OF RECORD?
0342 0235 F60C ..IMP LOOP2 NO
0343 * END OF RECORD
0344 ·023ti 6951 NEXREC WRZ 10,:1, WRITE. BLANK BYTE'

_. 03.45 0237 4056. SEL., ,� 10,6. G£N.E�ATE ·l.R.G -.
···

034.6
.

O�3a 4953 SEN' 10�3
0347 0239 F601 .JI1P $-1
0348 023A olfo ZIIR
0349 023B F615 ..IMP. LOOPI CONTINUE'
0350 * ROUTINE'TO END EXPT ON TAPE
·03'51 023C 6D51' EmtEXP WRit· 10,1 WRITE 255 ON TAPE
0352 023D, 6D51 WRA··· 10,1 .

.' TWICE
0353 023E 0110 ZAR
0354. '023F C202 . AXI "2 INCREMENT'COUNTER
0355 0240 2803 .JXZ, STTAFE. END OF R.ECORD . !
0356 0241 F605 :.JI'tP·.:· '. ENDEXP NO

' ... .-

I

!

.
-

.
'

. ..



0357·
0242
0243

0358· 0244 . 4056 . STrAPE SEL 10,6
0359 0245 4953 SEN 10,3
0360 0246 F601·· ..IMP $-1
0361 * CHECK FOR LAST EXPT
0362 0247 FEC9 .J$T CRLF
0363 0248 C519' LXH 25
0364 0249 B261 LDA. AMESS4
0365 024A FEC6" .JST STRING
0366 0248 FECD INS. .JST CRLF
036i' 024C C6BF' LAP" '.?'
0368 . 024D FEB5 ..1ST PDE'C

.

0369 024£· FEBE .

.

. .JST· . RDEC
03'0 024F :FEBi' ..1ST· PDEC
037.1· 0250. COD9 CAl.'y'

.

0372 . 0251' F303 .JMP. EXPTNO
.. 0255

03i'3
.

0252 COeE'
�4 0253· F204
0375 0254' F609

.

0376 .•
..

0003'
0'255 011A'
0256

. 02.57 .'

0377
.

* ROUTINE TO WRITE A BLANK RECORD
0a?S 0'258, E269· ENDTAP LDX CONST· GET COUNTER
0379 0259· 0508 NXR NEGATE IT .

.

0380
. 02SA' 0110 . ZAR

.'o3si . 0'258 6D51. LOOP3 WRA
0382·· 025C' 0128 IXR
038.3 02;50', 2801 .

. .' JXZ .

.

HALT
0384 . 025£ . F603 .JMP LOOP3
0385

.

* ROUTINE TO GENERATE FILE GAP AND REWIND TAPE
0384. 025F 4057' HALT SEL. 10,' GENERATE FIL� r4P

.

0387.' 0260'
.

4953 '. SEN· . 10,·�
0388 0261 "F601' ..lHP $-1
0389 0'262 . 40'50 SEL.

.

10,0
0390 0263. 4953 . . SEN 10,3

.

Ol9l 0264 F601' .JMP·· $-1
0392 0265 FEE'. . .JST·

'. CRLF
0393 . 0266' (:50C. LXM . 12

·,.AGE 0010

0002 LPOOL

PAGE 159

GENERATE I.R.G.

ASK IF LAST EXPT

INPUT. RESPONSE
ECHO CHAR

NEW EXPT

CAl . 'N'
. .JMP ENDTAP. FINISH OFF TAPE AND REWIND
JMP .• INS REPEAt INPUT

.

LPOOL

10,1

<
,

-

WRITE BLANK
.

iNCREMENT COUNTER

GENERATE REWIND

.

..

. , ..

«
..

'
.

.. ';'

i,.:_ :"
! ','

.. � .

.. :. " .



PAGE 0011

0394 0267 B24A

03?�. 0268. FEE4
0396. 0269 'FEEB'
0397 ·026A 0800

0398. 0001

\

, ..

•

v PACE .160 .

..
.

LDA"
..1ST
..1ST
HLT
LPOOL

* MESSAGES AND· CONSTANTS
MESS1 TEXT

.

'EHTER Ie FOR NEW TAPE· OR L .FOR AFTER

.
AMESSS
STRING

. CRLF
OUTPUT END. MESSAGE

'. ..\ .

:f'

AMESS1. BAC .: ML aS1
..

MESS2 TEXT'
.'

'!i�PUT. A 4 CHARACTER EXPT NUMBER'"
I

..



..

.PAGE 0012

0290· AOCE
0291'· D5CD

"'0292 ··C2C5
0293.' D2AO

0403 0294 0508 AME$S2'BAC MESS2
.

.. d404 0295 C9D3 'MESS3 TEXT 'IS .THIS·RU" OK?'
·.0296 AOD4
0297 C8C9
0298 D3AO
0299 D2))5
0,29A' CEAO

.. 029B CFCB'
.

029C BFAO
04'05"· 029D 052A AMESS3 ElAC .. 'MESS3'
0406· O"29E'· C4CF MESS4

-, TEXT'" 'DO YOU WISH ANOTHER. EXPT?�
.

029F· AOD9

02�0 CFD5
02A1 AOD7
02-'.2 C9D3
02A3 C8AO
02A4 C1CE
02AS CF{I,4
02A6 C8CS
02A7 D2AO
02A8 C5D8
02A9 DOD4

0407
02AA' BFAO '.

·02AB OS3C AMESS4 BAC MESS4
'. M()S. '02AC .' DOD2 MEsas· TEXT' , PROGRAM HALT'

..

02AD CFC7
02AE D2.Cl
02AF CDAO
02BO C8Cl
02.Bl. CCD4

.0409 02B2 0558 AMESSS .BAC· Me:SSS
0410 ':.0283 DODO MESS6 TEXT' 'PPDAT' PROGRAM NAME

.

0284 C4C1
0285 .04AO.

0411 0286 0566 AMESS6 8AC MESS6
.

0412· 02B7 C5CE MESS7 TEXT ' END OF MEMORY BLOCK"
02E18 C4AO
02,-9' CFC6 . ,"

.02BA AoeD'
,

;

..



PAGE 162

•

'PAGE 0013

02BB CSCD
·02BC CFD2
028D D9AO
02BE·.·· C2CC
02BF eFC3
02CO CBA.O

··04.13" 02C1 056E AMESS7 BAC MESS1
0414 02C2 0200 CONST DATA 512
0415

.

02C3 FFFF MINONE DATA �1
0416' 02C4 FEOC FIVEH DATA -500
·041,7" . 0000

. LPOOL
O.ft8 02C5 4057 . OLDTAP SEL·� 10,7 GENERATE FII,.EGAP.
0419 02t6 4953 SEN ' 10·,3 SENSE DONE
0420 02C7 F601' JMP'···· $-1
0421 02C8 t604 �=::;:: ..

4 REVERSE COMMAND
0422 '02C9 6D53 10,3 ISSUE IT

.

·0423 .02CA 6953 WRZ"
.

10,3 ..

' STOP' WHEN .up·to SPEED
0424 02CB C608· LAP' .: 8 SLOW READ
0425

.

.

0.2CC 6D53 . WRA .10,3 START READ
0426 02CD E609 EOR LDX' FIVEH SET X = -500
0427 .

495()
* SKIP 1ST BYTE OF RECORD

0428. 02tE. SEN
.

10,0· BUFFER READY?'
0429 02CF F601 JMP $-1 NO
0430. 0200 ·5850 INA ·'10,0 GET ,BYTE
0431 02Dl 4857 WAIT3' SSN 10,"· CHECK FOR EOR
0432 02D2 F605 JttP EOR ·EOR··FOUND
0433 '02D3 4950 SEN .10,0 BUFFER .

REAoDY?' ..

0434- :·02D4 F.603 Jttp· . 'WAIT3 NO.
. ': 0435. 02D5 5850 INA: lO,O I.NPUT BYTE

04.36 02D6 310A JAN bKIP. NON ZERO FOUND -. SKIP. RECORD·
0437. 02tt1 ,0128 . IXR: INCREMENT COUNTER
ous ()2DS 3847 ,JXN �,i.��IT3 500·NOT DONE'
0439 0209 6953 WRZ: 10,3 STOP DRIVE
04� ..02DA C604 LAP .... 4
0441 . 02DB �D53 WRA 10,3 ..: REVERS.E

.

DR IVE '.

0442 . 02DC 6D57 W�A 10,1 WAIT FOR .BO� .

0443 ·02J)D 6.853 O'fZ 10,3 STOP. DRIVE
0444 02DE C602 LAP: 2' WRITE MODE
0445 02DF 6D53 WRA 10,3

.

SET HODE
.0446 02EO F78B JMP EXPTNO END OF TAPE. FOUND

I. 0255
i0441.' 02El 4957 SKIP. SEN lO,7 EOR.FOUND?

0448 ·

.. 02E2 F601' .JHP··. $-1· NO I
t

i
!

I ,

I
I
t

I'
',

.�

'..

,,:..



•

..

. 'PAGE :0.014'

C>449 02E3· F'616
0.4:S.0;': O�.E4 C602
0451'" 0,2E5 6D53
04:5?· 02E6 4057
0.453 02E7 4953····
0454 .02E8.·F601

.

: 0455'c,. G2E9' 4056
0.456 02EA 4953
·0457 02EB F601.·
0.458 02EC F797

0.255
0459· ·0.000
0460"
0461
0462, .: 0000' F11 C

001C
.

O4IK'3' .0002
c>464' ()OO2

-

F903
0.465 0003 0164
0466 0006

..

0467 0006- F907
0468 0007 OlCO.
0.469 0018
0470 0018 D819
.0.471,

.

0019 000.0
0.4'1.2 001A. F91B

g:�. 001B .����
001C 0.100

0.,475' 0100
. O�o:o ERRORS

..

,. : .

. .'

•
•. , SET tiF' APPROPRIATE INTERRUPT. LOCATIONS

.JHP "'.' BEQlN'" . PWR FAIL INTERRUPT

ORG�: ":2
.JST· ••+1>
DATA' FTSERV
ORO; :.6
.JST,;·,

.....

*.+1 ..

DATA'
_. DASERV'

ORG U8
II'fS .+1

.

DATA·' 0
.JST ••+1
DATA .. CLSERV
LPOOL .'

.JHP
NEWTAf>' LAP

YRA;':·
SEL
SEN
.JHP
Sa. .

SEN
.JHP
.JHP

.ABS 0

EOR
.2
10,3
10,7
10.,3·
'-1
10,6 .:

10,3
$.-1

.

EXPTNO

EN� .•••. BEGIN

PACE -163

YES.';
· WRITE STATUS .

SET'HODE
· GENERA.TE FILE GAP

GENERATE I.R.G. AS. WELL
SE·NSE DoNE

FOOT. SWITCH ,INTERRUPT
FOOT SWITCH SERVICE LOC.

DATA AVAILABLE INTERRUP.T·
DATA AVAIb SERVICE' LOC.

· REAL TIME CLOCK INTERRUPT
(:l.OCK COUNTER

· CLOCK .SYNC INTERRUPT
CLOCK SERVICE LOC.
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"PAGE· 0015

LPOOLe 011·3 LPOOL&- 0128 LPOOLe 0159 LPOOLe 017C
LPOOLe 0190 LPOOLe 019E LPOOLI· 01D4 LPOOLt! 01CD
LPOOLe 01FF LPOOLt! 0208 LPOOLI 0217 LPOOLe· 0242

LPOOL" 0255 LPOOLI 0268 LPOO.LI 02CS L.POOi.1 001C
ADREG 01AC. AHESS1 Q283 AHESS2 0294 AMESSl 029D·
AHESS4 .02AB AMESS5· 0282 AHESS6. 02B6 AMESS7 oaCl

·�-�"AP ..C)18F--:- APi--c»AD . -B£GlM"---0100·-"�·B7�-·-0117·
CLSERY O.1CD CONST 02C2 COUNT OlAF. C�.LF 017E
CRTN· OiFD DASERV. 01CO .. EMDeHI<

.

01A9. .ENDEXP ·023C
·ENDSER 01Fl ENDTAP 0258 . EOF .0200 EOR 02CD
EXPTCK 0209 EXPTNO .011A FDAT 01C5 FIVEH 02C4

..• ·FTRTH· 017A' · FTSERV ·.0164 HALT 025F IN1. 0108
1M2 0122 .IN3 020D INS 024·8 LOOPt 0226
LOOP2 0229

·

LOOP3 025B LOWER 019E MCOUNT . 01A8
:*.

. MEMLOC 0180 MESS1 026C MESS2 0284 MESS3 0295
... MESS4 ·029E MESSS 02AC MESS6. 02B3· .

. MESS7 0287
"INONE. 02C3 N£WTAp· .02E4 H£XREC 0236 NOPT· 01ca
·OLDTAP .

02C5 OUTAPE ·0219 OUTl 022£ PASS2 016F·
·PCFLAG .01Bl PCHAR . 0187 PDEC ·0198. RDEC 0190

.

·REGl 01Al · REG2 01A2 REG3 01A3 REG4 0,1A4
'·REG5 01A5 · REG6 ·01A6 REG7 01A7 REG8 01A8

· REPEAT 01�D • RPT
..

Ol8A SAMPLE 0154 SCOUNT 01AA
SFLAG 01B2· SKIP 02E1 START 0133 sTCHK·

.

OUJ3
.STFLAG 0183· STOFF 017S·. STORE 01.DE STRING 0184 .

· SlfUNT 01AO STROBE 01F8 STTAPE ·0244. TEST 014C
.

· UPPER 019F· WAIT3 02Dl XREG 01AE . ZERO 0184

..
,,"

..
.

,.
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M. Flow Charts and Listings for

Data Processing Programs
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START.

..

CAJ.JJULA'l'E
JOINT
ANGLES

,

REWIND'
TAPE

STOP

lA'G! 166
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..

100' REM PROGRAM TO INPUT DATA FROM A SINGLE STRIDE' PLOT
110 REM· JOINT ANGLE AND MUSCLE DATA

.

120 REM 7 HUSCLES
130'DII1 AC128i,B(12S),C(128),D(128),EC128),F(12S),G(128)
140 REM 4. ANATOMICAL LANDMARKS
150 DIM HC1,128),K(l,128),IC1,12S),J(1,12S)·
160 REM H - HIP K- KNEE I - ANKLE J - TOE

� 170 REM KNEE AND ANKLE ANGLES
laO'DIM P(12B),Q(128)
200 REM L$ CONTROL CHARACTER
210. DIM 1,..$(1) .

.
'

,. 220 REM UNUSED CAHRACTER
", �

'230. LET 1.$ III aGa
.

.

240 REM 1(3 COUNTS i1USCI,..E POI'NTS ,. I COUNTS CO-ORD PAIRS'
· 300· ·REM P1 • PI
310 LET P1 :II 3.14159
320 REM M$ IS EXPT •
330 bIM M$(4)
400 PRINT
410 PRINT apLEASE SET DIGITIZER ORIGIN TO APPROPRIATE LOCAT.ION,·
420 PRI.NT • TURN ON THE MENU , AND TURN ON THE 611 SCOPE."
430

..
PRINT· aALSO, LOAD THE EMG DATA TAPE AND TURN ON a

440 PRINT ··THE POWER TO THE TA�E DRIVE.•
•

.

-:. "450 PRINT
500'PRINT ·INPUT THE 4 CHARACTER NUMBER OF THE EXPT TO BE EVALUATED.·
:$10 PRINT.

'. 520 INPUT M$
.

530.REM FIND THIS.EXPT·. ON THE TAPE AND RETURN THE. OF' RECORDS Rl.
'840 REM OR.Nl :II 1 IF. EXPT ·NOT .FOUND.·

-". 550 CALL (S,Nl,RlrM$)
.

.. 560' IF H1 :II 0 TNtN 700

57.0 LE:T Nl = 0
600· PRINT'
610·PRINT· ·EXPT NOT FOUND 'ON TAPE.·
620 PRINT ·WOULD YOU LIKE: TO TRY ANOTHER EXPT .,.

· 630 PRINT
635 DIM N$(3) .

640 IN-OUT N$ .

. ;.' .650 IF. N$ =:;: • YES· THEN 500
.

· "660" STOP
.

700 IF R1 < 2.5 TI-IEN750'
·

710 PRINT ·NO OF RECORDS • ;. 'Rl,. WHICH IS MORE THAN THE 2 ALLOWED.·
720 GOTO 620' '.'

.:

·

750' REM - INPUt POINTS 'FROM PHOTO'
"0· PRINT:

.

,""CL PRI-N�" INPUf--T""O - BASEl:-lNE--G.g..,;e�DINAtES. .. •

7S0'PRINT

. i
I
I

f'

,.



PACE 168
l

.'

.

)80 PRINT
790 DIH 0<2,2)
800 CALL (2,OU, 1 ),0(2,1) ,L')
810 CALL .(2·,0(1,2) ,0(2,2) ,L.) ..

820 IF L. • .,. THEN 850
830 LET 1.••.• @ •.
840 GOTO 750.
··850 PRINT.

.

860 PRINT -lNPUT HIP POINTS FROM FIRST TO"LAST OR LAST TO FIRST.·
870 PRINT ·TERMINATE INPUT WITH A T FOLLOWED BY CR ON THE MENU.-,
SSO FOR I • 1 TO 128
890 CA1..L <2,H(0,1) ,HU, I) ,L.)
'900 IF L' c.. -T- THEN 920
905 IF L. • -,. THEN 950
;910 LET L' • .,-
915 LET I • 1-1
917 GOTO 950
920 LET L. • ..-
930 LET I • 1-1
940 GOTO 1000

.

950 NEXT·I
1000 PRI.NT

...
1005 PRINT -INPUT KNEES IN SAME ORDER.-

·.'seno PRINT
1.020 FOR ..... 1 TO· I .

:i.030 CALL (2,1«0,J)lK(1 ,..1) ,L.)
.

1040 NEXT ..I
•

1045 PRINT .

..
.

1050 PRINT ·KNEES FINISHED -- INPUT ANKLES.-
1060 PRINT
1100 FOR ..I • 1 TO I .

1110 CALL (2,I<0,J),IU'J) ,L.)
1120 NEXT .J
1130 PRINT

· 1140. PRINT ·ANKLES FINISHED.-
1200 PRINT ·DO YOU 'WISH TO INPUT TOES?-

·

1210 PRI.NT
· 1..220 INPUT N$

, .. 12�0 IF. N. • ·YES·. THEM 1300··
... 1240 ,IF' N. - ·NO·· THEN 1400
1250 GOTO 1200·.

· 1300 PRINT - INPUT TOES .•
•

...1310 PRINT .

.... 1320 FOR .J.. 1 TO. I
.

1330 CALL (2,.J(0,J,)"j(lrJ) ;L')
1340 HEXT.J

. ..

·:1350 PRINT .

,

1360 PRINT· ·TOES FINISHED.'; .

1370 PRINT '

1400 DIH ""(3)
·1410 PRINT

.. 1420 pfii"Nf ·DID YOU ENTER POINTS FROM FIRST TO LAST?·

.: :

,..



PACE 169

'.

1430 PRINT
1440 INPUT PS
1450. IF PS • ·YES· THEN 1',70
'1460... If" PS • ·NO· THEN '1500
14'7Q GOTO 141.0

.

1500 REM REVERSE ORDER OF ARRAYS
1.510 LET R;2 = INrn/2.0 + 0.1>

·

�520· FOR .1= 1 TO 'R2
1530 LET.11 =; 1-.1+1
1535 REM REVERSE HIP POINTS
1540 LET R3 = H(O,.1)
.1550 LET R4 = H(I,.1)
1560: LET H(O,'j) = H(0,.11)
1570LET'H(I,.1) = HC1,.1U
158� LET H(O,.1l) = R3
1590 U!T HC 1,.11)· = R4

.

1600 REM REVERSE KNEE POINTS
U.l.0. LET. R3 =; 1«0,.1)
1620 LET R4 = 1(<1,,J)
1630 LET I«OiJ) = 1«0,41)

· 1640 LET KCl,.1) = K(I,.1l)'
1650 LET 1«0,.11) = R3'
1660 LET 1<<1,.11> = R4
-1700 '�M REVERSE 'ANI<LE POINTS
111� (ET R3 = I�O,.1)
172& LET R4 = 1(1,.1)

. 1730 LET 1(0,.1) =1(0,.11)
· 1740 LEt 1<1,.1) = IU,.11>
1750 LET 1(0,.11> = R3
1760 l.$,�T 1<1,.11)' = R4
1800 R�M REVERSE TOE POINTS.
1810 L�T R3 = �(O,.1)
'1'20 t;:.f.t R4 ";:01 .1U,J) .

1830 Lt'r .1(O,,J) =.1(0,.11)
1840 LEJ .1U �.1) =

. .1<1 ,.11>
·

1850 LET .1(0,.11) = ,R3
18'0 LET JU ,.11) = R4
1900 NEXT J
IIfSO-f'RINT "THE ORDER OF ALL CO-ORDIN�TE ARR�YS HAS BEEN REVERSElJ.·

· :1960' PRINT
.

i970 PRINT ·WAS SUBJECT MOVING. FROM' LEFT TO. RIGHT?·
1975 PRINT.
1980 INPUT 'P$
1985 .If' P$ = ·YES· THEN 1993

.

1987 ·.IF PS • ·NO· THEN 1997
1990 GOTO 1970
1993 l£T.1<5 = -1

· 1995, GOTO 2000
1"7 LET 1<5 == 1

.

c :uot.:-R9f-:.GAbGtJI::ATE ,ANGLES,'
2010 rllM .S(3)
2020�FOR.1 = 1 ·TO I

"

...

,.



.. 2030 REM. SLOPE OF THIGH
20.40 LET Nl>� HCO,J) - K(O,J)
2050 IF ASS ··CN1) <- 0.001 THEN 2080

... 2040 LET B(1) - (HC1 ,J) ..;, KC1 ,J»/Nl
2070 GOTO 2100

.

2080 LET SU) - 9999.0

.2100 REM SLOPE OF CRUS
.

.

2110 LET N1 = K(O,J) - l(O,J)
2120· IF ABS (Nl) <- 0�001 THEN 2180
2130 LET �(2) � (K(l,J) - IC1,J»/Nl
2140 GOTO 2200
2180 LET·S(2) = 9999.0

. 2200 �EM KNEE ANGLE
.

���gt�i �t : ��(!'K; S(2»/(1.0 + S�l) *S(2»

2220' LET pcj) == ATNfT1) * 180.0/P1
2230 IF P(J) > 0.0 THEN.2250
2240 LET PCJ) "" 'P(':» + 180.0
2.250 REM CHECK FOR ANGLE > U�O. 0
2260 IF P(J) > 25.0 THEN 2300
2210· LET PCJ) = 180.0 t P(J)·
230:0 REM IF TOE IS INCLUDED CALCULATE ANKLE ANGLE
23.10 .1F . N$ == •NO· . THEN 2500
2320· REM

.

SLOPE ..OF FOOT
.

2.330 LET N1 = ICO,J) - J(O,J)
2340 IF .ABSCN1).<0.001 THEN 2380
2� LET S C 3) = CI (1 , J) -:- J (1, J) ) /N1 .

2360 GOTO 2400
.

. :. 23.80 LET S(3) == 9999.0
2�OREM·ANKLE ANGLE
24.10· LET T2 .. (5(2) - 5(3»/(1.0 + 5(3) * 5(2»
24i5 LET T2 = T2 * K5

..

2420 LET O(J) = ATNCT2) * 180.0/P1··
2430 IF OC·J) ).·0.0 THEN 2500.
2440 LE.T OCJ) = 180.0:+ OCJ.)

.. 2500 NEXT J .

3000 r(EM GET EMG DATA FROM TAPE·
3010 LET K1 = K2 = 0

..

. 3020 rOR .... "" 1 TO R1
.: : :3030 CALL (6)
�>!i"·304<>

.

FOR K =1· TO 100
3050 tALL (1,K2,B(Kl)�A(Kl»

�:��. �� :�,�g ��. �;;.,���=: ��gg
3080 ; LET K3 == K1 - r
3090 '«EM K3 = it OF POINTS OF DATA.'
3100.CALL (1,K2,D(Kl),C(Kl»
3-11�o CALL (1,K2,FC·Kl) ,ECK1»
3�20 CALL (1,K2,Zt!9.�K1».
3130 LET .K1 == Kl +1

..
.

,.
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3140 IF K2 <>0 THEN 3300·
31S. NExt· K

.

.

3300 LET K2 == 0
3310 NEXT·..l

.

3320 REM'REWIND TAPE
3330 CALL(S)
3340 LET K4 =: K3 .... I .

3350 IF K4 = . 0 THEN 4000'
·

3360 PRINT -THERE ARE • U(3P MUSCLE DATA POINTS.-
3370 PRINT ·THERE ARE -;1;· CO-ORD DATA PAIRS.· .

·3380 PRINT -THE DIFFERENCE.IS ·;K4
.

3400 PRINT ·DO YOU WISH TO RE-ENTER ALL·DATA?··
'.·3410 PRiNT
34:t.5 LET. Nl = O.

.

3�20 iNPUT P$
· 34.30 IF P$ =: ·YES· TH£N SOO
3440 IFP$ = aNO· THEN 3S()0
34$0 GOTO 3400

.

35.00 PRINT-DO YOU WISH DATA PLOTTED.REGARDLESS?"
351.0 PRIN!
3520. INPUT ,P$··.

'. .
.

3530 IF P$ = aYES - THEN 4000 .

•3540 IF'P$ =:io NO·
.

THEN. 3700
3550 GOTO 3500 •

3700 S.TOP
4000 REM' GRAPH DATA
4010 REM D1 = VERT DISP FOR.ANGLE GRAPHS.
4020· REM D2=: VERT DISP FOR·MUSCLE GRAPHS
4030 REM HI = HORIZONTAL SCALE FACTOR

.' 4040 REM' Vl':= VERT SCALE FACTOR FOR MUSCLES'

.' ::;:
.

:�� �i : ��:� �i:�EB�;�l;�:' ���C��:���APHS .

4070 LET VI = 1
'

4080 LET ..,2 = 2.2
.

, :::g;���LV�3; 75
.

4110 REM PLOT HOR LINES
· 4120 LET· Hl = 10
4130 LET Dl = \/3 * 7
4140 ·FOR ..l.= 0 TO 7
4150. LET Yl =.J * V3
416Cf LET 51 = K3 * Hi
4170R£K PLOT LINE
4180�CALL (4,0,Yl,SO
41.90 NEXy

.

J. .

.'

.

: . .' ..

4192.'·REM PLOT 180.0 DEGRE£ LINE:.'
4193 :L_ET YI = D1. +180.0 :* "V2 .

4195 CALL (4,0;Y-l,:,SH. .'

4200 REIi"' PLOT ·MUSCLE· DATA·.
__"2-1-O -RlR . J - 9' TO \!,

.
. -

4220 LET D2'= oJ,· * V3

. ....

'

..

PACI 17:.1· .



. '<4230 REM - SEI..ECT POINT
4240 �OR Jl • 1 TO K3
<4250 REM D,RAW ElAR, AT POINT
<4300 IF J<> 0 THEN 4330
4310 LET J3. INT( GCJ1) *V1 + 0.5)'
4320 GOTO 4500
�330 IF J<> 1 THEN 4360
,4340 LET'J3 =- INT(FeJl) *Vl + 0.5)

":<:: 4350 GOTO 4500,
4360 IF J <>,2 THEN 4390
4310 LET J3 • INT (E(Jl) *Vl +0.5)
4380 GOTO '4500

,

,4390 IF J<>3, THEN 4420
4400 LET .J3 ill INT (D,(,.Jl) *Vl +0.,5)
4410 GOTO 4500,

'

4420 IF J<>4,THEN 4450
4430 LET ..13 • INT (CCJ1) *Vl +0.5)
4440 GOTO 4500
4450 IF ..1<>5 THEN 4480
4460 LET ..13 • INT (1(..11) * Vl + 0.5)
4410 GOTO 4500
4480 LET ..13 • INT (AC.Jl) *Vl +0.5)
4500 FOR ..12 • 0 TO .J3

,:-:.�4510 LET Xl '. .n .: 1
,

4520 LET Yl • J2 + D2
,
4530 CALL C4,XlrYl,Hl)
4540 NEXTJ2

, 4550· NEXT "..11
4560 NEXT J
5000 PIUNT
5010 PRINT ·DO YOU WISH TO RESCALE THE HUSCLE DATA?·
'5020 PRINT·
5030 INPUT Pt·
5040 IF P$ • ·YES· THEN 5100
5050 IF P$ • - NO -THEN ··5200
5060 GOTO 5010
5100 PRINT -INPUT MUSCLE SCALE MULTIPLIER.

.
SUO PRINT·

.

,
.5..120 INPUT, Vl '. .

.,,:;5130 GOTO 4l00"··
""5200 REM KNEE ANGLES
5210 FOR J. lTD r
5220 LET Xl • J - 1
5230 LET Yl • i>(J) * V2 + »1

.

5240 CALI.. C4,Xl,YhHl)
.

5250 I� N$ • •NO·· THEN 5300
526'0 REM ANKLE· ANGLES

.

5210 LET Yl • Q(J) * V2 +Dl
5280 CALL<4,,'U,Y1,Hl)
5300 NEXT J

.

5305 LET Nl • 0
�.

.

.

,0'
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PAGE 173
'

••
t.

5310 PRINT ·DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE ANOTHER STRIDE?·
5320 PRINT
5330 INPUT P.

.
SJ.40 IF P$ • •YES· THEN 500
5350 IF PS = ·NO· TH�N 9980
.5360 GOTO 5310
9980 STOP
9990 END

to

'".,

.'

:� .:

. '.�'

.....:'.

',:'.':"

.".'

r.·'

.,'.•...

'. "

f .

,

r. .
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. r··
. ;

.
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GET FOUR
_----�DIGITS

CONVERT TO
BINARY
AND SET
'SIGN'

CONVERT TO .

FLOATING
POINT

DIVIDE BY
100·

SAVE
FIRST
CO-ORD

. NO·
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PASS
.CHARAOTER
TO BASIC
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'PAGE 0.001

0.0.0.1
00'02

'.' OOo.l
0.0.0.4,' 0.000 caeo ML2
000.5, 0.001 FBSB
000.6 0.0.0.2 C6o.4

".' 0&07
.

0.003 FBSA
OOo.·S
00.09 0004 E29C
00,10 0.005' B2BF
O():U:' 0006 FB88

· 0'0.12 ..0007 D2Cl
· 0.0.13

.

0.008 F:;!71
0014 0'009'.0000
0015 OOOA FB87
,0016 . 0008 0350
0017 OOOC 9ABB
0.0.18 OOOD B2B7
0019 OOO� 1050
0020 . OOOF OB07

'.

0.0.21. 0010 9AB4
.0022

·

00:23 0011 E28.3
0024 0012 OEOO
0025. 0013 B401
0026 0014 OFOO
0027 .. 0.015 . S28C

, 0.028 "0016 9A8C'
0029 0017 E296
003.0 0018. B50()

·80A3
.0.031 0019 ·9AAC'
0032 001A: F20�'
00.33 OOOE

" 0.(1));
cere
0010
001E
Oo.lF.
0020
.0021
0.022
0023

'
.

.
.

,.

N"M
EXTR
EXTR'
ENT
.JST *PSH:
LAP 4 ARGUEMENT COUNT
..1ST, *VAC: VERIFY - FA IF INCORRECT

* INPUT CO-ORDINATE PAIR
LDX INPUT SET UP INPUT CODE AND PROMPT
LDA' DATWRD WORD AtlDRESS OF BUFFER
.JST· *IOC: GET 'CO-ORDS 'ST{lRE'IN DATWRD
CMS TEN 9 .oR LESS INPUT CHARS? .

.JMP ALPHA .
YES

.'
.

NOP.'· NO
�ST *EVL: CLEAR' CHAR ARG

, ARP
STA
LDA
ALA.
Alit

.

.'
STA

...

* GET FI�ST
'CONVRT LDX

S))M. '.

LDAB ,@1
SWM

AND..
STA'
LDX
LDA

�2 .' "

Tl,T2,ACC1,ACC2,BCC1;))CC2
OPD8GtUOPDEND

SET FIRST WORDFIRST
DATWRD
1
7
DATWRD
DIGIT AND EVALUATE'IT
DATWRD GEt BYTE ADDRESS

DOUBLE IT
.

.
,

'

'DEAL WITH ;Y FIRST'

GET.Io.o.o.'S DIGIT

MASI'( CLEAR UPPER 12 BITS'
POINt INDEX
,THOU ADDRESS FOR THOUSANDS 'TABLE
�a!'POINT ,GET 'THOUSANDS

STA' SUM
'

, INTERMEDIATE RESULT
,

..IMP SECQND .•
LPOOL'

� .



..

f>AGE
.

0002

OQ24 -
,

·0625···.·.·
0�6'
00�7

.'

·'0034
0028

0035 0029 E29B
0036 002A OEOO
'0037 002B B402
0038 002C OFOO
0039 002J)' 8214
OG40 ·002E 9�74

gg:� 002F £289
·0030 B500

80A3
.. ·

0043, OQ31 8A94�
004'4' 0032 9A93
0045
O®6 0'033 E291
0047 0034 OEOO
0048' '0035 B404'
'0049 0036· . OFOO

.

0050 .003.7 826A
'0051 0038 '

..
9A6A·

0052 0039 'E28A
0053 003A B500

80143

005",;" 003B· 8A8A
.

OOS5:.·· 003C' 9A89
oo.s., 003D F203·
0057 0003

'. PAC'! ·176

*GEJ SECOND DIGIT AND
SECOND.LDX DATWRD

SBM
LDAB· @2
'SWM
AND..
STA'
LDX
LDA

EVALUATE IT

MASK
.

POINi'
AHUND

.'

.' . ADDRESS OF: HiJNDRESS TABLE
*@POINT .GET HUNDREDS

ADD SUM
STA SUH

* GET THIRD· DIGIT AND EVALUAT£ IT
THIf<D LDX" DATWRD

SBH ,.

LDAB' @4
'

SWH
AND MASK

. STA . PO.INT '.

lDX' ArENS . ADDRESS OF TENS .TABLE
LJ.lA

.

*'POINT. GET· TENS

ADD SUH
STA SUH

.

JHp·· FOURTh
LPOOL •.

003E··
Q.C)3F
.0040 .

OQ5S' * .GET· FOURTH DI.GIT AND EVALUATE IT'
0059 0041 .E283 FOURTH LDX DATWRD
0060 0042. OEOO SBH

. 0041 . 0043 B405 LDAB @s
0062 0044 DFDD SWM
0063 00'45 825C AND "*,$1(
0064 00'46 8A7F ADD SUH
0065 .. * CHECK SIGN AND NEGATE .IF NECESSARY
00'6 .

0047 OEOO SBH;t:�
.,

, ._

,.
'

.

.

.



PAGE 111

;AGE 0003' ,.

0067, 004.8 £37C LDXB *DATWRD GET SIGN"
()O68:. 0049 OFOO SWH.
·0069 OO4'A ClAD CXI· '-' CHECK. FOR NEGATIVE
007(1.' .

004B 0310 NAR YES
00'1' * CONVERT TO FLOATING POINT

" 00'72 .004C FB43 .JST· *FLT: A TO ACC
.

0073 *
.

DIVIDE BY 100
.0074 ·004D B279' LDA FLPHUN . LOAD FLOATING PT 100
007,5 004E 9B10 STA BCC1 STORE 11"

'005F
.0076 .004F· 0110 ZAR
·0077 OO�O 9BOF STA BCc2'

.

0060 .

·'0078 0051 FB3F .JST .*FDV: .'. DIVIDE, RESULTS IN Ace AND Be·
0079.' 0052'

'.

FB40 .JST *SD1:
.

CHECK FOR STRING OR NUMERIC
0080:'> 0053 2120 JAZ STRING STRING DETECTED
0()8l' 0054 FB40 .JST . *PTT: CHECK FOR CONST OR VARIABLE
00,$" OOSS' 3122 .JAN CONST CONSTANT DETECTED
0083. 0056 FB3l' ..JST· *EV�: GET' ADDRESS OF VARIABLE MOVE.
00&4.' 00·57 B307 LDA . BCC,.

005f
0085 0058 9COO STA' .@o STORE PARAMETER
0086 . ()059 ·B306 LDA' BCC2

·0060
0087 ·005A ·9COl STA @1
'0088 005B B26C LDA FIRST
.0089.- OOSC. COOl CAl' I .CHECK FOR FIRST'CO-ORDINATE
009'0 '., 005It F20A . .JHP· RETURN YES

. 0091' ·005E F20F .JMP BASIC NO
0092· 0009 . LPOOL

005F 0.000
"00460' .' 0000

. ·0061'
00.62
0063

.'

0064 .

0065
0066
·0067

0093 0068 0110 RETURN ZAR
0094'. 0069 9A5E STA FIRST SEeO,.» PASS
OQ95' j; 006A B25A LItA DATWRD
0096· 006& OD07 SAl '7 DEAL WITH X.

.'

,�.. '
.



•

....

,.ME 0.0.0.4

��r ��:�
...

0099· ecse
. FB2a ..

010.0.
.
o.G6F B255

010.1· 0.0.70. IGnG
·

.. 0.10.2 0.0.71 9AS3
·0.10.3 0.0.72· F321
·0.10.4· 0.0.0.1

9A58
F65C

0.0.73
G�0.5
·010.6 0.0.74
·0101 0.0.74 .. FB21
0·1,:0.8, 0.0.75 C5B1
0.10.' 0.0.76
0.110. 0.0.76 FBIF
01u 00.77 C5B2
o.f12 60.78
0113 o.�78 FBin

.. 0.114 0.0.79 C5B3 .

GUS. o.G7A FB18
0116 o.G7B 3145
�0111 .G07C FB18
01�e GG7D 3145
0.119 GG7E FB13
0120. ·OG7F 9A4A
0121 0.0.80.. B244
0122 .. 0.0.81 ·10.50.

. ·Oi23· : ()G8.2
•

9A42
o.i2�f 0.0.83 GEGG
012� 0.0.84 B34G·

.

0.126 ·0.0.85 . ·9B44
0127 0.0.86· GFOG
0128· 0.0.87. B23D
0.129 0.0.88'. 10.00.

.

0.130.: 0.0.89 9A3B
0131 o.G8A .B34o.

o.GCB
9B40
GGCC
F3G7

0132 o.G8B

0.·13'3:. o.G8C .:
·

o.l34 GG8D
013.5,,· 0.0.8£ •

o.l3600.8F

,.
.,

PAG.E 1'78

STA DATWRD
.. ..IMP . CONVRT.

BASI.C
.

..1ST.. *EVL:
LDA· DATWRll· .

.. ARA.·· 1
...
DIVIDE JlY 2 - RTN TO WARD ADDR

ST,�
.

.

.

DA.TWRD
.JMP *POP:
LPo.o.L

RETURN : .

CLEARS.N

* ERRo.R Ro.UTINE
STRING' EQU $

..1st .

*ERR.:·
DATA, 'El'
EQlf $
..1ST :;:.: *EAAJ ...
DATA.. " ,E2';

"

.. CO";ST_ EQU· $
JSTi *ERRJ··
DATA 'E3� Co.NSTANT � SHo.ULD BE VARIABLE

ALPHA ..1ST *SDT: . CHECK Fo.R STRING o.R NUMERic .

JAft NUH NUMEIUC DETECTED
..1ST : *PTT: CHECK FOR CONST o.R VARIABLE
..IAN CaNST CONSTANT DETECTED

'

..1ST *EVL: Po.IN.TER.FOR .ALPHA CHAR
51A BYTADR ADDRESS FOR CHAR ARG
LDA DATWRD· t;DDRESS OF ALPHA CHAR
ALA 1· '. .

... CONVERT. TO. .BYTE' ADDRESS
STA·· ,DATWRJ) . STORE IT

. .

SBH
LDAB, *DArWRII· GET CHAR
STAB: *8YTADR. PASS To BASIC
SWH v

LDA
.

ARA
..···

STA ...

. LDA··

STRING ARB - SHo.ULD BE·· NUMERIC
NUH

NUMERIC ARG - SHo.ULD BE STRING

DAT�RD
1. ..

'RESTo.RE:,TO Wo.RD ,ADDRESS

DAtWR� STORE IT
..

QPDBGN G�T TOP o.F �RG LIST

STA OPDEND CLEAR ARG LIST

RETURH TO. BASIC..IMP
.

PSH: REF
VAe:· .• REF·
lOCi RE";:,.

*Po.P,:



PACI.179

•

. PAGE 0005

0137.' 0090 FLT: REF .

,

',
. .....

ol'a 0091 FDV: . REF
O:t:� 0092 EVL: REF
0140' 0093 SDT: . REF
0141 0094. POP: REF

'

.. ,0142 0095 PTn REF
. '4. 0143 0096 ·ERRl. REF

0144 0097 DAT RES ..•• 10
'0145 OOAI 40A3 INPUT DATA :40A3
0146 00A2: OOOF' f'tASK . DATA :OOOF
0.1-4.7.; 00A3 0000 POINT DATA 0
0148 00A4 0000 THOU D�TA 0'1000�2000.JOOO.4000.S000,6000.70oo,

OOAS 03E8
"
OOA6 07DO
00A7 08B8
OOAS ,OFAO
00A9 13SS
OOAA '1770
00A8 1BSS
OOIlC "lF40
OOAD 232S

0149. OOAE 00A4 ATHOU DATA' . ,THOU
0150 OOAF 0000. HUND DATA' 0,100.200,300'400,500,600'700,SOO,�O�

0.080 0064.
0081 OOCS
0082 012C.
0083. 0190

. 00�4 OlF4
·0085' 025S
.00'6 028C
OOIc7 '. Q320

.00B8.···•. 0384
0151 00B9 OOAF· AHUND DAtA HUND
0.152 OOBA 0000 TENS DATA 0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90

OOBB·· ·OOOA
OOBC 0014
OOIrD 001E
008E .0.028·
OOBF 0032
Ooco 003C
OOCl 00:46

,

OOC2 0060
OOC3' 005A

..

;

,�',
..

'



•

P'AGE 0006

01$3 00C4
0154._ OCC5
0155'. 00C6
.0156·00C7

.

0157 OOCS
&1$9 00C9
0159 OOCA

.

0160'
.

OOCB
OOCC

0161' "

.

000.0 £RRORS .'.

OOBA
0097
0000
47CS
0000
OOOA
0000
0002
0000
0000

AtENS
'.

DATA TENS'
DATWRDDATA DAT·
SUM DATA 0"
FLPHUN. DATA : 47CS
FIRST . OATIL 0.·
TEN DATA ..

'

. , 10
BYTADR DATA

.

0."
'LPOOL

'END'
.

PAGE ·0007

LPOOL@ 001B LPOOLIf ·003E ..
'

LPOOLtf
.

005F .LPOOL@ 0073
lPOOL@ OOCB X ACCl 0000 X ACC2 0000·' · AHUND 00B9
ALPHA 007A ATENS' 00C4 .ATHOU. OOAE · BASIC OO'6:E

X »CCl 0000. .X BCC2. ··0000 BYJADR OOCA CONST 007S
tONVRT 0011 DATWRD 00C5. DAT 0097

·

ERR: 0096
EVL: 0092 FDV: 0091 FIRST .' OOCS' FLPHUN' OOC7
f'LT: 0090 FOURTH QC>.:41, HUND OOAF INPUT .00Al

,
IOC: OOSF MASK 00A2·· X ML2 0000 NUM ..

·

•. 0076·'
"

. X OPDBGN . 0000. X OPDEND 0000 POINT 00A3 POP: ·0094
.PSH: OOSD PTT: '0095 RETURN 006S SDT:. 0093·

. SECOND ()029 STRING 0074 SUM . 00C6' TENs OOBA;
TEN 00C9 THIRD 0033' THOU 00A4 X T1

..

0000
X T2 0000. VAC: .' OOSE.··· .

. ..
.
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CONVERT
SCALE TO
FIXED
POINT

CONVERT
Y TO.
FIXED
POINT

CONVERT
X TO·
FIXED
POINT

MULTIPLY
X BY .

SCALE·

...

.

;.:



PAGE ,0001

0001
0002
0003
0004 0000' 0800
0005 0001 FBOF
'0006 OOO� C601
0001," 0003 '" FBOF

,,0008 0004 40DO
OOO� 0005 .9DO
0010 0006' F601
0011 0007 49DO,
0012 0008' F601,
,0013 ,0009 ' 40D4
0014 ,'OOOA FB07
'0015 0008 F304'
0016 0004

,

OOOC
OOOD,
000£
OOOF

0017,' 0010
0018 ,0011,'
0019,' 0012
0020 0013
0021
0000 ERRORS "

,.AGE 0002.

LPOOLt, OOOt
, PSH,: 0011 ,

"

* CALL C3,SCALE>
*HL3 - ROUTINE TO ERASE 611"

NAH ,ML3
Mt.3 ENT

..1ST '*PSH:
LAP 1
..1ST' *VAC,:'

,','

VEiUFY ARGUMENT COUNT
SEL 26.0 £RASE SCOPE
SEN 26.0 '

SENSE ERAS£,D
..IMP $-1:
SEN 26,0
..IHP $-1
s£L 26,4
.JST ..: *EVL:,
..IMP *POP:
LPOOL'

•

POP: '

"

,PSR:
,'.' EVL:

VAC,:

,

.

REF.
REF

"

'REF
REF
END'

" EVL:
VAt,:

0012 X, HL3
001l,

PAGE 182

SCOPE

SAVE BASIC VARIABLES

MAKE SuRE

SEL WRITE AND, STORE MODE '

'

CLEAR N
RETURN TO BASIC

0000 POP: '

0010

;;. :.
r

'
.. ',:'

: ..
: -. '-:',

:.;:
.

: ..

.',

. '

.. �-

�,.,
,'.

"

.: :' ,�,
:., "

.. ,

i
\'

F'
. ':;. '� .:



'P�G£ 0001

.0001
0002

.. 0003
0004 0000 0800
0005 0001 F833
0.008 .' 0002 . C604 .

·

0007 0003 F832
0008 0004 F832
0009 .·0005 2138
0010 0006 F831

'. OOU; 0007 . F831 .

'. 0012 0008' 9A34
0013' .. 0009 0310
0014 . OOOA 9A33
0015 0008 F828

..

0016 OOOC 2134
'0017. OOOD F82A
0018 OOOE. F82A
.0019 OOOf 9A2F
0020 0010' F826.

.' 0021' 0011' 212F
'0022.: 0012 FB25

·

002� 0013 F825
002" 0014· 9A28··
0025 0015 F20A
00.2'6<. . OOOA

0016
0017
0018
0019
.001A

.

0018.
OGle
001D '.

bbut
GOlf

* . HL" .'.� ROUTINE' TO OUTPUT' DATA .:.

* CA4L' (4.,.X,y,SCALE)·
.

.

NAM'
.

tiL"
HL4 ENT

.JST
LAP··
.JST
.JST
JAZ
..1ST
.JST

'.' STA
.

NAR·.
.

st,.'
..1ST
.JAZ .

.JST'··

.JST
STt..
..1ST

. .JA:Z
.JS:T
.JST

; STA
..IMP
LPOOL

*PSH:
..
*VAcl
*SDn.
STRlNG
*EVL:
.FIX:

.

SCALE:

NscAlE
*SDT:
STRING

'

.

*EVi..:
*FIX:

.

Y
*SDn
STRING
*EVLt
*FIX:
x

.

MUlT

,0021-
·

0028' '0020
002f1·.. 0021'
0030 0022'
'0031 0023,
0032 0024
0033 0025

0110
8AlE
DAt8
F602
9A17
B217'

. *. MULTIPLY SCALE BY X
MULT ZAR'
ADD ADD'

IMS
..IMP
STA
LDA.

x
NSCALE .

ADD
START
SCALE'

..

,.

.

. .

.

PAGE.183

CHECK FOR STRING ARG

GET SCALE
FIX IT
STOR£ IT

"

.

..
.

STORE �SCAlE

GET Y
FIX 'IT
STOR.E IT

GET.x
. FIX IT

. STORE IT

STORE .1ST Loe.ATION
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•

.pAGE 0002

·0034 0026 0310 NAR
0035 0027 9A16 STA NSCALE RESTORE NSCALE
0036 * OUTPUT DATA P01NT(S)
0037 0028

'

E213 L»X START.
0038 ·0029 8215 . LDA Y
.0039 002A ·.·.6ED5 OUT orx . 26,5 SET X
0040 0028 .. 6CD6 OTA 26,6 . SET. YI. INTENSIFY
0041 ·002C·· 4906 SEN 26,6 .

SENSE DONE
0042 002D. F60.1 ..IMP . $':"1
0043 002£ 0128

.

.tXR' . INCREMENT X CO-ORD.

0044 002F DAOE
.
IHS NSCAlE

.

CHECK IF DONE
0045 0030 F606 ..IHf' OUT .. NOT DONE
0046. 0031 • F806 ..1ST *EVl: CLEAR N
0047 ··0032 . F308 ..IHP *POP: RE.TURN TO 8ASIC
0048 0002 lPOOl

0033·
0034·

0049 0035 PSK: REF
·0050 0036 VAC: REF
0051 ··0037 .. SDT: '. R.EF
0052 0038 ... EVL: REF
9053· 0039 FIX: ···.REF

.

··0054 ·003A ERR: REF
v.·0055 '003& ... POP: . REF

0056 003e 0000· START· DATA o·
0057 003D 0000 SCALE DATA O·
0058 003E 0000 NSCALE DATA 0
0059 ·003F .0000· Y DATA 0

.0060 ··0040 0000 X·· DATA 0
0061 0041 STRING EGU .$
·0062 0041· FF07 ..1ST *ERR:
0063 0042 .C584 DATA .

. 'E4'
··.0064 0000 lPOOL
·0065 END

.

0000 ERRORS

.......

PAGE 0003 ...
_.

.. &.POOL' 0016 LPOOL. 0033·
.

&.POOL. 0043 ADD 002.1ERR:: • '003A EVL: . ·0038· . FIX: 0039 X ML4 0000HULT·. 0020 NStALE. 003E OUT 002A . POP'=-- 0038PSH: 0035 . SCALE' 0030 $DT:· 0037 START· 003CSTRING 0041 VAC:
..

�OO3'-·· X 0040 Y oo3F

I .
..

...
,.

*', • '.';',

�. ...
..

.

i.

� : "

..

:
..

.,
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LOAD
TAPE
DRIVE

SKIP
FILE
GAP

YES

COMPARE
WITH NEXT

.

CHAR IN
LIST

FIND AND
'>iN....O.._,____-+--__-+I SKIP I.R.G.

RESET
__-_--ICHARACTER

LIST
POINTER

. GET /I OF
.....RECORDS SET

"NOT FOUND
INDICATOR

·REWIND TO
START OF
RECORD

".

REWIND
TAPE
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•

PAGE' 0001

O�Ol . * ROUTINE TO FIND EXPT • ON MAG TAPE"

OO()� .
* CALL �:� NO����NI)., '�EC., EXPT$)

0003
0004 EXTR" ACC1,ACC2,BCC1,BCC2
0005· 0000. 0800 ML5 .•. ENl'
0(10', 0001 FB4E .J$T *PSH: .' SAVE BASIC VARIABLES'

, .000,7- 0002 C604 LAP
"

4
0008 0003 ·FB4D JST' *VAC: VER.IF'Y ARG COUNT

. OQC)9 0004 4054 SEL 10,4 INIT DRIVE
0010 0005· 4052 SEL 10,2 DISABLE INTERRUPTS
001'1 0006 4053 SEL 10,3 ����ED���� :.

'.' 0012 0007 4953 SEN
.

10,3
0013 0009 F601 JMP $-1
',,0014'· 0009 4057 -. SEt. 10,7 'GENERATE FILE GAp.";
0015 OOOA 4953 SEN 10,3 ·SENSE nONE
0016 OOOB F601 .'. JMP $-1
00'17' OOOC C604 LAP 4 REVERSE COMMAND
0c)18 . ocon 6D53 WRA. 10.3 ISSUE IT
0019· OOOE' 6953 WRZ 10,3 STOP·WHEN.UP TO SPEED
0020 .OC)OF FB46 JST' *SDT:
0021 0010 3137 JAN' NUM NUMERIC ARG DETECTEII
002� 0011 FB40 JST *EVL: BYTE ADRESS OF· CHAR

'..

O'02:f 0012 9A39' STA POINT SAVE ADDRESS
,

,0024 0013 9A39 STA AD� SAVE ADDRESS
0025 0014 0110 ZAR·.

' ..

LAP READ MOfJE
"

0026 0015 . C608 ·8
0027 0016 6053 WRA 10�3 START ...

SLOW READ
0029

.

0017 C504 • LXM 4.·· .. FOUR CHARACTER COUNTER
0029 0018 OEOO INl SBM
003C 0019 B333 LDAS' *ADR
0031 001A .OFOO SWK'
003� cera "9A32 .5TI\

. CHAR SAVE. 'CHARACTER
0033 001C 4950 SEN..· 10,0 BUFFER READY?
,0034'· 0010 F601 JMP'

,

$�1 NO
.,

0035 •. 001E 5850 INA 1(),0· INPUT BYTE
, 0036·' 001F . COOO. CAl . 0,'.
003�7 C�20 F249 . J;'.;) EOR FIND. EOR
'00_ 0021 D22C CMS" CHAR COMPARt: WITH CHARACTER
003'. 0022 0000 NOP NOT
0040 0023 F23D JMP IRG SAME
0041 0024. DA28 ·IMS .' ADR INCREMENT CHARACTER POINTER
00:42. 0025 0128' IXR; INCREMENT COUNTER
0043 0026 384E' JXN". : INl X<01?'? .

.... .
"

,.
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,...'

pAGE 0002

0044 0027 C503
0045 0028 0110
0046 0029 F20A
0047 OOOA

loXtf 3
ZAR
.JtfP IN2
LPOOL··

SET COUNTER

002A'
. 0021'.
·:002C

.

002D
.

002E
002F
.0030

·.·.0031 .

0032
0033

0048· 0034
.

4950
004' 0035 F601
0050 '0036 ·5850
0051. 0037 0128
0052 '. 0038

'.

3844
0053 0039 FB19

-. 0054.. 003A FB1B
..... 0055 . :0038 210E

. 0056 003C' F.B1S
0051 .003D B30'.

0044
.

9COO
8305
0045
9COl

, ..

0058. 003E
. ,,0059 003F

1N2 SEN 10,0 BUFFER READY?
.JtfP '-1
INA 10,0 '. INPUT BYTE
IXR .

.JXN . IN2 3 INPUTS DONE?·

.JST .FLT: A TO ACC
.JST *SDT:
.JAZ STRING

..

STRING ARG DETECTED
.JST·

"

*E"L: GET ADDRESS OF VARIABLE
LDA . BCCl

STA &0 STORE • OF RECORDS
. LDA

. BCC2

0060 0040
0061
0062'

'

0063 0041
.

4957
'.

0064 . 0042 . F601
0065 0043 F213
0066 0004

.

.·0044 0000.
0045 0000
.0046 '.

*," : •• 'q047
0067 0048 FBOC NUtf .JST
0068 0049 C5B1 DATA

'

.. ' 00'9 004A' .FBOA STRING .JST
0070 ·004B C5B.2 DATA

STA &1 STORE • OF RECORDS
.

* WAIT TILL EOR BEFORE REWINDING
• ALLOWS TAPE TO GET UP TO SPEED TO DETECT EOR

SEN 10,7 SENSE EOR
..IMP .... 1
.JMP· REWIND
LPOOL

. -.':
'"

.

.

*ERR:
'El'
.ERR:

.
'£2'

......

"

.

" .
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PAGE 0003

0071 * DATA CONSTANTS AND REFERENCES
0072 004C ,0000 POINT DATA 0
0073 004D 0000 ADR DATA 0
0074 004E 0000 CHAR DATA 0
0075 004F FEOC 'FIVEH DATA -500
"'0076 0050 PSH: REF
-0077 0051 VAC: REF
0078 0052 EVLS RE'
0079 0053 f:LT: REF
0080 0054, POP: REf:
0081 0055 ERR: REF
,0082- 0056,' , SDT:, REf:
,0083 0000 LPOOL
,0084 0037 6833 REWIND OTZ . 10,3 STOP TAPE
0085 0058 C604 LAP 4' REVERSE MOTION
0086 0059 6"53 WRA 10,3 '

OUTPUT STATUS
0087 005A 6D57 , WRA 10", WAl T FOR END OF R£CORD
oo8S 005B ,6853 OTZ 10,3 STOP AT BOR
00S9 005e ,6D53 WRA, 10,3

'

BACK UP MORE
0090 005D

'

6953 WRZ 10.3 AND STOP HERE
,,0091 005E • FFOC ..1ST *EVL:

'

CLEAR ARGUMENTS
, 0092', 005,F

"

FFOD .JST .*EVL:
, "0093' 0060 ,F70C .JMP *Pop: RETURN TO BASIC

,

0094 0000' LPOOL' ..

0095 0061 B615 IRG LDA POINT
0096 0062 ' 9E15 STA ADR RESET CHAR POINTER
,0097 0063 C504, LXH '4 FOUR CHARACTER COUNTER

,

0098 0064 4857 'RECK SSN ,10,; "

,

SENSE EOR
0099 0065" F64D .JHP INl EOR FOUND
0100 0066 4950, SEN 10,0

"

BUFFER READY
0101 0067 " 'F603 .JHP,' RECK NO
(t102 0068 5850 INA 10,0' INPUT BYTE CLEAR BUFFER
0103 ,0069 F605 . .Jttp RECK
0104 ,006A £61B EOR lDX FIVEH, CHECK 500 BYTES, FOR ZERO
0105 006B ,;:201 .JHP IN
0106 0001 '

,

LPOOl
0060

0107 006D' :�'4950' IN3 SEN READY?
010S

'

'006E '-F4,Ol .JHP
0109 006F 5950 INA BYTE INPUT
0110 0070 ' 314F .JAN NON ZERO FOUND
0111 0071 0128

'

'" IXR
,0112 0072, 3S4S JXN'

....

500 NOT �p YET

,.

,'"
,

,;

.:
..

'.- ··.7;
:":'.::

I
•

t �..
'

::.'

. ..•..
-

:.":.

",



PAGE, 0004

0113 0073 ,FF1D
0114 0074 216A
011� 007�, FF23,

0116 * PASS0117 0076
, C601

OU8 0077 FF24
0119, 0078 ' FF24
0120 0079 B735

0044 I'

0121> 007A 9COO
0122 007B B736

0045
0123 007C 9COl
0,,24 ,,007D FF2B
01�5' 007E 4050
0126 ,007F 4,953'
0127 ,0080 F601
0128 ,0081 F72D
0129 0000
0130
0000 ERRORS

PAGE 189

,

.

, "SDTS
STRING, STRING ARG DETECT£D*EVL: CLEAR RECORD • VARIABLE·NOT FOUND- INDICATION,
l'
*FLT: A TO Ace
*EVL: ,GET ADnRESS OF VARIABLEBCCl

10
, BCC2

&1
*EVL:
10,0
10,3
$-1
*POP:

STORE HALF OF FP ONE

STORE 2ND HALF
CLEAR ARGUI1EN"tS
REWIND TAPE

RETURN TO BASIC'

.,.
!,
',
'.'

ft
;'

.: k/
',PAGE 0005

LPOOLe 002A lPOOl. 0()44 LPOOLI 0057 LPOOLI, 0061LPOOLe 006C LPooL 0082 X ' ACC1 0000 X ACC2 0000
.! -.

ADR ',004D X BCCl 0000 X
"

BCC2 0000 CHAR, 004EEOR 006A '�RR: ,0055' EVL: 0052 FIVE,., 004FFLT: 0053 IN1 0018 IN2 0034 IN3 006DIRG 0061, X I1L5' 0000. NUM '0049 POINT 004C . ,

POP: ' 0050\ ·PSHS '

OO�O RECK 0044. REWIND 0057SDT: 0056 STRIN 004A "'AC: 0051
.

.:� .:

"

: f: .:

\:"
,.,'

'-::::,
t'
t

{
I, "

t "

.1
1

,.
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PAGE 190

START TAPE
IN SLOW
READ MODE

STORE
IT IN .

MEMORY·

RESET
ADDRESS
POINTER

.

YES

STOP AND
REWIND
TAPE

.
STOP·

. TAPE

ERROR
MESSAGE

STOP
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··PAGE · 0001

0001 * ML6 ROU IHE TO READ TAPE RECORD a WRITE TO MEMORY
0002 * CALL. (6)
0003' NAM . ML6
0004 0000

.

0800 ML6 ENT
0005 0001 . F820 JST *PSH: STORE BASIC PARAMETERS
0006 0002 .' C601 LAP 1
0001. 0003 FJ)lF .' ..1ST *VACi VERIFY ARG COUNT
OOOS 0004 4054 ·SEL 10,4 INlT DRIVE
0009 0005. C608 LAP S
0010 0006 61)53 WRA 10,3· START SLOW READ
0011 0007 .4857 WAIT SSN 10,7 EOR?
0012

·

0008 F20C ..IMP E.OfL: YES'
0013 0009 4950 SEN 10,0, BUFFER READY?
00i4 OOOA ·F603 ..IMP . WAIT' NO
0015 OOOB 5850 INA 10,0 INPUT BYTE
0016

.

OOOC .' 9BIA STA *COUHT STOR£ IT
0017 .·OOOD DA19 IMS COUNT , INCREME"T ADDRESS POINTER
0018 . OOOE F607 JMP WAIT REPEAT
0019, OOOF· F205 ..IMP EOR
0020 0005 LPO L

0010
..

. . -

.0011'
· .0012
0013

..

.0014
0021· 0015 B212 EOR LDA LOWER
0022 0016

. 9AIO STA COUNT RESEt POIHTER
0023 00.17 4954 SEN· 10,4 ' SENSE NO PARITY ERRORS
0024 0018 F203 ..IMP· PARERR ERRORS
0025 0019 .6953 WRZ 10,3 STOP TAPE·

.

0026 ·OOlA FB09 ..1ST .. *Evt..: CLEAR ARGUMENTS
0027 OO'lB.

.

r:'309 ..IMp· ,POP:: RTN TO BAStC
002S'" OOIC 6953 PARERR WRZ 10,3 .: STOP TAPE
0029 : 00lD '4050' sa

.

,10,0 : REWIND TAPe,
0030

'

001£ '.4953 SEN 10,3
0031

'

OOlF ·F601 ..IMP $-1,
0032 .0020 . FBOS ..1ST *ERR:;
0033 ':'0.021' DOCS ..... DATA �pe'

·····0034 0022 PSM:
".
REF

0035 0023 VAC: REF . ;.

0036 .. 0024 EVL: REF .

e>n37 002$ . POP:
.

REF
0038 0026·· ERR:' . REF

'

,.

f····

r

!.
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PAGE '0002

003. 002?
' ..

3DFO COUNT DATA :3DFO
0040 04)28': 3DFO

. LOWER DATA :3DFO0041 0000 LPOOL
0042 END"0000 ERRORS

PAGE 0003 .

LPOOLfI .0010 LPOOLfI 0029 COUNT 002? EOR 0015ERR: • 0026 EVL: ··0024 LOWER 0028 X tlL6 '0000PARERR. .001C . POp: 0025 PSH: '.0022 VAC: 0023WAIT .0007

.

':

,..

r· .

1
"

jo' <:,' or

r .

. ::.�
�'.: .' .

.. < .... <�..:1

t. .

':'�

L .'

I .

,.

I' .'.
I

.

L_:.



------
DATA STATEl'.mNT
COUNT EQUALS
LO� MEMORY
BOUND

GE.'l' BYTE
(VIA COUNT)

FLOAT
AND PASS
TO BASIC

. INCREMENT
COUNT

FLOAT
· AND PASS
TO BASIC

· INCREMENT
.

· COUNT

SEl' END.

w---�----; INDICATOR·

PAGE 193
.
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.. ...
.

* HL7 ROUTINE TO. READ RECORfJ.FROH MEMORY AND PASS
* CALL (7, ENDt:{ BYTE2t, BYTE1.)

.'

HAtt.· . M�7 .

EXTR' AIXI ,ACC2.,BCChBCC2·
EXTR . AC.Cl ,ACC2,BCCl ,BCC2
ENT.

.

.

JST *PSH:
LAP 4 .

JST' *VAC:
LAM '2

.

STA·,·· POINT·.
BYTE LDA . *COUNT

'.

JST *FLTl
.

JST . *EV,L.:
LDA BCCI

STA
1M$.
1MS

.

JMP ..

LDA
CM.S
JM"
NOP .'

LDA
.

LOWER
.

.

STA . cOUNT
.
RESET C{)UNTER

* PASS BACK ENIl·INDICATION
LAP r
JST . *FLn.

.

A TO ACe ..

JST '. �VL: ADDRESS OF VARIABLE
LDA ... BQCl

0001 ...

0002
.

0003
'0004
·0005

·
.

C100� . 0000
.

0800
.0007' 0001 FB31
0008 ·0002 C604
000.9 0003 .' FB2E
0010 .. 0004 C702
GOtI' 0005 9A28

.

.001:2' 0006 B328
0013.' 0()07 FB2E

'.' 0014 0008. FB2C
.0015 0�09. B314

001E.
0016 O'OOA . 9.Coo.
0017 OOOB B313

. 001F
0018 OOOC 9COI
0019 -: OOOD DA21
.0020

.

>OOOE DAIF
00"21 OOOF· F609

0022. 0010 .B21E
00.2.3

.

0011 D21F
0924; .. 0012 F218
0025 ...0013, 0000

��:;" ��!�
.

:.!!:
002f;
OO� 0016.
OO$'t� 0017
003l '0018
0032· 0019

.C601
FBIE
.FBIC.
B304· .'

001E
0033 001A.. 9COO

· 0034 OO.lB 8303
OOlF

·0035 001C' 9COl
· OO�4 001D F20E·
OOi� .

OO.OD·
. OOlE: . 0000 .

0011:- ; 0000'

,..

ML7

STA
LD�

•

@O
BCC2'

.1'
COUNT
PQINT"

.

•

BYTE
COUNT
UPPER
·RETURN·

STA
.

@O
LDA

.

BCC2

VERIFy ARG,COUNT
.BYTE·COUNTER
SAVE IT
GET' BYTE FROM MEMORY

���V�:�R��SF��A!�:G POINT

STORE.HALF OF BYTE

STORE HALF OF BYTE
INCREMENl: MEMORY POINTER
2ND BYTE?
NO

'COUNT>=,UPPER?
NO
YES

STORE HALF OF FP ONE'

STA &1 STORE 2ND HALF
JMP 'RETURN+l
LPOOL'

TO,

..



002.0
0021
·0022
'0023
0024 '.

'··0025
0026
0027 .

0028
0029
.002A

0038 002B FB09
0039 . 002C FB08
0040 '002D F306
0041 002E 0000
0042 002F' 3DFO
0043

. 0030 3DFO
0044 '. 0031 . 3FEF
0045

.

·0032
0046 0·033

.• 0047
. 0034

.

0048 0035
0049 0036.
0050
0051
0000 ERRORS

PAGE 0002

PAGE "0003

0000.

RETURN·J$T
JST
JMP
DATA
DATA
DATA·
DATA

VAC: REF'
· PSH: REF

· POP:: .' . REF
·

EVL: REF
FLT:. REF

LPOOL'
END

*EVL: .

*EVt;.:
*POP:
o

.

:3DF.'0
:3DFO
:3F'EF

PAGE 195

floOINT
COUNT
LOWER
UPPER

CLEARS END INDICATOR
CLEARS N

•

. RETURN TO BASIC

.

LPOOLfl
X .•CC1.

EVL: .

: POINT
UPPER· .

001E LPOOL" . 0037 X ACt1 . 0000 X0000 X·
.

BCC2 .

0000 '. BYTE 0006'
, 0035

.

"FLT:' :.: 0036 . < .". LOWER' 0030 X002£ ....• POP: . 0034 PSH: 0033.0031 . VAt: 0032. ..

..

.

,.

'.

"
.

�

. ,

f·

.. ::.

. .�

.

ACC2 0000
COUNT 002F.
HL7 0000
RETURN 002B··

.,

I
,

; .

,.

.: ."'
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REWIND·
'rAPE

..�
.
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·PAGE . 0001

.. 0001 * ML8 ROUTINE TO, REWIND HAG TAPE DRIVE
0002 * CALL (8) .

0003 NAM ML8
0004 ·0000 0800 ML8 ENT
0005 .0001 FB08 �st *PSH:
0006· 0002 C601 LAP ·1

� 000' '.0003 Fa08 �ST *VAC:
0008 0004 4054 SEL 10',4 INIT DRIVE·
0009 0005 .4050 SEL 10.,0 REWIND
0010 0006- 4953 SEN 10,3
0011 0007 F601 �MP

.

$-1
¥ 0012· 0008 F1'04 ..1ST *J:VL: .

CLEAR ARGUMENTS
0013 0009 F301 ..lHP *POP:
0014 OOOA·. PSH: REF
0015 0001'

.

POP: REF
0016- oooe VAC: REF ...

001? OOOD EVL: REF
0018

.

0000 LPOOL
0019 END

..
'

0000 ERRORS , .

PAGE 0002

LPOOLff' OOOE
• PSH:·

.

OOOA
EVL.: . OOOD X ML8

. VAC: .. OOOC .

0000
.

POP: OOOB

.. '

'.

"
.
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